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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with factors affecting the perception of astringency in 
wine and in model wine solutions. Since wine composition is complex, model 
solutions were also studied, so that the observations would contribute to the elucidation 
of the astringency mechanism. The introduction reports current understanding about 
astringency and astringent compounds published in literature. Many of the natural 
astringent compounds of wine are not commercially available. Accordingly, chapter 2 
explores an extraction method of phenols from grape seeds and demonstrates the effect 
of different solvents. Chapters 3 to 5 report the contribution of small molecules and the 
effect of structure and pH on sensory astringency. In chapter 6, the saliva composition 
before and after assessing astringent compounds has been correlated with 
time-intensity parameters of astringency. Chapter 7 quotes the non-sensory 
phenol-protein interactions. Finally, in chapter 8 the factors which influence the 
perception of astringency and phenol-protein precipitation are discussed.
The sensory studies suggest that astringency is a complex sensation elicited by 
large phenols, monomers, and even non-phenols such as acids. The mechanism of 
astringency is probably common among the phenolic compounds whereas in 
astringency of acids, a second mechanism might be involved. Stereochemistry of 
molecules and pH affect the perception of astringency.
Phenol precipitation in vitro depends on whether phenols are in a pure solution 
or in a mixture where they must compete for proteins. However, phenol precipitation is 
not a good indication of astringency. Astringency is probably related to a phenol- 
mediated salivaiy protein precipitation, but it is not correlated with total protein 
precipitation. The relative concentration of individual saliva proteins might be more 
important for astringency than the total protein concentration. pH and protein to phenol 
ratio can modify phenol-protein precipitation. At high pH and excess protein, soluble 
complexes can be formed which could mask astringency.
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CHAPTER 1 
LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1  INTRODUCTION
Astringency is a dry, puckery, dust-in-mouth sensation typically experienced 
with red wines. The sensation is induced primarily by phenolic compounds such as 
those extracted from grape seeds and skins and wood cooperage. Astringency in wine 
results from the binding and precipitation of salivary proteins and glycoproteins by 
phenolic compounds (Haslam and Lilley, 1988). White wines seldom show 
astringency as they generally possess low concentrations of phenolic compounds 
(Robichaud and Noble, 1990).
It is considered to be a sensation activated by free nerve endings of the 
trigeminal nerve and thus it is a diffuse, poorly localized sensation (Green, 1993). 
Astringency is often the last sensation detected as it can take 15 sec or more for 
perception to develop fully (Guinard et al., 1986a).
Astringency may be confused with bitterness, and although both are induced by 
related groups of compounds, they are distinct sensations (Lea and Arnold, 1978). 
Their similar response curves add to the potential confusion: Loth perceptions develop 
comparatively slowly and possess a lingering aftertaste (Noble, 1995).
Astringency is often associated with unripe fmits, where it is usually 
undesirable. In red wines some astringency is considered desirable since lack of 
astringency results in a flat taste. Bitterness is often desirable in beer, coffee, tea, tonic 
water, cocoa and chocolate products. At low levels, it is acceptable in wine but it is 
undesirable when a bitter aftertaste persists (Leach, 1984).
1 .2  WINE
Wine has a history of some 6000 years with the earliest known wine residues 
dating from the late fourth millennium BC. Most researchers think that the discovery of 
winemaking began in southern Caucasia. From its origin, grape growing and 
winemaking spread to Palestine, Syria, Egypt and Mesopotamia. From this base, wine 
consumption and winemaking were spread around the Mediterranean (Jackson, 1994).
The term wine refers to the natural beverage produced by fermenting the juice of 
crushed ripe grapes by natural yeasts. The crushing of the grapes releases and mixes
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the juice with yeasts on the grape skin. While yeast fermentation is more rapid in 
contact with air, continued air contact can result in the wine turning vinegary (Thoukis, 
1974).
The chemical understanding of grapes and wine has advanced greatly since the 
late 1960s. Although significant progress has been made through improved 
instrumentation, there are still considerable limitations on the application of the data 
obtained. The more serious ones lie in the sensory interpretation of data. Perception is 
separated by many neural steps from sensation in the mouth or nose. In addition 
compounds may interact in complicated ways to influence sensory stimulation. 
Therefore, it is often difficult to predict how chemical composition will affect sensory 
perception (Jackson, 1994).
Over 500 compounds have been isolated from and identified in wines. Most of 
the compounds occur at concentrations between 10-4 to 10-9 g/l. At these levels, many 
are below the limit of human sensory perception and they contribute probably little to 
the sensory characteristics of wine. The rapid increase in the number of the compounds 
identified in the wine has been attributed to the developments in gas chromatography, 
thin-layer chromatography, high performance liquid chromatography, droplet counter- 
current chromatography, infrared spectroscopy, and nuclear magnetic resonance 
(Jackson, 1994).
Wines, contain about 0.8 to 1.2 g of aromatic compounds perhtre . The most 
common aromatic compounds are fusel alcohols, volatile acids and fatty acid esters. 
Although present in much smaller concentrations, carbonyls, phenols, lactones, 
terpenes, acetals, hydrocarbons and sulphur and nitrogen compounds are more 
important qualitatively to the specific sensory features of the wine (Ough and Ameiine, 
1988).
The taste and mouth-feel sensations of a wine are due primarily to water, 
ethanol, acids (mainly tartaric, malic and lactic acids), sugars and glycerol. Phenols 
make important contributions to the mouth-feel of red wines but they occur in 
insignificant amounts in white wines (Jackson, 1994).
The benefits of moderate wine consumption include the reduction in the 
undesirable effects of stress, enhanced sociability, higher self-esteem, appetite in the 
elderly and an increase in plasma levels of high-density lipoprotein (HDL), which 
contributes to lowering blood cholesterol concentration and reducing the incidence of 
arteriosclerosis (Jackson, 1994).
1 .2 .1  Wine and grape phenolic compounds
The phenolic compounds in wine are a large and complex group which range 
from relatively simple compounds produced by the grape vine to complex tannin-type 
substances extracted from the wood of the barrels during ageing (Ough and Amerine, 
1988). They are of particular importance to the characteristics and quality of red wines 
since they can affect the appearance, taste, mouth-feel, aging behaviour, and 
antimicrobial properties of the wine. Because of their chemical properties, especially 
facile oxidation, complexation with proteins and carbohydrates, and characteristic acid- 
catalyzed C-C bond breaking and bond making processes, they are important 
precursors for brown pigments and hazes (Cheynier et a/., 1992).
Chemically, phenols are cyclic aromatic compounds possessing one or more 
hydroxyl groups associated directly with the ring structure. Two distinct phenol groups 
occur in grapes and wine, the flavonoids and the nonflavonoids. Flavonoids are 
characterized as molecules possessing two phenols joined by a pyran (oxygen 
containing) carbon ring structure (Jackson, 1994). The most common flavonoids in 
wine are: (a) flavonols, (b) flavanols (catechins) and (c) anthocyanins (Haslam and 
Lilley, 1988). Small amounts of free leucoanthocyanins (flavan-3,4-diols) also occur. 
Polymerisation of flavanols produces a class of polymers called procyanidins. 
Nonflavonoids are structurally simpler but their origin in wine is more diverse. In 
wines not aged in oak, the primary nonflavonoids are derivatives of hydroxycinnamic 
and hydroxybenzoic acids (Jackson, 1994).
Both flavonoid and nonflavonoid polymers in wines are often referred to as 
tannins, although the term tannin correctly refers to water soluble phenolic compounds 
having molecular masses in the range of 500 to at least 3-4,000 which have the ability 
to precipitate alkaloids, gelatin and other proteins (Bate-Smith, 1954). This definition, 
however excludes certain of those phenolics that bind strongly to proteins without 
precipitation, since not all associations result in precipitation. Physicochemically, 
tannins are complex polymers which are divided into two major types: One of these, the 
hydrolysable tannins, are composed of gallic acid or its condensation product ellagic 
acid. The second group is based structurally on the flavanol skeleton and consists of 
two broad subclasses (a) the condensed tannins which are polymers of flavanols linked 
through acid-labile carbon-carbon bonds and (b) the flavanol-derived pigments 
produced by enzymic (polyphenol oxidases, peroxidases), coupled oxidations and 
condensation reactions and which are known also as complex phenols or derived 
tannins (Clifford, 1997).
Flavanols have a marked influence on the taste and mouth-feel of red wines
since they are present in relatively high amounts. They are primarily (+)-catechin (2R, 
3S) and (-)-epicatechin (2R, 3R). (-)-Epicatechin esterified by gallic acid on the 3- 
hydroxyl group, (-)-epicatechin-3-gallate, is present in unripe seeds, but disappears 
during the ripening. The remaining flavanols are the (+)-gallocatechin and the (-)- 
epigallocatechin analogues of first two compounds (Thomgate, 1993). The normal 
flavanol concentration in white wines ranges from 10-50 mg/1 while in red wines they 
may reach 800 mg/1 (Singleton and Esau, 1969). These compounds are restricted to 
skins, seeds and vascular tissues (Macheix et al., 1991).
(+)-Catechin and (-)-epicatechin predominate in grapes and they are present in 
roughly equal amounts. The polymeric flavanols (procyanidins) have a 4-p-8 or 4-p-6 
interflavan linkage, although other linkages are also known to occur in nature, such as 
the double linkage 4-p-8; 2-p-0-7 (Clifford, 1986). Although there are three chiral 
centres in the heterocyclic ring of 4-linked polymers, the 2 position almost exclusively 
has the R absolute stereochemistry in the plant kingdom and the 4 position always 
seems to be trans to the hydroxyl group at position 3 (Figure 1.1). This still allows for 
isomérisation about position 3, as well as the positional isomerism resulting from the 
linkage pattern (Thomgate, 1993). As acylation of the 3 position hydroxyl is also 
possible (typically with gallic acid) it is no wonder that Ricardo da Silva et al. (1991c), 
have isolated and identified 20 dimers and trimers from grape seeds.
Flavonoids are derived primarily from the skins, seeds and stems of the fmit. 
Flavonols and anthocyanins come prédominât ly from the skins, while flavanols and 
leucoanthocyanins originate primarily from the seeds and stems. Flavonoids 
characterize red wines more than white wines. In red wines, they commonly constitute 
more than 85% of the phenol content (>1000 mg/1) (Jackson, 1994). The higher 
proportion of the polymeric flavanols in grapes is found in the seeds (58.5%), and to a 
lesser extent the stems (21%), leaves and skins (4%) (Thomgate, 1993).
Under the wine making process neither the stemsvpr the leaves are in contact 
with the must and hence the only sources of proanthocyanidins are the seeds and the 
skins. The factors that affect the amount of total phenol found in a wine are: Skin and 
seed contact time during fermentation; agitation of juice and skins; ethanol 
concentration; fermentation temperature; grape variety intensity of pressing; and the 
total phenol content of the grapes (Ough and Amerine, 1988).
Biologically, flavonoids may be regarded as metabolic waste products but there 
is little doubt that at times their presence is beneflcial for the plants. For example, as 
defence chemicals, they contribute to the astringency of unripe fruits, resulting in their 
avoidance by herbivores until the seeds are mature and ready for dispersal. In decaying
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Figure 1.1 The structure o f /flavonoids : a=monomer; b=cyanidin; c)
Hemingway’s (Hemingway et a l, 1982) proposed structure for
polymeric procyanidins: Structure of (-)-epicatechin-(4|3 -  8)-(-)- 
epicatechin (4p -  6)-(+)-catechin.
plant material they associate with proteins, membranes, and cell walls and inhibit their 
degradation (Mehansho et al., 1987).
Their role in the diet is also attracting special interest. Protein-tannin 
interactions in the inactivation of digestive enzymes and ‘tanning’ of dietary proteins are 
known to be responsible for lowering the nutritional value of some foods (Mehansho et 
al, 1987). Such interactions can also modify viral proteins, thus limiting infection. 
Finally, proanthocyanidins are receiving increasing attention as potent natural free 
radical scavengers that may be of use in the prevention of numerous diseases 
(Mehansho etal., 1987).
1 .2 .2  Sensory properties of the wine flavanols
As flavanols and proanthocyanidins occur at well above threshold levels in red 
wine, they constitute the predominant source of bitter and astringent sensations.
According to Bate-Smith, the monomeric flavanols are not chemical astringents 
as their molecular weight is less than 500 and they do not spontaneously precipitate 
proteins (Bate-Smith, 1954), however, it is now clear that this is not the case for the 
astringent sensation as judged by trained tastepannelists(Clifford, 1997). Sensory tests 
on phenolic fractions have shown that monomeric flavanols were bitter compounds, 
more recent studies have demonstrated that they are both bitter and astringent.
Rossi and Singleton (1966), reported that catechin was only bitter and even at 
concentrations beyond the levels at which it would be expected to occur in wines, it 
was not astringent. Also, the monomeric flavanol fraction, shown to contain (+)- 
catechin, (-)-epicatechin and (-)-epicatechin-3-gallate was reported to have only a bitter 
taste in a wine base (Su and Singleton, 1969).
However, catechin in wine was reported to be both bitter and astringent by Lea 
and Arnold (1978), Arnold et al. (1980) and Robichaud and Noble (1990). When (+)- 
catechin was added to white wine, both bitterness and astringency were increased with 
increasing (4-)-catechin concentration; however the rate of increase of bitterness was 
significantly greater than that for astringency (Arnold et al., 1980). The more recent 
studies of Thomgate and Noble (1995), showed that indeed (+)-catechin and (-)- 
epicatechin in aqueous solutions were both bitter and astringent.
The procyanidins however, have been shown to be both bitter and astringent. 
Their relative astringency, defined by the ability to precipitate protein has been reported 
to increase with molecular weight, from dimers to higher oligomers (Haslam, 1974).
Rossi and Singleton (1966), reported that the grape seed fraction containing 
dimeric procyanidins, produced both bitter and astringent taste sensations. That fraction
gave about 1/10 the bitterness and 1/6 the astringency of an equal concentration of a 
condensed tannin fraction. Arnold et al. (1980), found that all the four grape seed 
fractions they evaluated (catechin, dimeric procyanidins, trimeric and tetrameric 
procyanidins and condensed tannins) were both bitter and astringent. As the size of 
fractions increased from monomeric to tetrameric, astringency increased relative to the 
bitterness, although all fractions were more bitter than astringent.
According to Rossi and Singleton (1966), the condensed tannin fraction 
(average molecular weight by Mechrolab vapour pressure osmometer=5300) was both 
bitter and astringent. The studies of Lea and Arnold (1978) with cider procyanidins, 
showed that astringency was most intense in the higher procyanidin polymers 
(condensed tannins). None of the procyanidins isolated from ciders were exclusively 
bitter or astringent. However, bitterness was most intense in the tetrameric epicatechin, 
whereas astringency reached a maximum in the higher procyanidin polymers (6-10 
units). In contrast, Arnold et al. (1980), found that among the grape seed fractions they 
evaluated, the condensed tannin was the most intensely bitter and astringent.
These findings were confirmed by Robichaud and Noble (1990), who showed 
that both tannic acid and grape seed condensed tannins were more astringent than the 
smaller monomeric compounds, catechin and gallic acid. All fractions, monomeric and 
polymeric ones, were both bitter and astringent. The condensed tannin fraction, which 
contained primarily tetrameric to octameiic polymers of catechin and epicatechin, was 
most intensely bitter and astringent. However, across the concentration range 
investigated, 10 to 1200 mg/1, both bitterness and astringency increased with increasing 
concentration. This result is in contrast with the lack of a significant increase in 
bitterness with increasing concentration of grape seed phenolic extract reported 
previously by Arnold and Noble (1978). In their view that may have been due to the 
masking effect of the higher levels of astringency but according to Robichaud and 
Noble (1990), it was probably due to either the narrow concentration range they 
evaluated (25 to 135 mg/1) or to the selection of smaller increments of change in 
concentration than the discrimination threshold for bitterness.
Singleton and Noble (1976), have suggested that the balance of bitterness and 
astringency in wines is concentration dependent, so that the perceived bitterness is 
masked by a greater perceived astringency as the total procyanidin content increases.
The results are consistent with the theorized mechanisms of action for bitterness 
and astringency. The number of possible hydrogen-bonding sites increases with the 
degree of polymerisation and thus the relative astringency should also be expected to 
increase. Moreover, the water solubility decreases with the increasing size of the
molecule and thus poorer solubility in water corresponds to greater hydrophobicity and 
a greater potential for hydrophobic interactions with protein (Thomgate, 1993). 
However, it is interesting to note that the progressively increased astringency does not 
parallel the relative hydrophobicity as judged by the reversed phase HPLC capacity 
factors (Clifford, 1997) suggesting that there are complexities here which at present are 
not fully understood. For bitterness either access to a putative membrane-bound 
receptor is being hmited by the increase in molecular size, or else the difference in lipid- 
solubility of the tiimers and tetramers allows them to depolarize the taste receptor cells 
directly, increasing their bitterness (Thomgate, 1993).
Astringency produced by tannins appears to be not only a function of molecular 
size and concentration, but is also dependent on the pH of the solution, the degree of 
purity, the electrical charge, the nature of anions and neutral salts present, and the 
temperature (Joslyn and Goldstein, 1964).
1.3 TASTE AND MOUTH-FEEL
Taste and mouth-feel are perceptions derived from two different sets of 
chemoreceptors in the mouth (Jackson, 1994).
Taste is initiated by specialized receptor neurons located in taste buds. Taste 
buds are located primarily on the tongue, but they may also occur on the soft palate, 
pharynx, epiglottis, larynx and upper portion of theoesophagus(Thomgate, 1993). On 
the tongue, taste buds form depressions on raised growths called papillae. Taste buds 
resemble pear-shaped structures possessing up to 50 neuroepithelial cells. Individual 
receptor cells remain active for only about 10 days before being replaced by 
differentiating adjacent epithelial cells. Each receptor (gustatory) cell terminates in a 
receptive dendrite or several microvilh that project into the oral cavity. Impulses 
initiated from the receptive endings pass down to the cell body to connect with one of 
several cranial nerves innervating the oral cavity. However, none of these nerves are 
exclusively gustatory afferants; for instance, the X cranial nerve response in particular 
appears to be confounded with mechanical stimulation (Thomgate, 1993). Nerve 
stimulation not only generates impulses sent to the brain, but also maintains the 
integrity of the taste buds. The distribution pattem of cranial nerves in the tongue 
partially reflects the differential sensitivity of the different areas of the tongue to taste 
substances (Jackson, 1994).
Generally, the perception of gustatory stimuli depends on the interaction of the
tastant molecules with the membranes of taste receptor microvilli. Saliva dissolves the 
molecules and carries them to and away from the receptor sites (Kock et ah, 1994).
Four basic taste perceptions are usually recognized: Sweet, sour, salty and 
bitter. Some researchers however have proposed that umami and metallic should be 
considered as additional basic tastes (Boudreau et ah, 1979). Regardless of the system 
encoding the taste response, it is now commonly accepted that the process of 
transduction (the mechanism by which a specific type of stimulus energy is transformed 
into an electrical response in a specialized sensory cell) involves either binding of the 
taste stimulant (for sweet and bitter) to a membrane-bound receptor on the apical portion 
of the taste receptor cell, or (for sour and salty) direct influence of the cation on the 
receptor cell, either by the blocking of ion-channels or by direct influx (Shepherd, 
1991).
Many factors affect the abihty of a person to detect and identify taste sensations. 
These are divided into four categories: ^fiysical, chemical, biological and psychological 
(Jackson, 1994). Among them, the effect of saliva can be quite important since saliva 
chemistry can change temporally and often differs between individuals (Clifford,
1997).
Mouth-feel is activated by free nerve endings of the trigeminal nerve and gives 
rise to sensations of astringency, heat, body, prickling and pain. The trigeminal nerve 
derives from the same nerve that innervates the oral cavity, the cranial nerve and it 
subserves the whole oral cavity (Lawless, 1987). The trigeminal nerve endings respond 
to a wide range of pungent and irritant chemicals, often at very low concentrations.
Most strong pungent chemicals react nonspecifically with protein sulphydryl (- 
SH) groups or break protein disulphide (—S—S—) bridges (Cain, 1985). The 
resultant reversible structural changes in membrane proteins may stimulate firing of the 
free nerve endings. Most pungent compounds apparently have a net po: sitive charge, 
while putrid compounds commonly possess a net negative charge (Jackson, 1994). At 
high concentrations, most aromatic compounds stimulate trigeminal nervej fibres! Those 
that are strongly hydrophobic may dissolve into the lipid component of the cell 
membrane, disrupting cell permeability and inducing nerve firing. Free nerve endings 
become more sensitive on repeated or prolonged exposure (Cain, 1985).
1.3.1 Bitterness
Despite the wide range of chemical compounds eliciting bitterness in foods and 
beverages, bitterness in wine has been attributed primarily to the naturally occurring 
phenols. However, most of the phenolic compounds in wine which elicit bitterness, are
also astringent. Bitterness is considered to be one of the four basic tastes and it is 
perceived primarily in the back of the tongue (Noble, 1995).
Kubota and Kubo (1969) proposed that a proton donor group and a proton 
acceptor group had to be present in the molecules of the bitter compounds. Another 
hypothesis was proposed by Gardner (1979), who connected bitterness with 
lipophilicity. Since lipids may be involved in the gustatory receptor membrane, he 
suggested the passage of the bitter molecule through the gustatory receptor lipid 
membrane in order to bind with a specific protein.
More recent studies combined both possibilities. According to Kubo (1994), 
bitterness of the naturally occurring substances seems to be due to a balance between 
one ‘bitter unit’ and one ‘hydrophobic moiety’ in the molecule. His study, indicates that 
the bitter unit consists of a proton donor group (DH) and a proton acceptor group (A). 
In addition to this DH-A group, an A-A unit may also be possible. The bitter 
compounds could enter the molecular structure of the receptor site with the bitter unit 
oriented into the aqueous phase by hydrogen bonding and the hydrophobic portion 
aligned into the lipid phase by dispersion forces. Kurihara et al. (1994), proposed that 
bitterness is attributed to both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions of positively 
charged bitter substances with taste receptor membranes, supporting that hypothesis.
The transduction mechanisms of bitterness seem to be varied (Shepherd, 1991). 
One pathway may involve G-protein since according to Kurihara et al. (1994), the 
receptors for some bitter substances could be G-protein coupled. Binding of Ca2+ to the 
receptor membranes could also be possible, since the responses of frog^  taste nerves to 
bitter substances were prolonged by the presence of Ca2+ in the medium (Kurihara et 
ah, 1994). Other mechanisms appear to be non-receptor mediated. Bitter substances 
ehcited electrical responses in nongustatory cells, such as neuroblastoma and olfactory 
cells, suggesting that bitter substances could induce a response by a non-receptor- 
mediated mechanism. These receptor-independent mechanisms may involve direct 
blockage of potassium channels (Shepherd, 1991).
That there are indeed multiple receptors for bitterness has been demonstrated 
with the thiocarbamides. Many persons are ‘taste-blind’ to phenylthiocarbamide, while 
others find it intensely bitter ; however, persons in both groups are sensitive to other 
bitter compounds (Thomgate, 1993).
It has been suggested that some proteins (Von Ebner’s proteins) (VEGP) 
produced by glands closely associated with the taste buds may also play a role in bitter 
taste perception (Gurkan and Bradley, 1988). These proteins belong to the lipocalin 
superfamily of hydrophobic ligand-binding proteins. Kock et al. (1994), suggested that
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VEGP transport the hydrophobic bitter compounds away from the bitter receptor. They 
have introduced by gene transfer the rat VEGP to mice that do not naturally secrete 
them and found that these transgenic mice possessing the proteins have much greater 
tolerance of the bitter substance denatotiium benzoate than mice lacking these proteins. 
However, according to Spielman (1990), attempts to demonstrate binding of VEGP to 
bitter substances such as quinine using equilibrium dialysis have failed.
1 .3 .2  Astringency
The ASTM committee on sensory evaluation of materials and products defined 
astringency as “the complex of sensations due to shrinking, drawing or puckering of 
the epithelium as a result of exposure to substances such as alums or tannins” 
(American Society for Testing and Materials, 1989).
In some historical classifications  ^astringency has been considered a primary or 
basic taste category that is equal in importance to the four classical taste qualities of 
sweet, sour, salty and bitter (Bartoshuk, 1978). The above view was supported by 
more recent data from animal studies that suggested that astringency is a primary taste 
(Schiffman et al, 1991). They found that the chorda tympani branch of the facial nerve 
(CTn) was responsive to astringent compounds, whereas the lingual branch of the 
trigeminal nerve was not. However, since astringent compounds are known to elicit 
both taste (e.g. bitter) and tactile sensations and the CTn is known to contain 
mechanoreceptive fibres in both humans and animals (Breslin et al., 1993), the activity 
in the CTn is not a proof that astringency is a taste. Moreover, the rodents they used 
were anaesthetized, which eliminated the possibility of recording changes in movement- 
based mechanical stimulation from the tongue (Breslin et al, 1993).
The primary quality usually associated with astringency, however, is a dry and 
puckering sensation perceived in the mouth which seems more closely allied to the 
tactile than to the gustatory system (Bate-Smith, 1954). In his view, the astringent 
substances stimulate the end organs of feeling in the mouth and throat which may be 
associated with pain sensations. Only recently a direct study of the perceptual qualities 
of astringency has been attempted by Lee and Lawless (1991), who found by 
discussion groups that the terms that best described the sensation produced by 
astringent stimuli were: Astringency, dryness, pucker, roughness, bitterness and 
sourness. They asked the panelists to rate the intensity of each of the qualities of the 
same astringent stimuli and found that the qualities of diyness and roughness were 
closely paralleled by the ratings of astringency, particularly at the two higher 
concentrations. Bitterness, sourness and pucker did not differ across compounds in the
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same manner as astringency.
In addition to the data concerning the sensory quality of astringency, there are 
some studies that provide indirect evidence of the sensation’s tactile basis. Joslyn and 
Goldstein (1964), first suggested that the sensation of astringency —unlike a true taste 
sensation— is not confined to a particular region of the mouth or tongue but it is 
perceived as a diffuse stimulus that it is not instantaneous but requires appreciable time 
for development. In their view, astringency differs from taste also in that the threshold 
for perception is much greater. The studies of Guinard et al. (1986a) showed a 
tendency of astringent sensations to increase in intensity with repeated stimulation 
rather than showing the adaptation that is characteristic of taste receptors.
More recently, Lyman and Green (1990) found that adding sucrose to the tannic acid 
solution, which enhanced both salivary volume and the viscosity of the solution, 
significantly reduced perceived dryness. An equally sweet solution containing the 
intense sweetener aspartame, which had a smaller effect on both salivation and solution 
viscosity, reduced perceived dryness less. These results imply that astringency can be 
counteracted by increasing salivation and/or solution viscosity, factors that would be 
expected to modify the nature and intensity of mechanical stimulation within the oral 
cavity during movement. Additional evidence that astringency is a tactile sensation 
resulting from the stimulation of the mechanoreceptors was provided by the 
experiments of Breslin et al. (1993). They demonstrated that oral astringency can be 
produced on a non-gustatory surface such as the area between the upper lip and the 
gum, that the exposure of astringent substances only to a gustatory surface is 
insufficient to enable one to identify the stronger of two astringent stimuli and that 
certain lubricating rinses decreased astringency.
liyama et al. (1994) allowed for both possibilities and suggested that 
astringency consists of two kinds of sensation, a tactile and a gustatory one. They 
found that the astringent substances altered the membrane potentials of the taste sensor 
markedly. Hence, the astringent compounds should produce a chemical taste in the oral 
cavity because the transducer of the sensor is made of lipids, which are constituents of 
biomembranes. In addition, astringent substances precipitate some salivary proteins and 
this may produce the tactile sensation. They used catechin, tannic acid, chlorogenic acid 
and galhc acid as examples of astringent materials and by principal component analysis 
they found that the quality of astringency is located between those of bitterness and 
sourness. Since most of the phenolic astringents are also bitter ( Lea and Arnold, 1978) 
it is possible that the taste of bitterness which was elicited by the above compounds was 
the chemical taste detected by the sensor. However, since bitterness of tannic acid was
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perceptually separable from dryness (Lyman and Green, 1990), bitterness should be 
considered as a separate taste and not confused with astringency. Additionally, it is 
known that acids are sour (Hartwig and McDaniel, 1995) and sourness elicited by the 
above acids was possibly taken as the second taste component of astringency.
The studies that have been discussed provide indirect evidence for the tactile 
basis of the astringent sensation. The increased friction between oral membranes 
induced by the astringents, changes the perceived texture of the mucosal surface and the 
sensation produced is best described as dryness and roughness. Proponents of this 
‘tactile hypothesis’ explain the sensation as arising when an astringent substance 
destroys the lubricating power of the saliva by precipitating the secreted proteins or by 
direct binding to the epithelium proteins (Clifford, 1997).
1 .3 .2 .1  Chemical Astringency: Phenol-protein interactions
The interaction between polyphenols and proteins is generally believed to 
underlie the phenomenon of astringency. The word astringent is derived from the Latin 
ad stringere, meaning ‘to bind to’, which relates to the abihty of astringent materials to 
bind and precipitate proteins (Joslyn and Goldstein, 1964). Four types of interactions 
have been proposed for the formation of phenol-protein complexes: Xydrogen 
bonding, hydrophobic interactions, ionic interactions provided that the protein pi and 
the pH value are suitable and covalent bonding above pH 9.0. The proposed hydrogen- 
bonding sites are the orthodihydroxyphenolic groups of tannin molecules with the 
peptide groups on the proteins (Clifford, 1986).
However, under physiological conditions the association of proteins and 
phenols is largely a surface phenomenon and possibly a process which takes place in 
two distinct phases. The first of these is that in which the polyphenol seeks out 
preferred sites and regions on the protein where its numerous aromatic rings are most 
readily accommodated by the development of hydrophobic interactions. This selectivity 
can be satisfied in the region of aromatic residues and particularly where prolyl residues 
in the polypeptide chain bring several such aromatic groups or hydrocarbon side chains 
into close juxtaposition to form a hydrophobic pocket environment (Haslam, 1989). 
This first interaction is entropie since the hydrophobic regions of the receptor and 
ligand associate in such a manner as to exclude from their surfaces the layers of 
partially ordered water (Luck et al., 1994). Subsequently hydrogen bond networks are
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Figure 1.2 Polyphenol-protein complexation: i) Docking to the hydrophobic cavity
ii) Hydrogen bonding to the surface of the protein (Haslam, 1989).
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formed co-operatively and directed from the polyphenol towards polar protein groups 
(amide and peptide, amino, hydroxyl and carboxyl groups) (Figure 1.2). Precipitation 
of the phenol-protein complex occurs when phenol adsorption is adequate to produce a 
sufficiently hydrophobic complex (Luck et al., 1994). The relative quantitative 
importance of these two types of interaction remain, however, uncertain. Whilst the 
tendency has always been to emphasize the part played by intermolecular hydrogen 
bonding several workers have drawn attention to the fact that hydrophobic effects may 
dominate the interaction (Haslam, 1989).
When polyphenols cause precipitation of proteins from solution two situations 
may be investigated. At low protein concentrations the polyphenol associates at one or 
more sites on the protein surface, to give a mono-layer which is less hydrophi lic than 
the protein itself. Aggregation and precipitation then ensue. Where the protein 
concentration is high the relatively hydrophobic surface layer is formed by 
complexation of the polyphenol onto the protein and by cross-linking of different 
protein molecules by the multi-dentate polyphenols. Precipitation then follows as 
above. More polyphenol is thus required to precipitate proteins from dilute solution 
than concentrated solutions. Small phenols such as pyrogallol should also be capable of 
precipitating proteins from solution if they can be maintained in solutions at 
concentrations sufficient to push the equilibrium in favour of the protein-phenol 
complex and form a hydrophobic layer of simple phenol molecules on the protein 
surface (Haslam, 1989).
The reversible complexation of polyphenols with proteins may be considered as 
a two stage process in the first of which both substances by the deployment of various 
non-covalent forces, are in equilibrium with soluble complexes (Figure 1.3). As the 
position of this equilibrium changes, then as a second stage, these soluble complexes 
may aggregate and precipitate from the solution (Haslam et ah, 1992). The 
stoichiometry of this interaction depends on the initial concentrations of tannin and of 
protein. The whole process is however usually reversible and under suitable conditions 
the precipitated complexes may be redissolved. Thus, addition of further protein to the 
solution, redissolves the protein-polyphenol complex with the exception of salivary 
proteins where addition of more protein does not reverse the process (Clifford, 1986). 
The protein-polyphenol complexes may be dissociated with solvents such as acetone 
without dénaturation of the protein, with caffeine, urea, polyvinylpyrrolidone, various 
polyethyleneglycols and detergents (Haslam, 1989).
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Analysis of protein-polyphenol complexation
Protein (H20)a + Polyphenol (H20)b Solution
t
(Protein . Polyphenol J  (H20)x Solution
t
(Protein . Polyphenolm) (H20)y Precipitate
Figure 1.3. Protein-polyphenol association (Haslam, 1989)
Under acidic conditions, however, polyphenols may participate in an alternative 
form of irreversible covalent binding to proteins. The two most significant 
characteristics of the proanthocyanidins derive from the properties of the interflavan 
bond. Under acid catalysis this bond is readily cleaved (Haslam, 1989). Kinetic 
analysis shows the reaction to be specific acid catalyzed (Beart et al, 1985), with the 
rate-determin'g step the initial protonation of the proanthocyanidin. Cleavage of the 
chemical bond gives rise to a carbocation intermediate at the point of rupture. These 
electrophilic species are able to react readily with nucleophilic groups on a protein to 
yield proanthocyanidin complexes covalently linked to the protein macromolecule 
(Figure 1.4) (Haslam, 1989). Under the mild acidic (pH 3-4) conditions of wines, 
both of these characteristic types of carbon-carbon bond-breaking and electrophilic 
substitution of the phloroglucinol ‘A’ ring of the flavanols are possible.
1 .3 .2 .2  Structure-activitv relationships of phenols and proteins
The most common astringent materials are the vegetable tannins. According to 
Haslam (1981), a common structural feature of the astringent molecules is the 
accumulation, within a molecule of moderate size, of a substantial number of 
unconjugated phenolic groups, many of which are associated with an o-dihydroxy or 
trihydroxy orientation within a phenyl ring. Due to the numerous phenolic groups and 
aromatic rings in their structures, tannins have many potential binding sites with which 
to form hydrogen bonds to proteins. Because of their molecular size and structure 
polyphenols also form stable cross-linked structures with different protein molecules. 
The number of phenolic hydroxy groups available for hydrogen bonding is thought to 
influence the degree to which tannins may cross link salivary proteins, causing 
aggregation and precipitation and thus delubricating the oral cavity (Clifford, 1986).
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Figure 1.4 Polyphenol-protein irreversible complexation via intermediates from the
acid catalysed decomposition of procyanidins (Haslam, 1989).
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The affinity of polyphenols towards proteins is determined primarily by the number of 
o-dihydroxyphenyl groups, which according to Haslam (1974), are the sites for 
complex formation with proteins. Among gallotannins, their affinity for proteins 
increases significantly with the number of galloyl substituents (di-* tri-  ^tetra- penta) 
and reaches a maximum in the flexible disk-like structure of p-penta-O-galloyl-D-
glucose (Haslam et al., 1992). Further addition of galloyl residues results in declining 
of the protein binding due possibly to steric hindrance (Clifford, 1997). Moreover, 
Haslam et al. (1992), have shown that flavanol gallates have a much greater ability to 
precipitate proteins than the corresponding non-gallated flavanols, suggesting that the 
majority of the interaction occurs via the gallate ester rather than via the B ring, even a 
trihydroxy B ring. Conformational mobility and flexibility and molecular size of the 
polyphenol are also important determinants of the ability of a polyphenol to bind 
proteins. To a lesser extent the degree of polymerisation of the polyphenol could also 
affect its binding with the proteins (Ricardo da Silva et al., 1991b). The 
conformational restraint imposed by restricted rotation about the repeating C4-C8 or 
C4-C6 interflavan linkages in condensed tannins may explain, in part, their relatively 
lower astringency compared with the hydrolysable tannins for a given number of 
di/trihydroxyphenyl binding sites (Beart et ah, 1985). However, among the dimeric 
proanthocyanidins the presence of a C4-C6 linkage between the monomer units 
enhances their binding with proteins compared with dimeric proanthocyanidins with a 
C4-C8 linkage, although the same interflavan bonds in trimeric proanthocyanidins 
does not seem to affect their affinities for any protein (Ricardo da Silva et ah, 1991b). 
Furthermore, polyphenols which are quite soluble in water have weaker affinities for 
proteins than those which are poorly soluble (Haslam, 1989).
The general characteristics of proteins with high affinity for tannins are large 
size, open loose structures, with a high proportion of hydrophobic amino acids, and 
high proline content. A high proline content increases the affinity for condensed tannin 
probably because proline disrupts the alpha-helix, since it is an imino acid and does not 
fit into the helix. This results in flexible structure (axial ratios >25:1) readily accessible 
by tannins and thus increases the potential for hydrogen bonding complexation 
(Hagerman and Klucher, 1986). In addition, because the proline peptide bond contains 
a substituted nitrogen adjacent to a carbonyl, proline-rich proteins ^ e  very strong 
hydrogen bond acceptors, which increases their affinity for tannins (Hagerman and 
Butler, 1981). Recent NMR studies (Murray and Williamson, 1994) using synthetic 
proline-rich peptides corresponding to the repeat sequence of the salivary proline-rich
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proteins (PRPs) have demonstrated that isolated proline residues or the N-terminal 
residue in a sequence of prolines have the greatest affinities and may be considered as 
‘sticky patches’ which capture the tannin.
In general, poly-proline proteins bind proanthocyanidins with increasing 
strength as the molecular weight increases but the relative affinity of protein for 
procyanidin increases in a nonlinear fashion with molecular weight indicating that the 
protein-procyanidin interaction involves multiple binding sites (Hagerman and Butler, 
1981).
1.3.2.3 Factors modulating phenol-protein precipitation
Many parameters have been shown to affect the precipitation of proteins 
(enhanced or inhibited). The precipitation is enhanced by: (a) # e  presence of salts, (b) 
specific metal ion complexation e.g. A13+, Ca2+ with both substrates, and (c) the 
presence of natural saponins. Inhibition of precipitation occurs by the presence of: (a) 
polysaccharide gums, (b) synthetic bile acid dimer salts, and (c) sodium caseinate and
a, p and y caseins (Haslam et al., 1992).
There has been a strong tendency to correlate the salt effects with increased 
hydrophobic interactions and decreased solubility of proteins in water. Presumably 
similar rationalisations can be made in respect of the increased aptitude of 
polyphenol-protein complexes to precipitate from aqueous media in the presence of 
salts (Luck et al, 1994). More specific effects may be observed with certain metal ions 
such as A13+ which acts as a ‘cement’ binding to both protein (via carboxylate groups) 
and to the polyphenol (via the orrAo-dihydroxy phenolic groups). Saponins act by 
association with protein, reinforcing the development of a hydrophobic layer on the 
protein surface, stimulating aggregation and then precipitation.
Conversely synthetic bile acids, by the formation of a water soluble 
‘hydrophobic cleft’ act as competitors with the protein to complex the polyphenol. 
Sodium caseinate and various caseins similarly act as competitors with other proteins 
for polyphenols in water in the absence of salts (Haslam et ah, 1992). The inhibition of 
polyphenol-protein precipitation by polysaccharides may be attributed either to the 
increase in medium viscosity or to the fact that individual polysaccharides are able to 
generate loose three-dimensional structured networks in aqueous solutions, 
encapsulating thus the polyphenolic substrate. In this way the polyphenol is either fully 
prevented from association with the protein or more possibly formation of more 
hydrophijlic protein-polyphenol-poly saccharide complexes occurs (Haslam et ah.
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1992).
Temperature has a limited influence on the precipitation. Time needed to form 
the precipitate is usually short although 24 hours are sometimes required to reach 
maximum precipitation. The pH must be carefully controlled, as the precipitation is 
maximal near the pi of the protein. Increasing the ionic strength has either no effect or 
a negative effect on the precipitation. Organic solvents may influence the precipitation, 
particularly acetone, which is strongly inhibitory. Other solvents have a more limited 
enhancing (methanol) or diminishing (dioxane) effect on precipitation. Interferences 
from low molecular weight phenols or other molecules have been reported. Catechin, 
which does not form a precipitate with bovine semm albumin (BS A) by itself, gives an 
apparent increase in the amount of polyphenols detected in the precipitate when added 
to a tannin solution (Scalbert, 1992).
1.3.2.4 Mechanism of sensory astringency
By extrapolation from studies of non-sensory astringency, the strong affinity of 
salivary proline-rich proteins (PRP) for astringent phenols and the observation that 
sensory thresholds are similar to those required for haemoglobin precipitation it is 
assumed that the precipitation of salivary proteins and glycoproteins generates the 
astringent sensation (Clifford, 1986).
However, this has not been demonstrated and the physiology of astringency is 
still not well defined, either as regards the constituents of the mucous membranes 
actually involved or the mechanism of action taking place. A popular theory concerning 
the mechanism of astringency is the one attributed to Bate-Smith (1973). In his view, 
polyphenolic compounds, such as tannins, form complexes with salivary proteins 
and/or mucopolysacharides, and either precipitate them or cause sufficient 
conformational changes so that they lose their lubricating power, thus making the 
mouth feel rough and dry.
Others, however, supported the idea of the direct action of polyphenols on the 
oral tissues themselves rather than salivary action. According to Joslyn and Goldstein 
(1964), the precipitation of tissue proteins is accompanied by the shrinkage of the tissue 
due to loss of water and a decrease in the permeability of this tissue to water and 
solutes. McManus et al. (1981) suggested that constriction of the mucosal epithelium 
caused by the ability of phenols to cross-link protein chains is in part responsible for 
generating the astringent sensation. This hypothesis implies that a phenol having only 
one active site would bind to the protein but could not cross link and because of limited 
water-solubility would be unlikely to cause protein precipitation. Such a phenol by
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occupying some sites and generating surface hydrophobicity might reduce the level of 
an astringent multidentate phenol required for precipitation, i.e. it would exert an 
addi iive or synergistic effect.
Guinard et al. (1986b) combined both possibilities and proposed that the 
reactions with the epithelial proteins themselves may take place after the salivary 
proteins have been complexed and the mucus layers covering the epithelium have been 
stripped away. This hypothesis was supported by the enhancement in astringency by 
multiple repeated stimulations (Guinard et al., 1986b). The variables of interest in 
time-intensity studies of Guinard et al. (1986b), were the number of ingestions, tannin 
content, sample size, and time lapse between ingestions. They found that higher 
concentrations of tannic acid resulted in greater perceived astringency and that the 
duration and intensity of astringency sensation increased with the concentration. 
Perceived astringency between ingestions was less intense when samples were 
presented at 40 s intervals than when presented at 20 s intervals. When less time had 
elapsed between ingestions, there probably was a greater accumulation of tannins in the 
mouth from one ingestion to the next. In their view, it is possible that upon ingestion of 
the first wine sample, tannins combine only with salivary proteins whereas upon 
subsequent ingestion, tannins combine with both salivary and membrane proteins. In 
this case, the time to return to normal mouth lubrication after removal of tannin-protein 
precipitate by saliva (and hence the total duration of astringency) should increase upon 
repeated ingestion. This hypothesis is based on the existence of several layers of mucus 
which coat the mouth surfaces. It is consistent with the observation that maximum 
intensity of astringency does not change upon repeated ingestion, since intensity is 
directly proportional to the quantity of protein-tannin complex formed, independently 
of the layers of mouth proteins binding with tannin.
More complex food media such as wine, which contain astringent phenols, 
would often be consumed with food that contairSproteins. Hence it could be assumed 
that the phenols would distribute themselves not only between the various oral proteins 
but also between the various exogenous proteins according to their relative affinities.
1 .3 .2 .5  Interactions of astringency with other tastes
There have been some reports regarding interaction between acidity and 
astringency. The addition of tannins to white wine can lower the sour taste and make 
the sample seem milder or more dilute than before when added at levels near threshold 
concentration (Rossi and Singleton, 1966).
According to Amerine (1980), the astringent sensation in the wine was more
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pronounced in the presence of a moderate amount of tartaric acid along with the 
polyphenolic compounds. Guinard et ah (1986a), showed that acidity significantly 
increased astringency of the model and white wine solutions. There was a linear 
increase in the intensity of astringency as a function of pH reduction which suggests 
that acidity adjustments can have a significant effect on astringency. The addition of 
acids in order to increase the titratable acidity (the concentration of potential hydrogen 
ions from the undissociated acids) of a solution and hence to reduce its pH (the 
hydrogen ion concentration at equilibrium), increases the percentage of tannins in the 
phenol form and can therefore increase the likelihood of hydrogen bonding between 
dihydroxyphenol groups of wine tannins and peptide j groups of mouth proteins. In 
contrast, a similar pH reduction did not have a significant effect on astringency at high 
tannin concentrations as found in the red wine solutions, either because red wine may 
have been so astringent that the changes induced by acidity adjustments were not 
detectable, or because the limiting factor for tannin-protein complex formation is no 
longer the tannin concentration but the quantity of proteins in the mouth. In their view, 
the effect of acidity on astringency was less pronounced in wine than in model 
solutions due to the higher buffer capacity of wine.
The above findings, according to Guinard et ah (1986a), reinforced the hypothesis that 
tannin-protein complexation occurs by hydrogen bonding, and they contradict the 
assumption that ionic bonds between the phenolate anion and the cationic site of protein 
participate in the formation of tannin-protein complexes since, in such a case, pH 
reduction would lower perceived astringency by reducing the percentage of molecules 
in the phenolate form.
However, in view of the pK^ of phenolic hydroxyls (>pH 8.0) and the pH range
considered (2.6-3.8) the increase in the magnitude of the common ion effect seems too 
small to account for the observed increase in astringency (Clifford, 1997). An 
alternative explanation might be an increased precipitation of the saliva proteins as their 
pi is approached.
Similar, studies in which the sucrose concentration was varied demonstrated 
significant reductions in the maximum intensity and total duration of astringency with 
increasing sucrose concentration from 0 to 200 g/1 at two levels of wine tannins 
(Ishikawa and Noble, 1995). Moreover, both mouth dryness and bitterness of tannic 
acid were attenuated by ; addition of sweeteners * 1 (Lyman and Green,
1990). Similarly, the astringency elicited by alum was decreased by sucrose and 
aspartame (Breslin et ah, 1993). Since sucrose had a greater viscosity and produced 
more saliva than aspartame, its more intense effect in reducing astringency could be
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attributed to the increased oral lubrication.
1 .3 .2 .6  Problems connected with the sensory study of astringency
An inherent problem in many of the studies concerning astringency is that 
subjects have to compare this attribute of two or more stimuli presented sequentially. 
Comparisons of this type are problematic because it has been recognised that the 
perception of mouth dryness, a condition associated with astringency, develops over 
time (Hinreiner et ah, 1955). Consequently, if two samples of equivalent astringency 
are presented to a taste panel, the second sample tasted will always be assessed as more 
astringent than the first. To overcome this ‘order effect’, Scheffé (1952), proposed a 
paired comparison. This method is carried out using two sub-panels, each tasting in 
reverse order to the other (Guinard et al, 1986a).
A second approach to overcome this problem has been to focus on the relative 
astringency during sequential ingestion (Guinard et a/., 1986b). This has the advantage 
of resembling the pattem of repeated stimulation in the normal sipping and drinking of a 
beverage. In the case of wine, however, when it is consumed with food, increase in 
astringency with repeated tasting is less likely to occur due to the reaction between food 
proteins and tannins.
The effect of sequence error may be partially offset by arranging that each judge 
tastes the samples in random order. Lingering taste effects can be minimized by 
assuring adequate palate cleansing between each wine tasted.
Another difficulty in studying astringency is that many untrained observers 
confuse astringency and bitterness. Lea and Arnold (1978), classified bitterness and 
astringency as ‘twin sensations’ because nearly all phenolic astringents are also bitter. 
Clifford (1986), suggested that small proanthocyanidins may bind both to bitter 
receptors and salivary proteins in the oral cavity . Thus the sensory intensity of such 
compounds may depend on their relative affinities for these two interactions. It is 
difficult, however, to provide psychophysical evidence to support these ideas due to the 
confusion between bitterness and astringency among the panelists. In addition to being 
bitter, many astringent materials also have a sour side-taste associated with them 
(Clifford, 1986). According to O’Mahony et al. (1979) there is a confusion between 
sour and bitter and therefore the sensory data derived from panelists who have not 
received definitions and reference samples for sour and bitter should be viewed with 
caution.
Moreover, from a perceptual point of view, there is little information about 
whether astringency is a single sensation or a general category made up of multiple sub­
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qualities. Previous researchers have not attempted to break down astringency into 
multiple sub-qualities during psychophysical evaluation, allowing subjects simply to 
rate astringency itself (Guinard et al, 1986b) or some aspect such as the dryness of the 
mouth (Lyman and Green, 1990). Lee and Lawless (1991), however, conducted a 
qualitative exploration of terms to investigate the specific attributes that might be 
relevant to astringent substances.
Another difficulty arises from studying the astringency in complex food media 
or beverages such as wine (Arnold et al, 1980; Guinard et al, 1986b) since other 
chemical components in the food may interact with the astringent compounds or the 
salivary proteins or directly alter salivary flow and the degree of oral lubrication (Lee 
and Lawless, 1991). In addition, other sensory properties of the food could interact 
with the perception of astringency causing effects similar to taste mixture suppression 
(Noble et ai, 1984). Furthermore, alcohol or surfactants in the foods or beverages may 
increase the solubility of the hydrophobic phenol-protein complexes, decreasing 
astringent sensations (Clifford, 1986).
One common problem in all sensory studies is the differences that exist between 
individuals. In the case of astringency, one such is the salivary flow. Wide individual 
differences exist in both resting and stimulated salivary flow (Spielman, 1990). 
Individuals with low saliva flow rates, perceived greater astringency and greater 
duration of the astringent aftertaste than those with higher flow rates (Fischer et al,
1994). It was presumed, but not demonstrated, that a greater flow of saliva 
corresponded to an increased supply of salivary proteins and that was sufficient to 
maintain a greater oral lubrication (Clifford, 1997).
1.4  SALIVARY PROLINE-RICH PROTEINS AND
GLYCOPROTEINS
Saliva is produced by the salivary glands, which empty their secretions into the 
oral cavity. Most saliva is produced by the parotid, submandibular and sublingual glands 
(Bennick, 1982). The total solids of human saliva is said to be only 0.5% w/v of which 
0.2% w/v is inorganic constituents and the balance organic, mainly protein (Clifford, 
1997). Bennick (1982), reported protein concentrations of 1.0-3.5 g/1. In man 
approximately 70% of these are proline-rich proteins and glycoproteins (PRP and 
PRG) but there is a general belief that the concentration reflects the approximate level of 
polyphenols in the diet.
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PRP have a repetitive primary structure consisting usually of 21 amino acid 
residues in which there are substantial amounts of proline, glycine and glutamine/ 
glutamic acid, few aromatic, basic or sulphur-containing residues and no hydroxy- 
proline (Clifford, 1997). These proteins vary in chemical composition and associated 
characteristics, size, and possibly shape. Chemical and structural characteristics that 
vaiy include amino acid composition, residue sequence, regional and overall charge and 
extent of phosphorylation and glycosylation (McArthur et al, 1995). PRP are broadly 
classified as basic, acidic and glycosylated.
Basic PRP are comprised mainly of residues that are uncharged or basic at 
neutral pH. According to Bennick (1982), in humans basic PRP form about 23% of 
total salivary protein and some 30% of total PRP. They are relatively uniform, since 
just four amino acids proline, glutamine, glutamic acid and glycine make up 70-90% of 
the total with proline alone accounting for some 40% (McArthur et ah, 1995). At least 
eleven basic PRP have been isolated from human saliva (Bennick, 1982). The 
multiplicity of these proteins may be due partly to cleavages of a precursor protein. 
Moreover, the carboxyl-terminal of all these proteins is arginine, suggesting common 
precursors. Another source of variation among the basic proline-rich proteins is the 
degree of glycosylation. While some proteins contained no carbohydrate, others 
contained small amounts of glucosamine and neutral sugars (Bennick, 1982).
According to Bennick (1982), in humans the acidic PRP account for about 30% 
of the total salivary protein and about 40% of the total PRP. Acidic PRP have two 
distinct structural domains. The C-terminal region is structurally equivalent to the whole 
basic PRP and makes up about 70-80% of the molecule. In contrast to basic PRP, 
however, acidic PRP also have a distinct A-terminal extension with many highly acidic 
residues but very little proline (McArthur et al., 1995). The overall amino acid 
composition of acidic PRP differs from the basic ones because of this second region, 
both in the number of acidic versus basic residues and also in the generally lower 
proline content. Four acidic PRP have been reported to occur in the human parotid 
saliva (Bennick, 1982). Phosphorylation, usually of serine, occurs in the acidic N- 
terminal domain. Up to five phosphoserines have been recorded in acidic PRP 
(McArthur gf a/., 1995).
At neutral pH, many residues in both basic and acidic PRP are uncharged. 
However, the isoelectric point, pi, of the basic ones is generally high (pl>9), since 
most of the polar amino acids are basic. In acidic PRP the pi is low (4-5) because 
acidic residues in the A-terminal extension dominate. In rats the basic PRP are more 
hydrophobic than the acidic ones (McArthur et al., 1995).
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The proline-rich glycoproteins (PRG) found in human saliva are characterised 
by a protein core (apomucin) enriched with serine, threonine, proline, glycine and 
glutamic acid and 0-glycosidically (serine or threonine) linked galactose, fructose, N- 
acetyl-glucosamine and/or sialic acid and /V-glycosidically linked mannose. The ‘naked’ 
regions are enriched with hydrophobic amino acids and cysteine (Clifford, 1997). 
According to Bennick (1982), PRG account for some 17% of total salivary protein in 
humans and some 25% of total PRP.
Two main functions have been attributed to these PRP: Maintaining the oral 
homeostasis and reducing digestibility and toxic costs of consuming dietaiy tannin. 
Functions in maintaining oral homeostasis include associations with calcium and its 
salts but also roles in lubrication and bacterial aggregation. Tannin-related function 
involves preferentially binding tannins, possibly in large amounts per unit protein, 
thereby increasing the amount of dietary protein available to consumer (McArthur et al., 
1995). In rodents, such as rats and mice, it has been demonstrated that tannins mimic 
B-agonists and induce parotid hypertrophy and increased synthesis of PRP. The effect 
of tannins can be abolished by B-antagonists, but the exact mechanism whereby the 
tannins achieve the stimulation is not known (Clifford, 1997).
1.5  SENSORY AND INSTRUMENTAL STUDY OF ASTRINGENCY
1.5.1 Time-intensity method (T-I)
Most previous perceptual assessments of astringency have focused on the 
relative perceived astringency of various phenolic substances using the scalar methods 
(Arnold and Noble, 1978; Arnold et al, 1980; Lea and Arnold, 1978). However, since 
astringency is a sensation that requires time for development and has a persistent 
aftertaste, scalar or point estimates of its intensity are inadequate. More recently, time- 
intensity measurements have been employed to provide important information on 
temporal aspects of sensory perception, which are said to be unique for different 
sensory stimuli (Guinard et al, 1986a; Lee and Lawless, 1991; Lawless et al, 1994; 
Fischer et al, 1994; Naish et al, 1993). These time-intensity measurements have 
been used to give a fuller picture of astringent reactions, either through continuous 
tracking techniques that generate an analogue signal in proportion to sensation intensity 
(Guinard et «/.,1986b) or through repeated intensity estimates at discrete points in time 
(Lyman and Green, 1990) which is efficient for characterization of stimuli that are both 
qualitatively complex and highly fatiguing.
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The time-intensity (T-I) technique is an extens ion of the classical scaling 
method providing temporal information about perceived sensations. By having the 
judges continuously monitor their perceived sensations, from onset through extinction, 
the quantification of the continuous perceptual changes that occur in a specific attribute 
is possible (Cliff and Heymann, 1993). T-I is required in order fully to characterize 
the differences in sensory properties of specific samples as well as to investigate other 
factors which affect perception such as the mode of evaluation and individual 
differences among the judges.
The computerized T-I procedures, first developed by Takagaki and Asakura in 
1984 and now available commercially, enhanced the ease and availability of T-I data 
collection and data processing (Noble, 1995). Today, in most T-I studies, a 
computerized sensory system is used. Each booth is equipped with a computer, 
monitor, and a mouse and is networked to the mother computer. The judge indicates 
his/her response by manipulating a marker on a line scale, using the mouse (Cliff and 
Heymann, 1993).
Although many computer advances have occured, much controversy still 
remains about the method of interpretation and analysis of the T-I curves.
In most studies, three parameters are extracted from the T-I curves: Time to 
maximum intensity jfTma^maximum intensity (W ) and total duration (Ttot) (Noble, 
1995). To acquire more information from these data. Cliff and Noble (1990), extracted 
11 different parameters from T-I curves. Although most of the variables were highly 
correlated with maximum intensity and/or total duration, two parameters provided new 
information: The area under the curve after the maximum intensity and the total area 
under the curve.
The subjects have idiosyncratic but self-consistent patterns due todifferencesin 
anatomy, oral manipulation and scaling, but they can be trained to have responses 
which are reproducible and consistent across samples (Noble, 1995). However, all 
this information concerning the individual differences is lost when the interpretation of 
the T-I parameters occurs using analysis of variance where the variance due to judges 
is partitioned out. In that way, it is possible to evaluate sample differences for each of 
the T-I parameters (Cliff and Heymann, 1993).
In an attempt fully to characterize the T-I parameters, average curves are 
usually calculated by averaging the intensity values at given times, and connecting the 
mean values. However, Overbosch et al. (1986), noted that when a curve is fitted 
through the arithmetic means calculated at given times, the resulting curve may show 
multiple peaks, peak broadening and tailing due to the declining number of judges
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contributing to the response with time. Partially to alleviate this problem, average 
curves could be considered for the portion of the curve represented by the majority of 
the judges (Cliff and Heymann, 1993). However, Overbosch et al. (1986), also noted 
that the average curve will not contain the mean values from the individual curves.
To alleviate these problems, Overbosch et al. (1986), proposed the method of 
normalizing the data in the intensity direction (I) and calculating of the averages in the 
time (T) direction for the ascending and descending portions of the curve. To average in 
the T direction, time values are calculated for the selected percentages of Imax (say 2%)
( I  — 0, 2% Im a x »  .... » 98% Im a x »  Im a x »  98% Im a x »  2 %  Im a x »  ®)* However, Liu and
MacFie (1990), indicated that the above method does not take into account the plateau, 
or stable sections because each intensity must correspond to only one time. They 
proposed a modification of this method by normalization in the I and T directions, so 
that all curves have the same Imax» Tmax» Ttot» T§t (time elapse before start rating) and 
Tdec (starting point for the descending of the curve). Averaging of the intensity values is 
then performed for the ascending and descending phases of the curves at fixed T 
intervals. The difference between this method and the Overbosch et al. (1986), is 
relatively small and only observable where there is a plateau or when missing values 
occur.
1.5.2 High Performance Liquid Chromatographic (HPLC) analysis of
proteins and polyphenols
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) has established itself as a
major analytical technique and the reason for this is that it is much faster thabother
chromatographic methods, usually taking no more that30 min per analysis and
provides information that cannot be easily obtained in any other way (Lea and Smith,
1985). Furthermore, from the time the sample is injected until it is detected it suffers no
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exposure to air and even the mobile phase is degassed prior or during the analysis. 
Quantitation is excellent since a direct read-out is obtained since retention times and 
peak heights are generally highly reproducible. In addition, HPLC offers more 
flexibility since not only temperature, but also the ratio of solvents in the mobile phase, 
the flow rate and even the particular solvent pair can be changed resulting in high 
resolution (Macrae, 1982).
The reversed-phase chromatography (RP) has in recent years proved to be one 
of the most efficient methods of separation, especially for polar, hydrophobic and 
closely related molecules. It is a form of hydrophobic interaction chromatography in
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which the stationary phase is rather more non-polar than is usual since they are
prepared by bonding various organosilane molecules (e.g. octadecyltrichlorosilane,
octyltrichlorosilane or phenyltrichlorosilane) to the hydroxyl groups of a silica type
surface. However, the reversed-phase retention mechanism is still not properly\s
understood. One possible explanation that the hydrophobic surface of the bonded phase 
extracts the less polar constituents of the mobile phase to form a layer at the silica 
surface and that partitioning of solutes then occurs between this layer and the mobile 
phase. However, in many cases in reversed-phase chromatography there may be 
several mechanisms operating at the same time (adsorption on unreacted silanol groups 
for instance) (Lindsay, 1992).
The advantages of RP over the normal phase chromatography are the following: 
(a) I i  ^ K : - ' - allows samples with wide ranges of polarity to be
separatedand gives the possibility of using many different bonded phases, producing a 
very flexible separating system, (b) it uses relatively inexpensive mobile phases and 
equilibration of the mobile phase with the column is rapid, (c) it can be applied to the 
separation of ionic compounds by the use of ion pairing techniques, and (d) it is easier, 
faster and more reproducible than other HPLC techniques. Reverse phases, however, 
are not without limitations. The following are among the more important ones: (a) for 
many silica bonded phases, stable columns can only be maintained over a pH range 
between about 3 and 8. Bel ow pH 3 the bonded group may be removed and above pH 
8 the silica is appreciably soluble in the mobile phase and (b) the presence of unreacted 
silanol groups on the silica surface can often cause tailing, excessive retention time and 
non-reproducible behaviour between columns due to solute adsorption (Lindsay, 1992)
Since both flavonoid compounds and PRP possess hydrophobic areas and they 
are uncharged, most of the procedures reported in the literature employ reversed-phase 
columns. They are generally eluted in order of polarity, the most polar being eluted 
first. Hydrophil ic portions of the molecules do not directly participate in the adsorption 
process and decrease the partition coefficient by making the molecules more soluble 
(Lawrence, 1984).
Complex mixtures of flavonoids could be separated in order of decreasing 
polarities. Solvent systems used for eluting flavonoids from reversed phase columns 
usually include water, an organic modifier such as methanol, acetonitrile and a small 
amount of acid. These mobile phases are suitable for use with UV detection and can 
easily be employed in gradient systems for complex separations. Acid is added to 
suppress ionization of phenolic groups and prevent peak tailing. Commonly used acids 
are acetic acid, formic acid, perchloric acid and phosphoric acid. Depending on the
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compounds to be separated, it may be advantageous to replace C-18 chemically bonded 
stationary phases by C-8 reversed-phase material (Hostettman and Hostettman, 1982).
CJM\ ^
The hydrophobic amino acids in a protein retaitf on a reversed-phase surface by 
single, or multi-point adsorption. It has been reported that the retention time of a protein 
can be predicted fairly accurately from the ratio of polar to non-polar amino acids in the 
molecule. This will, of course, be complicated by the tertiary structure of the molecule, 
which may even be different in the mobile phase, making some amino acids unavailable 
for retention (Corran, 1989). The supports for protein RP-HPLC have much larger 
pores than usual to accommodate the larger molecular sizes encountered. A solvent that 
is frequently used in RP-HPLC of proteins is 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) which is 
freely available at the high purity required for UV monitoring and which readily 
evaporates. Additionally, being a strong acid (0.1% TFA gives pH about 2), it is an 
excellent solubilizing agent. Even at low concentrations, it will protonate the carboxyl 
groups of proteins, increasing their affinity for the reversed-phase surface. Organic 
modifiers are usually acetonitrile or isopropanol, acetonitrile being more hydrophobic 
than water but less hydrophobic than isopropanol, which is therefore more useful for 
eluting larger, more hydrophobic proteins (Johns, 1989).
1.6  AIMS
The main objective of this research was to contribute to the knowledge 
concerning the mechanisms of both sensory {in vivo) and non-sensory {in vitro) 
astringency elicited by the flavanols which are naturally present in grapes and in red 
wine.
In order to be able to achieve that, it was essential to find a reproducible method 
to extract these compounds from the grapes and to investigate how the pattem of 
extracted phenols is affected by the different extraction media. Grape seeds are the most 
appropriate part of the berry for this purpose, since they are the major source of non­
coloured phenolic compounds in red wines, and these phenols are also representative of 
the phenols found in the whole berry (Thomgate, 1993).
On the basis of all previously published information, it is clear that the 
mechanism of sensory astringency is not well understood. For instance there is little 
information concerning the effect of stereochemistry of the flavanols on their 
astringency. A comparison of compounds that differ in their stereochemistry is essential 
to answer questions about the possible mechanisms involved in the perception of this
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sensation. Evaluation of these compounds in model systems such as aqueous solutions 
could provide a clearer understanding of these mechanisms since it is known that other 
chemical components may interact with the astringent compounds or directly affect the 
oral lubrication (Lyman and Green, 1990). Furthermore, in order to have a better 
understanding of astringency, it is interesting to know whether astringency could be 
subdivided into subqualities such as mouth drying and mouth roughening and to 
conduct a qualitative and quantitative exploration of these terms.
Another question of interest was about the effect that other taste stimuli, such as
. organic! acids, could have on astringency’s perception ^
' since by the interpretation of the results, the possible chemoreception 
mechanisms involved could be understood. In particular, the change in the perceived 
astringency of the astringent phenols in the presence of different organic acids could 
provide psychophysical evidence of the reactions involved. In addition, the presentation 
of the acid before and after the astringent solution as well as simultaneously with it as 
mixture, could provide information about the possible action of the acids on either the 
phenols or the saliva or both.
Although the mechanism of non-sensoiy astringency in model systems is now 
quite well understood, the qualitative and quantitative effect that astringent phenols have 
on the salivary proteins in the mouth has not been demonstrated. A model in vitro 
study of the interaction between saliva and grape phenols, could support results 
obtained from sensory experiments and attempt to further the understanding of the 
astringent sensation.
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CHAPTER 2
SURVEY OF SOLVENTS FOR THE EXTRACTION OF GRAPE SEED 
PHENOLICS
2 .0  INTRODUCTION
It is known that the wine astringency depends entirely on its phenolic 
composition. Other factors such as pH and sugar content may modify the perception of 
wine astringency, but the ultimate contributors are the phenolic compounds naturally 
present (Singleton, 1992).
Under normal wine making practices neither the stems nor the leaves are in 
contact with the must, thus the onlysourcsof proanthocyanidins are the seeds and the 
skins. Of these the skins are of greater practical importance as they are more readily 
extracted (Meyer and Hernandez, 1970), though as the maceration increases (as with 
red wines) the seeds play an increasingly important role as a proanthocyanidin source 
(Singleton, 1987).
Oszmianski et ah (1986) suggested that the release of the grape seed 
procyanidins into the medium is the consequence of two phenomena: 1) the dissolution 
of each phenolic compound at cellular level in the seeds and 2) their diffusion into the 
external liquid medium. It is important to note that the total proanthocyanidin pool 
available, however, is reduced by incomplete extraction, adsorption or precipitation 
with solids and protein, conversion to nonphenolic products (i.e. through oxidation), 
or polymerization to insoluble compounds (Singleton, 1992).
The phenolics from grape seeds vary not only in type but also in size 
(Singleton, 1992). Phenolic compounds reported in grape seeds include gallic acid, 
monomeric and polymeric flavan-3-ols (such as catechins and proanthocyanidins); the 
presence of gallocatechin, (-)-epigallocatechin and (-)-epicatechin gallate and gallates 
of dimeric and trimeiic procyanidins (Singleton, 1980; Romeyer et ah, 1986; 
Ricardo-da-Silva et ah, 1991c; Prieur et ah, 1994; Santos-Buelga et ah, 1995) have 
also been reported.
According to Santos-Buelga et ah (1995), monomers represent the most 
abundant group of phenolic compounds in seeds (40%) with (+)-catechin generally 
being more abundant than (-)-epicatechin. The proanthocyanidins present are mainly 
dimers and tiimers in which the elementary units are essentially bound by 4-» 8 
interflavan bonds. Dimers represent 28% of the total grape seed flavan-3-ols and only
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3% of this corresponds to derivatives with 4-* 6 linkages. The galloyl derivatives 
represent on average 18% of the total flavan-3-ols present. Twenty seven different 
flavan-3-ols were identified by Santos-Buelga et al. (1995), and all of them were of the 
procyanidin type, no prodelphinidins or other derivatives were identified.
Galloylation of these compounds occurs on an epicatechin unit; for example, 
(+)-catechin-3-0-gallate has not been detected in the seeds (Santos-Buelga et al,
1995). According to the same researchers, estérification would occur preferentially on 
the monomers and upper units of the preformed dimers. Galloylated trimers would be 
formed by extension of the previously galloylated dimer by the incorporation into the 
non-galloylated residue, of a carbocation of (+)-catechin or (-)-epicatechin.Santos Buelga et al.
(1995) ! assumed that molecule growth always occurs through the incorporation of non- 
galloylated units.
The structure of a procyanidin polymer is characterized by the nature of its 
constitutive extension and terminal fiavan-3-ol units and its degree of polymerization 
(DP), e.g. average number of units in the polymer (Prieur et al, 1994). The average 
DP of a crude grape seed procyanidin extract was measured by Prieur et al. (1994) as 
3.2. Thiolysis degradation of the same polymers indicated that (-)-epicatechin 
predominates in the extended chains and is the major component of all tannin fractions 
whereas (+)-catechin is relatively more abundant in terminal units (Prieur et al, 1994).
Recent work indicates that the majority of the seed proanthocyanidins is 
locahzed in the outer seed coat and that the endosperm contains little polymeric material 
(Thomgate and Singleton, 1994).
In order to investigate astringency in wine and in model wine solutions, it is 
necessary to study the contribution of specific mixtures of astringent compounds. Many 
of them are not commercially available, and thus a method for their isolation was 
required. Since grape seeds are the major source of phenolic compounds in red wines, 
it was of interest to investigate how this phenolic pattern is affected by different 
extraction media. Thus, water and a range of organic solvents were compared for their 
extraction efficiency and monitored by HPLC. This is believed to be the first time that 
such a comparison has been made.
2 .1  MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1.1  Grapes
Vitis vinifera cv. Tinta Roriz grapes from the Douro region in Portugal were
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stored at -20 °C. Grapes were thawed and the seeds removed by squeezing the fruit 
gently by hand, under running water. Samples of 15 seeds (600 mg) were crushed and 
used immediately for the extraction of phenolic compounds.
2 .1 .2  Preparation of phenolic extracts
Samples were extracted using the following solvents: Water, absolute ethanol, 
aqueous 75% ethanol, acetone, aqueous 70% acetone, methanol, n-butanol, diethyl 
ether and ethyl acetate. Also diethyl ether extraction followed by ethyl acetate extraction 
(extracts combined) was tested. Seeds were extracted with 2 ml of solvent by mixing 
for 3 minutes on a Whirlimixer; this time was sufficient to enable weaker solvents to 
give an HPLC detectable extract and short enough to suppress extraction of excessive 
amounts of other compounds with stronger (acetone) solvents. Water, methanol, 
ethanol, n-butanol and 70% acetone extracts were evaporated to dryness under vacuum 
at 30 °C (Buchi Rotavapor-R). The other solvent extracts were evaporated to dryness 
under nitrogen. The residue was dissolved in 1 ml solvent consisting of 0.6% aqueous 
perchloric acid (95%) and methanol (5%) and filtered through a 0.45 |xm membrane 
filter.
2.1 .3  HPLC analysis
A Hewlett-Packard 1090M Series II chromatograph with an auto injector (25 pi 
injection volume) and a diode array detector recording at 280 nm was used to detect the 
phenolic compounds. A reversed-phase CDS Hypersil column (100 x 2.1 mm, particle 
size 5 pm), at 40 °C, was used with a flow rate of 0.3 ml/min. Using 0.6% aqueous 
perchloric acid and methanol as eluants the following linear gradient was used: in 30 
min from 20% to 50% methanol, in 1 min to 98% methanol, hold for 3 min at 98% 
methanol to wash the column and then returned to the initial conditions (20% methanol) 
to re-equihbrate for 10 min. Peaks were identified by comparison of retention times and 
ultraviolet (UV) spectra with commercial standards: Gallic acid, (+)- catechin and 
(-)-epicatechin (Sigma), (-)-epicatechin gallate (ECG) (Extrasy nthese, Genay, France) 
or B l, B2 and Cl procyanidin standards (gift from Dr. A.G.H. Lea). All analyses 
were performed in duplicate. (+)-Catechin was used as a standard for quantification. 
Thus all peaks are expressed as mg/1 (+)-catechin. The response factor (area/mg/1) was 
57.27 and it was calculated by measuring the HPLC area (in duplicate) that corresponds 
to a known concentration of (+)-catechin (66 mg/1) in aqueous perchloric acid (0.6%) 
(95%) and methanol (5%).
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2.1 .4  Statistical analysis
The results of the extraction processes were analyzed by analysis of variance 
(ANOVA), with compound, extraction method and compound x extraction method 
interactions as the sources of variance. To compare the extraction methods, separate 
ANOVA were performed on each compound.
2 .2  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The statistical analysis of the results is presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
Table 2.1 F ratios and significance levels from the analysis of variance of the 
concentrations of the phenolic compounds (Degrees of freedom:
Compound=6; Extractant=9; Compound x Extractant=54).
Source of variation F Significance
Compound 1,133 <0.001
Extractant 251 <0.001
Compound x Extractant 59 <0.001
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Table 2.2 Analysis of variance of the concentrations of each phenolic compound
for the ten extraction methods.
Compounds Degrees 
of freedom
F Significance LSDi
GaUic acid 9 233.17 <0.001 9.37
(+)-Catechin 9 44.38 <0.001 29.41
Procyanidin Bl 9 230.14 <0.001 9.89
Procyanidin B2 9 245.17 <0.001 9.63
(-)-Epicatechin 9 302.31 <0.001 14.32
Procyanidin Cl 8 61.83 <0.001 10.53
Epicatechin-3-0-■gallate 9 197.20 <0.001 18.66
ILSD: Least significant difference (p<0.05).
The extraction of the phenolic compounds by the various solvents used in the 
present experiment is not expected to be complete. It is difficult to bring the solvent 
into contact with all the material to be extracted since the diffusion of the solvent may 
be impeded by the presence of insoluble constituents surrounding the soluble ones and 
by the presence of large particles or the packing together of the small ones. Even finely 
powdered samples must be treated with solvent for many hours in order to extract most 
of the material of interest (Joslyn, 1970). Since it is impractical to carry out a complete 
extraction, the interest in this study was to obtain extracts which could be prepared in a 
short time and which could give detectable peaks using HPLC analysis. In addition, 
extraction involves not only the removal of the soluble constituents which form a 
molecularly dispersed solution in the particular solvent used, but also the removal of 
colloidal constituents from the seeds (proteins, pectins, gums, polysaccharides) which 
are dispersed by the solvent. This is particularly true of the aqueous extracts but may 
be encountered in the ether and alcohol extracts (Joslyn, 1970). Since these 
compounds may interfere with the HPLC analysis, a short extraction time (3 min) was 
chosen for this study.
Table 2.1 indicates that concentrations were highly significantly different (p< 
0.001) among the phenolic compounds and also among the different extractants. The 
interaction of the two sources of variation was also significant (p<0.001). Also each 
compound (Table 2.2) showed a highly significant difference in concentration as a
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function of the different extraction methods (p<0.001).
Among the large number of phenolic compounds present in grape seeds, only 
gallic acid, (+)-catechin, (-)-epicatechin, (-)-epicatechin-(4p^ 8)-(+)-catechin 
(procyanidinBl), (-)-epicatechin-(4p-^ 8)-(-)-epicatechin (procyanidinB2), 
(-)-epicatechin-(4p^ 8)-(-)-epicatechin-(4p-* 8)-(-)-epicatechin (procyanidin Cl) and 
(-)-epicatechin-3-0-gallate were identifiedmd hence taken into consideration. These 
represent the quantitatively major compounds reported in grape seeds constituting up to 
60% of the total phenols reported (Prieur et al, 1994; Thomgate and Singleton, 1994; 
Santos-Buelga et ah, 1995).
Figure 2.1 illustrates the concentrations of the seven identified phenolic 
compounds found, according to extraction solvent. The monomers (+)-catechin and 
(-)-epicatechin were extracted in the greatest amount by most of the solvents, and (-)- 
epicatechin-3-O-gallate was also a major component of the extracts, in agreement with 
the findings of Santos-Buelga et al (1995).
Figure 2.2 shows the chromatogram obtained after the analysis of the ethyl 
acetate extract. Similar chromatograms, showing good resolution of the identified 
compounds, were obtained using diethyl ether or a combination of diethyl ether 
followed by ethyl acetate as extraction solvents. In contrast, the chromatograms of the 
other solvent extracts such as the acetone extract (Figure 2.3) contained additional 
polyphenols, believed to be polymeric procyanidins, as reported by Oszmianski and 
Sapis (1989), and Ricardo-da-Silva et al, (1991a) which interfered with the separation, 
causing a rising baseline and broad peaks later (from 18 to 30 min) in the 
chromatogram.
Diethyl ether was particularly ineffective as an extractant for the procyanidins 
(B1, B2 and Cl), but it gave a good qualitative HPLC profile. Ethyl acetate gave a low 
yield of phenolic compounds (Figure 2.2), but when combined with the diethyl ether 
extraction, a much higher amount was extracted than when either was used separately. 
The combination of these two solvents extracted higher amounts of phenolic 
compounds than either solvent alone, possibly due to the double extraction time (6 min 
in total compared to 3 min that was used for each solvent). Another reason for this 
might be that the removal of the first extracted phenolic compounds by diethyl ether 
and the replacement of the solvent shifted the equilibration of the extraction towards the 
extraction of more compounds into the new solvent.
Methanol was the best solvent for the quantitative extraction of (-t-)-catechin.
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Figure 2.1. Concentrations of phenolic compounds in grape seeds according to 
extraction solvent (600 mg seed/ml extract). Bars show+/-1 standard 
errors of the means.
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Figure 2.2 HPLC chromatogram (recorded at 280 nm) of seeds extracted using 
ethyl acetate. Peak identification: 1, gallic acid; 2, (+)-catechin; 3, 
procyanidin Bl; 4, procyanidin B2; 5, (-)-epicatechin; 6, procyanidin 
Cl and 7, (-)-epicatechin-3-0-gallate.
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Figure 2.3 HPLC chromatogram (recorded at 280 nm) of seeds extracted 
using 70% acetone. Peak identification as in Figure 2.2.
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(-)-epicatechin and (-)-epicatechin-3-0-gallate, while diethyl ether and ethyl acetate 
were the least effective. The best solvent for the extraction of the procyanidins was 
70% acetone, while the same solvent was always more effective than acetone alone. 
Similarly, 75% ethanol was a more effective extractant than ethanol, yielding relatively 
high quantities of all the compounds. Recently, Sun et al, (1996) who also studied the 
extractability of grape seed procyanidins using different organic solvents, obtained 
results that are in agreement with the results presented above.
Moreover, water alone was less effective than 75% ethanol and 70% acetone 
with the exception of the extraction of procyanidin Bl. However, since water extracts 
the largest amount of the colloidal material, it is possible that the HPLC area of that 
compound was enhanced due to the presence of the impurities. w-Butanol was the 
second best solvent for gallic acid and third best for (-)-epicatechin-3-(9-gallate 
whereas for the rest of the compounds it was not particularly a good solvent.
Gallic acid was extracted best using 75% ethanol and here again, diethyl ether- 
based solvents gave poor yields. B1 was found in small amounts only and was 
extracted best using water; Cl occurred in the smallest amount. Ricardo-da-Silva et a l 
(1991a), found procyanidin B2 to be the major component in seeds. The difference in 
findings may be indicative of the grape variety used in their study (Chardonnay, 
Mauzac and Grenache Blanc).
In the extraction solvent, the molecules of the phenolic compounds exist in a 
solvated form. A cluster of solvent molecules is held by bonds near to each dissolved 
particle. For neutral molecules such as the phenolic compounds of grape seeds, the 
more polar the solvent the higher its extraction power (March, 1992). But even for 
solvents with the same polarity there is a difference between protic and aprotic 
solvents. The former are more powerful extractants due to the hydrogen bonds they 
can form with the dissolved compounds. Water and alcohols are polar protic solvents 
because they can act as both hydrogen bond donors and acceptors in the formation of 
hydrogen bonds. On the other hand, acetone and ethers could be only hydrogen bond 
acceptors and hence they are aprotic solvents (March, 1992).
Small molecules are best extracted in protic solvents, while larger molecules are 
extracted best in aprotic solvents. Protic solvents have highly developed structures held 
together by hydrogen bonds; aprotic solvents have much looser structures and it is 
easier for a large molecule to be dissolved (March, 1992). Indeed, the monomeric 
phenolic compounds were best extracted by methanol, whereas the dimeric and trimeric 
procyanidins by 70% acetone.
The solvents used in this experiment increase in polarity in the following order:
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diethyl ether, ethyl acetate, acetone, w-butanol, ethanol, methanol and water. The 
mixtures of acetone and ethanol with water are respectively more polar than ethanol or 
acetone alone (March, 1992). Indeed, diethyl ether and ethyl acetate yielded the lowest 
amounts of grape seed phenolic compounds followed by n-butanol and acetone and the 
75% ethanol and 70% acetone were better extractants than ethanol or acetone 
respectively.
The bonds formed between the solvents and the extracted compounds are 
probably hydrogen bonds. Thus methanol extracted a higher amount of phenols than 
ethanol and both of them yielded higher amounts than «-butanol. However, since the 
aromatic rings of the phenolic compounds are hydrophobic groups, lipophilic groups 
in the molecules of the solvents could aid their extraction. Hence 75% ethanol extracts 
a larger amount of phenols than water alone, although the latter is more polar and 
forms stronger hydrogen bonds than the former (Morrisonand Boyd, 1987). This may 
be due to its lipophilic ethyl group that enhances the extraction of molecules with 
hydrophobic groups in their structures compared to water. In the same manner 
methanol extracts more than water although water is more polar and both can form 
hydrogen bonds of very similar strength (Morrisonand Boyd, 1987) due to its methyl 
group.
In conclusion, the best solvent for the extraction of grape seed phenolics 
depends on the compounds of interest as well as on the amounts required for the study. 
The combination of diethyl ether and ethyl acetate is best for general qualitative 
analysis, as it extracts each phenolic compound and gives good chromatographic 
resolution and a fiat base line. For maximum quantitative extraction of phenolics, 
methanol is the solvent of choice followed by 70% acetone and 75% ethanol.
However, while these extractants give the optimum yield of procyanidins, further 
treatment is required to obtain them in a pure state since a lot of the polymeric material 
is extracted as well.
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CHAPTER 3
ASTRINGENCY OF (+)-CATECHIN AND (-)-EPICATECHIN AND 
OTHER RELATED SENSORY ATTRIBUTES
3 .0  INTRODUCTION
The most widely distributed members of the flavan-3-ols in nature are the two 
isomers (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin (Haslam, 1989). The structure contains chiral 
(asymmetric) centres at carbons 2 and 3 . • and therefore four stereoisomers occur, 
(+)- and (-)-catechin representing one pair and (+)- and (-)-epicatechin the other 
(Singleton and Noble, 1976). Each pair consists of two enantiomeric compounds 
(isomers that are mirror images of each other) that have identical physical and chemical 
properties except for the direction of rotation of the plane of polarized light (Morrison 
and Boyd, 1987). However, in nature the occurrence of the 28 configuration is very 
rare (Haslam, 1989) and flavan-3-ols have the 2R configuration (S and R symbols 
signify absolute stereochemistry according to the lUPAC system which uses flavan as 
the fundamental ring system). The configuration at these two chiral centres has been 
shown to be the trans arrangement with respect to the hydrogen on carbons 2 and 3 for 
(+)-catechin (2R, 38), and cis for (-)-epicatechin (2R, 3R). (+)-Catechin and (-)- 
epicatechin differ only in the absolute stereochemistry of the hydroxyl group at 
position 3 of the heterocyclic C ring and hence they are diastereomers (Figure 3.1).
Diastereomers have different physical and chemical properties. For example 
they have different melting points, boiling points, solubilities in a given solvent, 
densities and refractive indexes. They also differ in specific rotation; they may have 
the same or opposite signs of rotation or some may be inactive. As a result of their 
differences in boiling point and in solubility, they can be separated from each other by 
fractional distillation or fractional crystallisation; as a result of differences in molecular 
shape and polarity, they differ in adsorption and can be separated by chromatography 
(Morrison and Boyd, 1987).
(+)-Catechin and (-)-epicatechin represent a considerable portion of the wine 
phenolics. For instance, a typical red wine of 1400 mg/l gallic acid equivalents (GAE) 
of total phenols, contains about 250 mg GAE/1 as (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin 
(8ingleton and Noble, 1976). With respect to their astringency, there is a considerable 
disagreement in the literature. Astringents are considered to be compounds that have 
the ability to bind with and cross-link the salivary proteins (Haslam and Lilley, 1988). 
Cross-linking of the proteins causes them to precipitate out of saliva, leaving a less
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Figure 3.1 (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin atom numbering system used 
throughout this chapter.
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viscous and therefore presumably less lubricating fluid. The complexing site of the 
plant phenols with proteins is the ortho-dihydroxy (or trihydroxy) group and it is 
usually assumed that at least two such are required for the phenols to cross-link and to 
be astringent (Haslam, 1989). Since (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin have one ortho­
dihydroxy group in their molecules, they are able to bind with salivary proteins but not 
cross-link them and therefore it is was not clear from the literature whether they 
should be described as only bitter, or both bitter and astringent.
Despite the longstanding disagreement about the physiological basis of 
astringency, little attention has been given over the years to the quality of this 
sensation. However, the extent to which astringency can be described with the 
terminology of either gustation or tactile sensation would provide indirect evidence of 
its physiological origin (Green, 1993), Only recently has a direct study of the 
perceptual qualities of astringency been attempted. Lawless et al. (1994), using 
discussion groups arrived at six terms: Astringency, dryness, pucker, roughening, 
bitterness and sourness that best described the sensation produced by three astringent 
stimuli. The association of astringency with the last two tastes is the source of some of 
the confusion about the sensory basis of astringency (Lyman and Green, 1990).
Hence, on the basis of the existing literature, the questions of interest are 
firstly whether astringency could be subdivided into subqualities such as mouth 
dryness, mouth roughening and pucker and secondly what is the extent of its 
association with bitterness and sourness. ,
In view of the existing disagreement on the astringency of (+)-catechin and 
(-)-epicatechin, the aim of the present study was to assess whether these compounds 
are able to ehcit astringency in red wine and in model wine solution. Model wine 
solutions were used in this study in order to eliminate sources of interaction, since it 
has been shown that astringency can be affected by other sapid components.
Moreover, since these compounds possess different chemical properties due to 
the fact that they are diastereomers, it was hypothesized that their sensory properties 
would also differ. Hence a comparison of the sensory properties of these two 
compounds was planned in order to examine in more detail the effect of 
stereochemistry on astringency, an area that has not been adequately investigated. The 
sensory properties of these two compounds, had not been compared at the time this 
study was planned. Even now (early 1997) there has been only one publication 
(Thomgate and Noble, 1995) where (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin were tasted in 
water, and not in wine or model wine solution.
In order to examine if other sensory characteristics contribute consistently to 
astringency, the six attributes that have been used to describe astringency (Lawless et
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al., 1994) were selected and used to assess the sensory properties related to 
astringency of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin.
3 .1  MATERIALS AND METHODS
3 .1 .1  Subjects
Twelve healthy subjects (all female) were paid to participate in the experiment. 
All the subjects had experience as trained assessors with a range of foods. They were 
all famihar with the simple computerized technique used for the evaluation of the 
attributes.
3 .1 .2  Experimental design
Six sets (three replications of model solutions and three of wine) were 
performed during the study which lasted for three weeks. The tests were conducted 
two days per week from 11:00 am to 1:00 pm in individual booths under incandescent 
light. In each set, seven samples (three concentrations of each of the two compounds 
and the control sample) were evaluated. The judges were divided into two groups of 
six, the maximum that could be served at any one time, but for statistical purposes the 
data were treated as from one panel. Each group of the panelists was participating in 
the experiment for 30 min and then had a break for the following 30 min during which 
the other group was assessing the samples.
3 .1 .3  Preparation of samples
A red wine of clean, neutral character [Gamay, 1993] was selected as base 
wine. The following concentrations of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin (Senn 
Chemicals AG) were examined: 375 mg/l, 750 mg/l and 1500 mg/l. Preliminary tests 
showed that these concentrations were above the threshold values but within the range 
commonly found in wine. The samples were prepared in stoppered glass volumetric 
flasks the same morning that the sensory evaluations took place.
The model solution consisted of ethanol (Hayman Ltd.) (10% v/v), malic acid 
(Peter Whiting Chemicals) (100 mg/l), and potassium bitartrate (Peter Whiting 
Chemicals) (300 mg/l) in deionized water (Arnold and Noble, 1978). This model wine 
solution was selected in preliminary tests among others having different concentrations 
of potassium bitartrate and tartaric or mahc acid since it was the most palatable 
compared with the others, some of which were characterised as ‘undrinkable’. All 
samples were equilibrated to room temperature before serving.
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3 .1 .4  Training
Two training sessions (one for the wine and one for the model solution) were 
conducted to familiarize participants with the procedures, explore the terms of specific 
attributes that might be relevant to astringency, and develop definitions of the sensory 
attributes. During each training session subjects were presented with aqueous 
solutions of 1500 mg/l tannic acid as an example of astringency. They were trained to 
differentiate astringency from bitterness and sourness by using reference standards 
dissolved in deionised water. The standard compound for bitterness was caffeine at 
the concentration of 1000 mg/l whereas for sourness citric acid was used at the 
concentration of 1500 mg/l (Peter Whiting Chemicals).
Using either the model solution or the wine containing the low (350 mg/l) and 
high (1500 mg/l) levels of concentration of each flavanol, the panelists were asked to 
develop the vocabulary which describes and discriminates the sensory characteristics 
of the presented samples. After they had developed their own terms to describe the 
samples (astringent, bitter, mouth drying, mouth roughening and -for the wine only- 
sour) in order to have a uniform performance subjects were given the following 
definitions (Lawless et al, 1994) and asked to participate in a second discussion:
Mouth drying is the lack of lubrication or moistness resulting in increased 
friction between oral surfaces.
Mouth roughening is characterized by an unsmooth texture in the oral cavity, 
marked by inequalities, ridges and/or projections felt when the oral surfaces come in 
contact with one another.
Puckery feeling is the drawing, and/or tightening sensation felt in the mouth, 
lips and/or cheeks.
Astringencv is the complex of drying, roughening and puckery sensations in 
the mouth.
Sourness and bitterness are basic tastes that are elicited by citric acid and 
caffeine respectively.
Finally, after the panelists had familiarised themselves with the definitions, 
they agreed on the following terms in order to describe the tastes and sensations that 
they had experienced while tasting the four samples: Ynouth drying, mouth 
roughening, astringent and bitter. In addition to these terms, wine samples were 
characterized as sour.
3 .1 .5  Sample presentation and assessment
To balance out any order effects that might occur, the order of presentation of
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the samples was randomised for the different panelists and over triplicate tasting for a 
given judge. All the samples were randomly coded with three digit numbers.
Judges were presented with 10 ml samples in 150 ml wine glasses. To mask 
any colour differences, the glasses were dark blue. They were asked to swirl the entire 
sample in their mouths for about 15 s and to start immediately rating the intensity of all 
the attributes on a continuous line scale anchored on the left with none of the attribute 
and on the right with extreme. A computerized technique was used where the judges 
marked a vertical line on the 150 mm scale on the computer screen using a mouse.
This scalar method was selected for this experiment to determine whether the samples 
were only bitter or both bitter and astringent. Once this had been established a more 
detailed study examining both intensity and temporal effects of the attributes would be 
appropriate.
To overcome the build up of astringency over time, a four minute break was 
taken between samples, during which time the panelists were required to eat a cracker 
and rinse their mouth thoroughly with spring water. In order to minimize fatigue, 
judges were asked to taste each sample only once.
3 .1 .6  Chemical analysis of wine and model solution
Model solution: The acidity of the model solution (expressed as g/1 tartaric 
acid) was measured using the method of Ough and Amerine (1988). The pH was 
measured with a glass electrode of a Beckman digital pH meter, model 3500, that had 
been standardized to pH 4.00 and 7.00 with standard buffer solutions.
Wine: The chemical analysis of the wine included pH, titratable acidity, total 
phenols and total pigments measurements. The concentrations of (+)-catechin and (-)- 
epicatechin (mg/l) were measured by HPLC as described in chapter 2, section 2.1.3. 
The concentrations of the two phenols were quantified using external standards of 
(+)-catechin (66 mg/l) and (-)-epicatechin (63 mg/l) in 0.6% aqueous perchloric acid 
containing 5% methanol. The response factors (area/mg/1) were 57.27 and 56.55 for 
(+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin respectively.
The total pigments and total phenols were determined spectrophotometrically at 
280 and 520 nm by measuring the absorbance on a 100 x dilution in O.lM HCl in a 10 
mm cell (Bakker and Timberlake, 1985; Bakker et al, 1986).
3 .1 .7  Statistical analysis of data
The data for each attribute were submitted to analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
(Genstat 5 Release 3 Reference Manual, 1993). The ANOVA calculations have been 
according to a mixed-effects model, where some factors are fixed and others are
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random. With the fixed-effects model, the conclusions apply only to the treatment 
levels tested, whereas with the random-effects model, the treatment levels tested are 
only a sample of all the possible levels that we wish to consider (O’Mahony, 1986).
The most common differentiation between fixed and random effects, however, 
concerns human subjects. If human subjects are being tested as a sample of the 
population, the conclusions drawn from these subjects will be extended to the whole 
population. Subjects, in this case, are a random-effects factor. Replicates also are 
usually a random effect in sensory evaluation (O’Mahony, 1986).
The difference between fixed-effects, random-effects and mixed-effects 
models mainly involves a difference in the final step of the ANOVA. The denominator 
for the F ratio values of the fixed-effects model is always the error mean square 
whereas that of the random-effects model is the interaction mean square. For the 
mixed-effects model, the fixed-effects factor uses the interaction mean square, unlike 
the fixed-effects model where the error mean square is used, and the random-effects 
factor uses the error mean squares unlike the random-effects model. Thus, the 
selection of the appropriate denominator for F depends on which factors are fixed 
effects and which are random.
Therefore, in the present experiment the ANOVA was performed with a fixed- 
effects term for sample (i.e. treatment) and random-effects terms for taster and the 
interaction with sample. Replicates have not been treated as a separate block since the 
assessors did not attend the panel simultaneously. Consequently, the taster by sample 
interaction mean square was used as the denominator in the F-test for sample 
differences and in the calculation of standard errors of sample means.
Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test was used to assess which pair 
of means were significantly different. LSD tests were two-tailed tests so as to 
correspond to the two-tailed nature of the ANOVA, and the level of significance was 
5%. For calculating the LSDs the following formula was used : LSD = t 
where: t value can be obtained from the statistical tables of Student’s t test 
corresponding to dfg, the number of degrees of freedom associated with MSg (in the 
present experiment 66), MSe is the mean square of the interaction between the taster 
and the sample and n is the sample size (in this case 36).
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3 .2  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the chemical analysis of the red wine and the model solution are 
presented in Table 3.1. The data given for the red wine were collected before the 
addition of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin.
Table 3.1 Chemical analyses of control wine and model wine solution samples 
before the addition of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin.
Red wine Model solution
pH 3.67 3.44
Titratable acidity (g/100 ml as tartaric acid) 0.57 0.25
Total phenols (absorbance units) 45.00
Total pigments (absorbance units) 6.60
(+)-Catechin (mg/l) 11.0'
(-)-Epicatechin (mg/l) 7.6:
The concentrations of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin that were already 
present in the wine (11.08 and 7.69 mg/l respectively) were considered negligible 
compared with the added amounts (375,750 and 1500 mg/l). Thus the concentrations 
that were added in the wine were considered as the actual concentrations of these 
compounds.
3 .2 .1  Model wine
The analyses of variance of the four sensory attributes in model solutions
jafter the addition (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin is presented in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2 F ratios and significance levels (sig.) from the analysis of variance of 
intensity ratings for bitterness, astringency, mouth drying and mouth 
roughening in the model solution (Degrees of freedom: Assessors= 
11; Samples=6; Assessors x Samples=66).
Source of 
variation
Bitterness Astringency Mouth
drying
Mouth
roughening
F sig. F  sig. F  sig. F  sig.
Assessors 10.70 <0.001 11.27 <0.001 13.50 <0.001 12.66 <0.001
Samples 9.65 <0.001 5.85 <0.001 2.61 <0.05 2.26 <0.05
Assessors x
Samples 1.20 0.189 0.85 0.776 1.30 0.099 1.19 0.197
The ANOVA Table (3.2) shows that the differences among the judges were 
significant. Such inter-individual differences are hardly surprising and are not the 
focus of the experiment. Such differences between the means for the subjects may 
indicate whether some subjects habitually use the high end of the scale (giving high 
mean scores) while others tend to use the low end (giving low mean scores). In the 
case of astringency, however, an additional variable causing individual differences 
may be the salivary flow. It is known that wide individual differences exist in both 
resting and stimulated salivary flow (Lee and Lawless, 1991) and given that the most 
prominent theory of astringent sensations concerns precipitation or change of the 
conformation of the salivary proteins, individuals who generate higher levels of saliva 
are expected to show lower levels of astringent responses (Fisher et a l, 1994). 
Although differences in salivary flows were not investigated in this study, the results 
show that the judges were consistent in their ratings since no significant interactions 
between the tasters and samples were observed.
Differences between samples are of interest since they indicate differences 
between the two compounds and/or the three levels of concentrations used. Table 3.2 
shows significant differences between the model wine samples for all attributes. 
Evaluation of the means (Table 3.3, Figures 3.2 and 3.3) shows that in general, there 
is an increase in the intensity of aU the attributes as a function of increasing 
concentrations of both compounds. In the model wine solution both (+)-catechin and
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(+)-catechin concentration (mg/l)
ab ab
a ab T
«20  —
Bitterness A^stringency Mouth drying Mouth roughening
^  0 (mg/l)
2] 375 (mg/l) 
g  750 (mg/l) 
^  1500 (mg/l)
Figure 3.2 Mean bitterness, astringency, mouth drying and mouth roughening 
ratings for the model wine samples varying in (+)-catechin 
concentration. Same letters above the columns indicate values which are 
not significantly different at the 5% level (n=36). Error bars are ± 1 
standard error of the means.
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(-)-epicatechin concentration (mg/l)
^  0 (mg/l)
□  375 (mg/l) 
I  750 (mg/l) 
0  1500 (mg/l)
Bitterness Astringency Mouth drying Mouth roughening
Figure 3.3 Mean bitterness, astringency, mouth drying and mouth roughening 
ratings for the model wine samples varying in (-)-epicatechin 
concentration. Same letters above the columns indicate values which are 
not significantly different at the 5% level (n=36). Error bars are ± 1 
standard error of the means.
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(-)-epicatechin were astringent and bitter (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). These compounds 
also elicited mouth drying and mouth roughening (Table 3.3).
Bitterness of both compounds increased with increasing concentration. The 
three levels of (-)-epicatechin concentration differed significantly in bitterness, 
whereas for (+)-catechin only the highest concentration (1500 mg/l) scored 
significantly more bitter than the medium (750 mg/l) and the low (375 mg/l) 
concentrations.
Astringency elicited by (+)-catechin, increased significantly as the 
concentration was increased from low to medium; a further increase in concentration 
did not result in a significant increase of that attribute. Astringency elicited by (-)- 
epicatechin increased significantly with increasing concentration up to 1500 mg/l.
Mouth drying increased significantly with increasing concentration of (-)- 
epicatechin from low to high. For (+)-catechin there were no significant differences in 
mouth drying between the three concentrations. For both phenolic compounds mouth 
roughening increased significantly when the concentration was increased from low to 
high.
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Table 3.3 Least significant differences (LSD) (p<0.05) and mean bitterness,
astringency, month drying and mouth roughening ratings for the 
control and the model wine samples containing three concentrations 
of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin. Intensities were measured as 
mm in a 150 mm line scale.
Concentration
(mg/l)
Bittemessi Astringencyi Mouth
dryingi
Mouth
rougheningi
Control 32.6 a 30.6 ab 
(+)-Catechin
30.8 a 23.3 a
375 30.8 a 28.2 a 32.0 ab 23.3 a
750 32.2 a 36.2 b 36.0 ab 28.4 ab
1500 43.7 b 36.1 b 37.0 abc 30.6 b
(-)-Epicatechin
375 30.1 a 28.3 a 34.3 ab 22.7 a
750 40.5 b 36.3 b 38.4 be 29.3 ab
1500 51.3 c 43.4 c 42.7 c 31.8 b
LSD 7.32 6.38 7.03 7.23
1 Means with the same letters in each column are not significantly different from each other (p<0.05). 
3 .2 .2  Wine
Sourness was an additional attribute for the wine samples. The ANOVA 
(Table 3.4) shows that there are no significant differences among the wine samples.
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Table 3.4 F ratios and significance levels (sig.) from the analysis of variance of 
intensity ratings for bitterness, astringency, mouth drying, mouth 
roughening and sourness in the wine (Degrees of freedom: Assessors 
=11; Samples=6; Assessors x Samples=66).
Source of 
variation
Bitterness Astringency Mouth Mouth 
Drying Roughening
Sourness
F sig. F sig. F sig. F sig. F  sig.
Assessors 3.89 <0.001 3.15 <0.01 4.50 <0.001 8.40 <0.001 8.00 <0.001
Samples 1.41 0.225 1.02 0.418 0.26 0.955 0.31 0.931 0.65 0.678
Assessors x
samples 1.82 <0.01 1.34 0.075 2.31 <0.001 1.21 0.170 1.31 0.089
From the ANOVA Table (3.4), it can be seen that the Assessor x Sample
interactions were significant for some of the attributes. This result may be due to the
that all the wine samples were so astringent that the judges were not able to detect any
further increase in astrineencv. The wine was more astringent than the model solution 
,,  astringent nhenols in wine , . .  . , ,and hence the - ' ■ . - ',  ; might have accumulated in the mouth and
complexed with mouth proteins over time. Hence the samples that were rated at the
end of the session might have been assessed as more astringent than the samples that
were evaluated at the beginning. Probably the water rinses between the samples and
the production of new saliva were not able to clean the mouth of these astringent
materials and thus it is possible that the performance of the panehsts hai been affected
by the presence of the phenols in their mouth.
The mean values for the sensory assessment of the wines (Table 3.5) show 
that the bitterness of the wine increased, although not significantly, with increasing 
concentration of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin.
Astringency of (-)-epicatechin increased with increasing concentration, 
although the differences were not significant. For (+)-catechin in wines there was no 
consistent trend, and the astringency decreased, although not significantly, as its 
concentration increased from medium to high. A similar insignificant decrease in 
astringency with increasing catechin concentration, was found by Arnold et ah (1980) 
in white wine. In their view, this insignificant decrease in astringency intensity was
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probably due to the fact that the difference threshold in wine was greater than the 
change in concentration selected for that study.
Differences in scores for mouth drying, mouth roughening and sourness were 
very small for (+)-catechin or (-)-epicatechin (Table 3.5).
Table 3.5 Mean bitterness, astringency, mouth drying, mouth roughening and 
sourness ratings for the control and the wine samples containing three 
concentrations of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin. Intensities were 
measured as mm in a 150 mm line scale.
Concentration Bittemessi Astringencyi Mouth Mouth Sournessi
(mg/1) Dryingi Roughening!
Control 32.8 42.1 42.7 34.0 29.7
(+)-Catechin
375 33.2 37.2 43.4 34.5 33.1
750 37.7 43.1 46.8 35.5 33.2
1500 42.7 39.9 46.8 36.1 37.2
(-)-Epicatechin
375 34.9 40.7 45.0 37.0 32.4
750 35.0 43.8 45.1 36.1 34.7
1500 41.1 46.2 44.5 38.3 34.4
iN o letters within an attribute column mean that no significant difference (p<0.05) was found for that 
attribute.
3.2 .3  General discussion
It has been suggested that individuals who generate higher levels of 
salivary protein might be expected to show lower levels of astringent responses since 
astringency is mainly attributed to the precipitation of salivary proteins (Lee and 
Lawless, 1991). Also according to Fisher et. al. (1994), the saliva flow rate could
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affect perceived intensity and duration of bitterness and astringency. However, it is 
not known whether increased salivary flow produces a greater volume of a more dilute 
solution of protein or a greater flow of protein (Clifford, 1997). Since the judges were 
not nested in groups according to their differences in salivary flow, there may be an 
uncontrolled physiological influence in this study.
The results of this study showed that (+)-catechin was both bitter and 
astringent, in agreement with Lea and Timberlake (1974), Lea and Arnold (1978), 
Arnold et al. (1980) and Robichaud and Noble (1990)7^l'found similar results in 
white wine and distilled water. However that is in contrast with the findings of Rossi 
and Singleton (1966) and Su and Singleton (1969) who reported that (+)-catechin is 
only bitter in a wine base. (-)-Epicatechin was also found to be bitter and astringent in 
agreement with Thomgate and Noble (1995).
In both model solutions and wines the control sample (without the addition 
of any compound) and the two samples of low concentrations did not differ 
significantly in intensity of the attributes evaluated (Tables 3.3 and 3.5). In some 
cases, the samples containing the low concentrations of the two phenolic compounds 
were rated lower than the control. This was observed for all the attributes, except 
mouth drying, evaluated in the model solution and the astringency in the wine. This 
may be because the low phenolic concentrations were less than their sensory 
thresholds. Moreover it has been shown (Noble, 1990), that ethanol suppresses the 
astringency of phenols by making them less available for hydrogen bonding. 
Consistent with the above, it is possible that astringency of the samples containing 
small amounts of phenolics was suppressed by ethanol, resulting in an increase of 
their thresholds, thus explaining the lack of differences between the lowest 
concentrations and the control. Moreover, Rubico and McDaniel (1992) showed that 
solutions of acids with low pH may produce an astringency of their own. Thus, in the 
absence of any phenolic compounds model solutions may have been perceived as 
astringent. The low concentration samples evaluated were rated less bitter than the 
control, although bitterness is enhanced by ethanol (Fischer and Noble, 1994), 
possibly due to its association with astringency.
3 .2 .3 .1  Astringency
In wine as well as in model solution (Tables 3.3 and 3.5), the high 
concentration of (+)-catechin was less astringent than the equal concentration of (-)- 
epicatechin; this difference between the higher concentrations of the two compounds 
was significant only in the model solution. Thomgate and Noble (1995) found that 
(-)-epicatechin was more astringent than (+)-catechin only at the concentration of 900
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mg/1 in water and not significantly more astringent at 1200 mg/1. This difference could 
be due to the different medium they used (water) or to the lower pH of the model 
solution and the wine compared with water. It is known that the sensation of 
astringency is mainly attributed to the hydrogen bonds between the phenolic o- 
dihydroxy groups and protein peptide bond and to the hydrophobic interactions 
between phenols and proteins (Haslam, 1989). Both compounds contain the same 
number of ortho-dihydroxyphenol groups in their B ring and hence the number of 
hydrogen bonds that they could form with proteins is identical. The observation that 
the higher concentration of (+)-catechin was statistically significantly less astringent 
than the equal concentration of (-)-epicatechin in the model solution could probably be 
attributed to the differences in their stereochemistiy.
For both compounds the A- and B-rings are planar since they are aromatic 
(Figure 3.1). However, the C-ring, which is not aromatic, can fold slightly thus 
adding flexibility to the molecules (Heifer and Mattice, 1995). The conformation of the 
heterocyclic C-ring is known to differ between the two flavan-3-ols (Haslam, 1989).
In (+)-catechin it takes on a hybrid C(2)-sofa/half chair configuration whereas in (-)- 
epicatechin it has a half chair with distortion toward a C(3)-sofa configuration 
(Steynberg et al., 1992). The half chair configuration represents a flattened chair with 
the oxygen atom, the aromatic A-ring and the C4 atom in one plane. Axial and 
equatorial bonds are found only at C2 and C3 atoms. In the sofa conformation C3 or 
C2 is coplanar with C4 and the oxygen atom of the C-ring.
Steynberg et al. (1992) suggested that the predominant configuration for 
(-)-epicatechin is that with B-ring at the equatorial position (E-conformer, Figure 3.4) 
(E/A ratio 84/14) whereas for (+)-catechin the conformer population distribution 
contained significant proportions of those conformers in which B-ring is axial (A- 
conformer. Figure 3.2) (E/A ratio 62/38). However, it is established that a dynamic 
interconversion between E- and A-conformers exists (Porter et al, 1986).
It is possible that this conformational difference may play a role in 
explaining the difference in astringency of the two compounds. For example hydrogen 
bonding between the hydroxy groups of the B-ring and mouth proteins may be more 
(Stericaily hindered in the (+)-catechin molecule than in the (-)-epicatechin. Probably the 
axial position of the B-ring [which is found in significantly higher proportions in (+)- 
catechin than in (-)-epicatechin] could lead to a reduced hydrogen bonding capability 
of the B-ring OH groups compared with the equatorial position.
Besides the E- and A-conformers, variation in the orientation of the C3 OH 
group and the aromatic hydroxyl groups tè possible (not shown in Figure 3.4). The ' 
aromatic hydroxyl groups are known to be planar with the aromatic rings. The C3
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hydroxyl group is found to have three possible stable orientations and these vary 
somewhat depending on the B-ring orientation (Tobiason, 1992). For (-)-epicatechin 
it has been shown (Tobiason, 1992), that the C3 OH group is oriented toward the 
pyran ring oxygen atom. The distance between the C3 OH and the oxygen atom of the 
heterocyclic ring is 4.0 Â and although not close enough to be called a hydrogen bond, 
clearly some interaction takes place between them. In contrast in the (+)-catechin 
molecule, the most favoured orientation is that where the C3 OH group is directed 
away from all the atoms. Hence the hydrogen bonding capability between this and the 
oxygen atom of the C ring is reduced compared with (-)-epicatechin. However, the 
same hydroxyl group has an increased interaction compared with (-)-epicatechin with 
the methylene group at C-ring position 4 (Thomgate and Noble, 1995) and thus no 
conclusion about an increased availabihty for hydrogen bonding with PRP could be 
made.
The most favoured stmcture for (-)-epicatechin is that with the B-ring 
oriented with its OH groups directed toward the pyran ring (Tobiason, 1992). Hence it 
is possible that the intramolecular hydrogen bonding between the C3 OH group and 
the pyran ring oxygen atom in (-)-epicatechin, leaves the hydroxyl groups of B-ring 
available for hydrogen bonding with the mouth proteins. In contrast, as discussed 
above, the oxygen atom of the pyran ring in (+)-catechin stmcture is less bound with 
the C3 OH group and probably the hydroxyl groups of B-ring would be less available 
for hydrogen bonding with proteins since in addition, they would form hydrogen 
bonds with oxygen.
In addition, the higher hydrophobicity of (-)-epicatechin compared with 
(+)-catechin (given its later elution from a reverse-phase HPLC column) may explain 
the greater perceptual astringency of this compound. According to Haslam et al 
(1992) this may be of more importance than the hydrogen bonding effect.
According to Haslam (1989) simple phenols which contain one ortho­
dihydroxy group in their molecule should be capable of precipitating proteins from 
solution if they can be maintained in solutions at concentrations sufficient to push the 
equilibrium in favour of the protein-phenol complex and thus form a hydrophobic 
mono-layer of simple phenol molecules on the protein surface which excludes the 
solvent and aids precipitation. While simple phenols at high concentration are capable 
of precipitating proteins from solutions, the levels at which their astringency has been 
detected (5-0-caffeoylquinic acid=0.7 g/1; (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin=0.5 g/1; 
benzoic acids=2-3 g/1) are probably much too low to precipitate PRP from saliva, but 
observations of red-shifts in Wax (Naish et al., 1993) suggests that they do bind with 
proteins (Clifford, 1997).
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Figure 3.4 Structures of the E- conformation of (-)-epicatechin and A-
conformation of (+)-catechin. .
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3 .2 .1 .2  Other sensory attributes connected with astringency
Although Lee and Lawless (1991) and Lawless et al (1994) found that 
pucker sensation was used by the panelists to describe astringency, this sensation was 
not detected in any of the samples. One possible explanation is that the monomeric 
phenols (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin are not puckery indicating that not all the 
astringent compounds are able to elicit this attribute.
The high concentration of (-)-epicatechin was rated significantly more bitter 
in the model solution than (+)-catechin, in agreement with Thomgate and Noble, 
(1995) who found that (-)-epicatechin was significantly more bitter than (+)-catechin 
in aqueous solutions. This could be attributed to the higher lipophiL icity of that 
compound in agreement with Gardner (1979) who proposed a lipophil ic model of 
bitterness. In addition, the hypothesis of Kubo (1994), that hydrogen bonding and 
hydrophobic interactions are involved with bitterness perception is in agreement with 
the present findings.
The low and high concentration of (+)-catechin and all three concentrations 
of (-)-epicatechin were assigned higher ratings for bitterness than for astringency in 
the model solution; this is in agreement with Robichaud and Noble (1990) and Arnold 
et al (1980). In contrast, in wine, all (-)-epicatechin concentrations and the low and 
medium (+)-catechin were rated as more astringent than bitter, possibly due to 
masking of bitterness by the higher levels of astringency.
Mouth drying and roughening ratings were raised with increasing 
\  concentrations, but significant differences were found only in the model solutions.
These results showed that, although the two compounds produced somewhat different 
response patterns, the qualities of dryness and roughening closely paralleled the 
ratings of astringency, particularly at the higher concentrations. Moreover, the ratings 
of bitterness and sourness did not coincide with the pattern obtained for astringency, 
mouth drying and mouth roughening in agreement with Lee and Lawless (1991). 
Overall, the data suggest that the sensations most closely associated with astringency 
are the tactile qualities of mouth dryness and roughening, both of which imply 
changes in the perceived texture of the oral mucosa (Green, 1993). Pucker, sourness 
and bitterness which are commonly elicited by the astringent stimuli do not appear to 
be essential to the sensation of astringency. An interesting possibility is that pucker 
may also be largely a tactile sensation, but one that may result indirectly from reflexive 
muscular contractions rather than from changes in surface texture (Green, 1993). 
Furthermore, the scores obtained for astringency were different from those for mouth 
drying and mouth roughening suggesting that astringency is not a simple sensory 
attribute. The fact that mouth drying ratings were sometimes higher thahthe ratings for
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astringency (Tables 3.3 and 3.5), suggests that although this term contributes to 
astringency, it is not subsumed by it, which is in agreement with the results of 
Lawless et al, (1994).
Although the same range of concentrations of phenolic compounds were 
evaluated in the model solution as in the wine, astringency, mouth drying and mouth 
roughening ratings were higher in the wine than in the model, which may be attributed 
to the presence of the naturally occurring phenols in wine which enhanced the intensity 
of the sensory attributes examined.
Model wine, which was used in the present experiment did not alter the 
relation of the sensory properties of these two phenols. (-)-Epicatechin was found to 
be more bitter and astringent than (+)-catechin, in agreement with Thomgate and 
Noble (1995), who obtained similar results in water.
In conclusion, despite the fact that the monomeric phenolic compounds 
(+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin are not chemically defined as astringents, they were 
both found to elicit astringency when added to the model wine solution and to the red 
wine. However, on an equal weight basis, (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin possess 
different sensory properties. The differences in astringency between these two 
compounds must be associated with the differences in their 3-D stmcture. Mouth 
drying and roughening which are often associated with astringency were closely 
related to astringency but they rated differently from astringency, indicating that 
astringency is not a simple sensory attribute. Like most of the astringent compounds, 
the two monomers were also bitter. At the high concentration in the model solution, 
(-)-epicatechin was significantly more astringent and bitter than (+)-catechin. In red 
wine no significant differences were found, attributed to the contribution naturally 
occurring phenols make to the sensory characteristics, masking to an extent the effects 
of the added concentrations of (-)-epicatechin and (+)-catechin.
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CHAPTER 4
INTERACTION BETWEEN ASTRINGENCY AND ACIDITY
4 .0  INTRODUCTION
Few studies have been published on the pH dependence of tannin-protein 
interactions. The behaviour of a system consisting of proteins and sorghum tannins 
was studied by Hagerman and Butler (1978). They reported that maximum amounts of 
tannin were precipitated within one pH unit of the isoelectric point of the protein (pi). 
At the pi the net charge of the protein is zero and hence the repulsive forces that might 
exist between and within the protein molecules are minimal. The observations by Oh et 
al (1985), that proteins trapped by immobilized tannins were released when the pH 
was raised above their respective isoelectric points also tends to support the concept 
described above. Furthermore, Oh and Hoff (1987), reported that the precipitation of 
grape tannins with various proteins was efficient at pH values up to the pi of the 
individual protein. At slightly higher pH values (within approximately 0.5 pH unit of 
the isoelectric point) there was a sharp decrease in the complex formation.
Since the sensation of astringency involves the interaction and/or precipitation 
of mouth proteins with astringent compounds, it is possible that the pH could affect its 
perception. Indeed, the presence of acids in astringent media has been shown to affect 
the intensity of the perceived astringency. Guinard et al (1986 b), showed that acidity 
significantly increased astringency of model solutions and white wines. They found a 
linear increase in the intensity of astringency as a function of pH reduction (from 3.75 
to 2.59).
Although the classical dietary astringents are the vegetable tannins, dryness or 
astringency of acids has also been reported (Lee and Lawless, 1991; Rubico and 
McDaniel, 1992). According to Lawless et al (1994), the astringency of acids is 
attributed either to the direct contribution of H+ ions or to the hydrogen bonding 
capabilities of the hydroxyl groups on the anion or undissociated acid. Recently 
Thomas and Lawless (1995) found that five organic acids and one inorganic elicited 
astringency and astringent subqualities. In order to explain the sensory properties of the 
organic acids these authors suggested that acids without hydroxyl groups might act by 
other mechanisms such as inducing conformational changes in the proteins present in 
the saliva or the direct attack on the mucous layer and oral epithelium.
The aim of this study was to examine whether malic and lactic acids, which 
differ only in the number of carboxyl groups, have similar or different effect on the
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astringency of a red wine and a model wine solution. Different effects on astringency at 
the same pH values would imply that the anion effects are more important than the 
availability of H+ ions. Bitterness and sourness were additional attributes of interest 
since along with astringency, they were the predominant sensations of the samples.
Since astringency is a persistent sensation, temporal methodology was used in 
this study using time-intensity recording (T-I) in order to obtain information about the 
temporal aspects of this attribute.
4 .1  MATERIALS AND METHODS
4 .1 .1  Subjects
Twelve healthy subjects (all female) were paid to participate in the experiment as 
part of a trained taste panel. All were experienced in sensory assessments of a range of 
foods and had used the T-I method for the evaluation of sensory attributes.
4 .1 .2  Experimental design
Six sets (three replications of model solution and three for wine) were assessed 
during the study which lasted for one month (including the training sessions). The tests 
were conducted two days per week from 10:00 am to 1:00 pm in individual booths 
under incandescent light. In each set, five samples (two concentrations of each of the 
two acids and one control) were evaluated for three attributes: ^stringency, bitterness 
and sourness. The judges were divided into two groups of six, the maximum that could 
be served at any one time, but for statistical purposes the data were treated as from one 
panel. Each group of the panelists was participating in the experiment for 30 min and 
then a had a break for the following 30 min during which the other group was 
assessing the samples.
In order to balance out the effect of the order of presentation, the samples were 
served using a balanced block design (MacFie et al, 1989). In such designs, within a 
session, each sample occurs an equal number of times in each position. In this way, it 
is ensured that the ratings of the panelists are not biased by the samples being 
frequently presented in a particular position or preceded by other samples.
4 .1 .3  Preparation of samples
The model solution of grape seed extract in 300 mgd potassium bitartrate 
solution containing 10% v/v ethanol was prepared as follows. The phenolic compounds 
were extracted from grape seeds of Vitis vinifera cv. Tinta Roriz grapes (Douro valley.
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Portugal). An amount of 72 g seeds was crushed and immediately extracted for 5 min 
with 800 ml 75% ethanol (Hayman Ltd). After 10 min the seeds were removed using a 
Buchner funnel (filter paper Whatman No 4). The filtrate was stored at -20 °C. The 
morning before the experiment, 266 ml was thawed and diluted to 21 with a solution of 
346 mg/1 potassium bitartrate (Peter Whiting Chemicals) in deionized water.
The pH (3.8) of quantities of 400 ml of the model solution was reduced to 3.5 
and 3.2 by the addition of 300 mg/1 and 525 mg/1 of malic acid respectively, and by the 
addition of 250 mg/1 and 450 mg/1 lactic acid respectively. The remaining 400 ml of the 
solution was used as a control sample without the addition of any acid (Table 4.2).
The wine used was an experimental wine, made from Tinta Roriz grapes from 
the port wine region in Douro valley in northen Portugal. The normal red wine making 
procedure was used, and metabisulphide equivalent to 75 mg/1 SO2 was added to the 
crushed grapes prior to fermentation. To increase the astringency of the wine, 600 mg/1 
(+)-catechin (Senn chemicals AG) was added. The pH (4.0) of two aliquots of 400 ml 
was reduced to 3.7 and 3.5 by the addition of 1100 mg/1 and 2575 mg/1 of malic acid 
respectively (Table 4.2). Concentrations of 775 mg/1 and 1525 mg/1 of lactic acid were 
added to two other samples to reduce the pH to 3.7 and 3.5. A sample without added 
acids was used as control.
4.1.4 Training
All subjects had participated in a previous study, involving astringency, 
bitterness and sourness ratings in wines and model wines using the scalar method. In 
addition the panel had received extensive T-I training during previous experiments not 
related to astringency.
Two training sessions were conducted prior to this experiment. During the first 
training, the panelists were presented with aqueous solutions of 1500 mg/1 tannic acid 
as an example of astringency and they were trained to differentiate astringency from 
bitterness and soumess using 1000 mg/1 caffeine and 1500 mg/1 citric acid as reference 
standards (Peter Whiting Chemicals). All the panelists indicated their ability to 
discriminate between these taste stimuli. The control and the low pH samples of the 
model solution and the wine were presented to the subjects in order to familiarize them 
with the range of the concentrations of the stimulus they would encounter in this 
experiment. The panelists were asked to taste the samples and to suggest terms which 
describe the sensory attributes of these samples. Astringency, bitterness and soumess 
were selected to describe the samples and hence they were used to assess the samples 
by the T-I method in the experiment.
During the second training session, the panelists who were already familiar with
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the computerized system for recording T-I information, were asked to rate the above 
samples for the three selected attributes in order to practise the use of this technique for 
these specific attributes. The experimental conditions during this session were exactly 
the same as in the six sets of the study. The recorded information was checked for each 
panelist to ensure they had understood the instructions.
4.1 .5  Sample presentation and assessment
Judges were presented with 10 ml samples at room temperature in 30 ml plastic 
cups, randomly coded with three digit numbers. They were asked to place the sample in 
their mouth at exactly the start of the assessment, to swirl the sample for 15 s in their 
mouth and then to expectorate. Sampling and expectorating intervals were signalled 
orally by the experimenter. A four minutes break was taken between samples, during 
which time the panelists were required to eat a cracker and rinse their mouth thoroughly 
with spring water.
A computerized T-I method was used in which the three attributes were rated 
by manipulating a marker using the mouse on an unstructured line scale of 100 mm 
length, anchored at each end by O=none and 100=extreme. The collection of the data 
was performed via TASTE software. Judges rated the intensity of the specified attribute 
continuously over time from sipping the sample, through expectoration after 15 s to the 
end of the assessment after 2 min.
4 .1 .6  Chemical analysis of the wine and model wine solution
The chemical analysis of the wine and the model solution included pH, titratable 
acidity, total phenols, organic acids and the non-coloured phenols. Determination of 
total pigments took place only for the wine. The pH value, titratable acidity, total 
pigments and total phenols were measured as described in chapter 3, section 3.1.6.
The concentrations of the organic acids were measured by ion chromatography 
(Dionex 4500 model) with chemical eluent suppression (2 mM octane sulphonic acid in 
2% isopropanol as eluent, anion micro membrane as suppressor and 5 mM tetra-n- 
butylanunonium hydroxide as regenerator) and conductivity detection (conductivity
cell). The samples were membrane filtered (0.45 |i), the phenols were adsorbed on a
Ci8 Sep-Pak cartridge and the eluted sample was diluted 25-fold in water. A 50 pi
prepared sample was injected on a single ion-exclusion column (ASl Dionex) and 
eluted using a flow rate 0.8 ml/min.
The non-coloured phenolic compounds were analyzed by HPLC. The 
conditions for the analysis of the model solution are described in chapter 2, section
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2.1.3. For the wine, the following linear gradient was used: In 50 min from 20% to 
50% methanol, in 1 min to 98% methanol, hold for 3 min at 98% methanol to wash the 
column and then returned to the initial conditions to re-equilibrate for 10 min.
The concentrations of the phenolic acids are expressed as mg/1 gallic acid. The 
concentration of (+)-catechin, (-)-epicatechin, (-)-epicatechin gallate, myricetin, 
quercetin, kaempferol and isorhamnetin are expressed as mg/1 (+)-catechin. 
Procyanidins Bl, B2 and Cl are expressed against their own calibration curves as 
mg/1. The concentrations were calculated using external standards of galhc acid (60 
mg/1) (Sigma), (+)-catechin (63 mgd) (Sigma), Bl (65 mg/1), B2 (62 mg/1) and Cl (64 
mg/1) (laboratory preparations) in 95% water containing 0.6% perchloric acid and 5% 
methanol.
4 .1 .7  Statistical analysis
Time to maximum intensity (T^ ax)» total duration (Ttot) (both measured in 
seconds) and maximum intensity (Imax) (mm on a 150 mm line scale) for astringency, 
bitterness and soumess were extracted from T-I curves which were plotted using 
Genstat Software according to Liu and MacFie (1990).
Each variable was analyzed by Genstat using analysis of variance in a two-way 
ANOVA with replication within the cells in which the judges, and their interactions 
were treated as a random effect. Replicates have not been treated as a separate block 
since the assessors did not attend the panel simultaneously. The least significant 
differences (LSD) were calculated at the 5% level of significance.
4 .2  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.2 .1  Chemical analysis of the wine and model wine
The results of the chemical analysis of the model solution and the wine are 
presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
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Table 4.1 Chemical analysis of the control samples of wine and model wine 
solution.
Red wine Model solution
pH 4.0 3.8
Titratable acidity (g/100 ml as tartaric acid) 0.7 0.1
Total phenols (absorbance units at 280 nm) 46.4 12.0
Total pigments (absorbance units at 520 nm) 5.4
Organic acid analysis tmg/O
Tartaric 2340 2 64
Malic 44 0
Succinic 1510 0
Lactic 2102 80
Acetic 416 37
Analysis of non-coloured phenols
Gallic acid (mg/1) 6.3 0.7
3,4-Dihydroxy benzoic acid (mg/1 gallic acid) 1.9 *1
4-Hydroxyphenethyl alcohol (mgd gallic acid) 15.4 *1
rran^-caftaric acid (mgd gallic acid) 0.2 *1
(+)-Catechin (mgd) 7.2 7.7
Vanilhc acid (mg/1 gallic acid) 1.7 *1
Caffeic acid (mgd gallic acid) 12.2 *1
Syiingic acid (mgd galhc acid) 6.3 *1
p-coumaric acid (mg/1 galhc acid) 2.6 *1
(-)-Epicatechin (mgd catechin) 41.4 8.5
Myricetin (mg/1 catechin) 22.1 *1
Quercetin (mgd catechin) 45.7 *1
Kaempferol (mgd catechin) 8.1 *1
Isorhamnetin (mgd catechin) 3.0 *1
Procyanidin B1 (mg/1) *1 7.6
Procyanidin B2 (mgd) *1 9.5
Procyanidin Cl (mg/1) *1 21.9
(-)-Epicatechin gaUate (mgd catechin) *1 3.0
iNot detected
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Table 4.2 Description of model wine and wine samples.
Sample description Red wine Model solution
pH
Titratable 
Acidity 1 pH
Titratable
Acidity!
1 Control 4.0 0.70 3.8 0.11
2 After the addition of malic acid 3.7 1.18 3.5 0.42
3 After the addition of malic acid 3.5 1.80 3.2 0.78
4 After the addition of lactic acid 3.7 1.01 3.5 0.36
5 After the addition of lactic acid 3.5 1.60 3.2 0.70
1 Acidity is expressed as g tartaric acid / 100 ml.
Using HPLC, the monomeric phenolic compounds and the procyanidin dimers 
and trimers, were analyzed. The contents of the non-coloured phenols, gallic acid, (+)- 
catechin and (-)-epicatechin, were lower in the grape seed extract than in the wine. 
Procyanidin dimers B1, B2 and trimer Cl are present in small concentrations in the 
model solution, but absent in the wine. However, anthocyanins and flavan-3-ols are 
known to polymerise in the wine (Bakker et al, 1986). HPLC analysis of the wine and 
the model solution showed a broad, late-eluting band present in the HPLC 
chromatograms. These humps in the visible trace of the chromatogram of a red wine 
have been attributed to the polymerised anthocyanins (Bakker et al, 1986), while such 
broad, late-eluting bands in the grape seed model solution are attributed to the 
polymeric procyanidins (Ricardo-da-Silva et al., 1991b) which have not been identified 
or quantified in the present experiment.
The total phenol measurement reflects the concentrations of all the phenolic 
compounds determined by HPLC, in addition to a contribution made by polymerised 
compounds. Moreover, anthocyanins which are present in red wine, but absent from 
the grape seed extract, contribute to the value of the wine total phenols. This value is 
within the range given by Somers and Evans (1977) who reported a range from 20 to 
100 total phenols expressed as absorbance units in red wines.
The sensory in the model wine solutions are expected to be due to
the dimeric, trimeric and polymeric procyanidins which are present above the reported 
threshold concentration of 4.1 mg/1 for a mixture of trimeric and tetrameric 
procyanidins in water (Delcour et al, 1984). The other monomeric compounds are
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present at low concentrations and are not expected to make a significant contribution.
For the wine, the main contribution to the sensory properties is due to the 
polymerised phenolic compounds, in addition to the added 600 mg/1 (+)-catechin. 
Sensory studies (Vérétte et al, 1988) have shown that the hydroxycinnamates present 
in the wine do not make a direct contribution to its astringency. Although the wine 
contains a wider range of non-flavonoid compounds than those evaluated to date, these 
compounds are not expected to play any direct role in the sensory properties of the 
wine.
Table 4.2 shows that the titratable acidity of the wine is higher than of the 
model, due to the naturally occurring acids present in the wine (see Table 4.1). As 
expected, samples adjusted with malic acid show a higher titratable acidity than samples 
adjusted with lactic acid, reflecting the larger concentrations of mahc acid added to 
adjust the pH.
4 .3 .2  Model wine
The analysis of variance of the time-intensity parameters for the model wine is 
presented in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 F ratios and significance levels (sig.) for the time-intensity parameters 
(Tmax> Imax and Ttot) of astringency, bitterness and soumess for ail 
sources of variation in the model wine solution (degrees of freedom: 
Assessors=ll; Samples=4; Assessors x Samples=44).
Sources of 
variation
Astringency 
F sig.
Bittemess 
F sig.
Soumess 
F sig.
Assessors
Tmax 11.48 <0.001 9.61 <0.001 9.84 <0.001
T tot 5.81 <0.001 2.75 <0.001 3.29 <0.001
Imax 11.49 <0.001 10.67 <0.001 17.71 <0.001
Samples
Tmax 0.57 0.685 0.96 0.437 2.03 0.106
T tot 5.84 <0.001 2.00 0.112 7.73 <0.001
Imax 33.12 <0.001 0.31 0.869 37.89 <0.001
Assessors x Samples
Tmax 1.41 0.073 0.80 0.797 0.94 0.585
T tot 1.14 0.286 1.33 0.117 1.60 0.024
Imax 1.16 0.266 1.18 0.239 1.31 0.127
The analysis of variance, shows highly significant between samples differences 
for Ttot and I^ax for astringency and soumess. There are no significant between 
samples differences for T^ax for any of the attributes. The means of the T-I parameters 
are presented in Table 4.4, and show significant increases in I^ax and Ttot for 
astringency as a function of pH reduction. Time to maximum intensity of astringency 
(Tm ax) remained unaffected by the pH reduction. At the same pH value there were no 
differences in astringency as a result of the type of acid.
The observed increase in the intensity of astringency with pH reduction is 
consistent with the findings of Guinard et al (1986b). They found a linear increase in 
astringency intensity in white wine samples as a function of pH reduction. In the 
present experiment for the model solution samples a linear increase in astringency I^ax 
was also found for both malic and lactic acids (Figure 4.1), although we only have
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three measurement points. Total duration of astringency T^t also showed a linear 
increase as a function of pH reduction (Figure 4.2).
There were no significant differences for bittemess. However, Imax showed a 
decreasing pattem with the pH reduction, which could be attributed to the simultaneous 
increase in astringency levels. Indeed the binding of phenolic compounds to salivary 
proteins may prevent their binding to bitter taste receptors. It has been demonstrated 
(Kock et al, 1994), that transgenic mice possessing proline-rich proteins (PRP) 
secreted by Von Ebners’s gland, have much greater tolerance against bittemess than 
mice lacking these proteins, suggesting that PRP transported the bitter compound away 
from the bitter receptor.
Imax scores increased for soumess significantly as a function of pH reduction in 
agreement with Fischer and Noble (1994). Tmt of this attribute also increased 
significantly with decreasing pH from 3.8 to 3.5. Tmax remained unaffected by the pH 
change. Again there were no significant differences between the two acids at the same 
pH.
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Table 4.4 Least significant differences (LSD)i p<0.05 (degrees of freedom=4,44) 
and mean values for the T-I parameters obtained for astringency, 
bittemess and sourness of: Model wine solution (pH 3.8) (sample 1), 
model solution with added malic acid (pH 3.5 and 3.2) (samples 2 and 
3 respectively) and model solution with added lactic acid (pH 3.5 and 
3.2) (samples 4 and 5 respectively). Tmax and Tmt were measured as 
seconds and Imax as mm in a 100 mm line scale.
T - I  parameters
pHacid
sample 12 
3.8
control
sample 22 sample 32 sample 42 
3.5 3.2 3.5 
malic malic lactic
sample 52 LSD!
3.2
lactic
Tmax 19.94 a
Astringency 
21.06 a 18.94 a 20.83 a 19.61 a
Ttot 39.06 a 46.56 b 52.98 c 45.69 b 51.17 be 6.38
Imax 35.39 a 54.14 b 73.42 c 53.75 b 78.50 c 8.57
Bittemess
Tmax 23.83 a 21.25 a 21.69 a 22.03 a 20.86 a -
T tot 57.39 a 48.47 a  ^ 49.08 a 50.56 a 46.92 a -
Imax 60.08 a 56.19 a 55.28 a 59.11 a 56.36 a -
Soumess
Tmax 17.42 a 21.06 a 18.86 a 21.06 a 20.06 a -
T tot 37.42 a 52.58 b 56.39 b 50.31 b 56.89 b 8.12
Imax 27.89 a 58.06 b 66.19 c 55.79 b 71.78 c 7.94
ILSD only provided where the means differed p<0.05.
2Means with the same letter in each row are not significantly different from each other (p<0.05).
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Figure 4.1 Maximum intensity of astringency of the model wine and the wine samples as a 
function of pH reduction. Same letters indicate values that are not significantly 
different at 5% significance level (Degrees of freedom=4,44). Model wine and 
wine data were treated separately.
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Figure 4.2 Total duration of astringency of the model wine (above) and the wine 
(below) samples as a function of pH reduction. Same letters indicate 
values that are not significantly different at 5% significance level (Degrees 
of freedom^ 4,44).
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4.2.3 Wine
Table 4.5 F ratios and significance levels (sig.) for the time-intensity parameters 
(Tmax, Imax and Ttot) of astringency, bitterness and sourness for all 
sources of variation in the model wine solution (degrees of freedom: 
Assessors=ll; Samples=4; Assessors x Samples=44).
Sources of 
variation
Astringency 
F sig.
Bittemess 
F sig.
Soumess 
F sig.
Assessors
Tmax 23.07 <0.001 28.61 <0.001 15.09 <0.001
T tot 9.81 <0.001 7.45 <0.001 8.36 <0.001
Imax 10.01 <0.001 11.87 <0.001 20.38 <0.001
Samples
Tmax 1.17 0.336 0.45 0.771 0.75 0.564
T tot 3.04 <0.001 0.73 0.578 5.83 <0.001
Imax 14.22 <0.001 0.50 0.735 24.01 <0.001
Assessors x Samples
Tmax 1.33 0.114 0.66 0.944 1.15 0.276
T tot 1.13 0.302 0.62 0.966 0.83 0.758
Imax 1.61 0.023 1.15 0.271 0.80 0.798
The ANOVA (Table 4.5) shows that there are highly significant between 
samples differences for Ttot and Imax for astringency and soumess. There are no 
significant differences for Tmax for any of the attributes that could be attributed to the 
sample differences. The means of the T-I parameters are presented in Table 4.6.
For astringency, there were significant increases in Imax and to a lesser extent for 
Ttot as a function of pH reduction. A similar pH reduction did not have a significant 
effect on astringency in the red wine samples that Guinard et al (1986b) examined. 
This difference in results may be due to the different wine samples used, the lower pH 
range, the different added acid (citric), or the different method of measuring the Imax- 
In addition, Guinard et al. (1986b) used the scalar method, thus Imax ratings have not
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been collected over a period of time but at a definite time point. For Ttot significant 
differences were observed between the high (4.0) and the low (3.5) and (only for lactic 
acid samples) the high and the medium (3.7) pH samples. In contrast to the model 
solutions, Ttot and Imax of the wine samples did not show a linear relationship with the 
pH, except for Ttot of the malic acid samples where there was an increase in Ttot with 
decreasing pH (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). The presence of other compounds in wine might 
have affected or masked the perceived astringency. Tmax values were also not 
significantly different across the range of the pH values examined. At the same pH 
values, there was no effect of acid on the astringency parameters.
For bittemess parameters, there were no significant differences among the samples 
tasted, suggesting that this attribute remained unaffected by the addition of the acids. 
Fischer et al (1994) found that by reducing the pH of wines from 3.6 to 3.0 with 
tannic acid, the high salivary flow subjects perceived higher bittemess Imax whereas the 
low flow subjects lower. However when subjects were not classified regarding their 
saliva flow status, pH had no significant impact on bittemess (Fischer et a l, 1994 and 
references therein).
Imax for soumess increased significantly as the pH decreased, but at the same pH, 
there was no effect of the type of acid (Table 4.6). Ttot showed an increase for both the 
added acids which was significant between the high and the medium and the high and 
the low pH values for both acids, and between the medium and the low pH for malic 
acid. Generally, the malic acid samples gave higher scores for Ttot than the samples 
with lactic acid, which were significantly different only at the low pH.
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Table 4.6 Least significant differences (LSD) i p<0.05 (degrees of freedom=4, 44) 
and mean values for the T-I parameters obtained for astringency, bittemess 
and soumess of: Red wine (pH 4.0) (sample 1), wine with added malic 
acid (pH 3.7 and 3.5) (samples 2 and 3 respectively) and wine with added 
lactic acid (pH 3.7 and 3.5) (samples 4 and 5 respectively). Tmax and Ttot 
were measured as seconds and Imax as mm in a 100 mm line scale.
T - I  parameters
p H
acid
sample 12 
4.0
control
sample 22
3.7
malic
sample 32 sample 42 
3.5 3.7 
malic lactic
sample 52 
3.5 
lactic
LSDi
Astringency
Tmax 19.17 a 19.83 a 19.03 a 19.39 a 17.47 a -
Ttot 36.36 a 40.36 ab 44.92 b 42.19 b 42.00 b 5.14
Imax 41.53 a 62.03 b 68.89 be 54.06 b 73.64 c 9.60
Bittemess
Tmax 21.22 a 21.07 a 20.14 a 20.31 a 20.36 a -
Ttot 42.39 a 41.24 a 39.47 a 41.67 a 40.67 a -
Imax 51.58 a 54.24 a 52.22 a 52.14 a 57.06 a -
Soumess
Tmax 18.67 a 17.42 a 19.00 a 18.61 a 17.36 a -
Ttot 37.81 a 44.28 b 48.40 c 41.94 b 43.67 b 4.54
Imax 41.26 a 67.33 be 73.81 c 61.39 b 68.64 be 7.36
ILSD only provided where the means differed p<0.05.
2Means with the same letter in each row are not significantly different from each other (p<0.05).
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4.2.4 General discussion
In most studies, three parameters are extracted from the time-intensity (T-I) 
curves: Time to maximum intensity, maximum intensity and total duration. Most of the 
other parameters from the T-I curves are highly correlated with maximum intensity 
and/or total duration (Noble, 1995). T-I analysis can provide information not only 
about the sensory properties of the specific samples, but it can also be used to 
investigate other factors which affect perception such as the mode of evaluation and 
individual differences among the judges (Noble, 1995). Despite extensive training, 
individual judges have characteristic responses as illustrated in Figure 4.3. But 
although there are differences among the subjects, training produced responses which 
are reproducible and consistent across the samples. Since the aim of this study was not 
to learn more about individual’s responses, these differences among subjects avenot the 
focus of the discussion. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate the mean curves obtained for all 
the samples and for all the attributes after the statistical analysis of the T-I data.
It has been shown that subjects with larger mouths give higher ratings to 
astringent samples than subjects with smaller mouths (Thomas and Lawless, 1995b). 
Since males usually have larger mouths than females, one could expect that the female 
panel of the present experiment would give lower ratings for astringency compared 
with a mixed or all male panel. However, in an attempt to ascertain if gender was the 
predominant factor affecting the perception of astringency, Thomas and Lawless 
(1995b) selected a group of panelists evenly matched for height and found that height 
or body size is more influential than gender» - V
4 . . Since Thomas and Lawless (1995b),
concluded that size was more important than gender, the outcome of this study, using 
an all female panel, can probably be taken as representative for a larger population.
Previous T-I studies have shown that the I^ax of an attribute is correlated 
with the Ttot (Robichaud and Noble, 1990; Peleg and Noble, 1995). The results 
presented here are consistent with this observation. When an increase in Imax was 
observed (astringency and soumess) Ttot increased. In contrast, the Tmax ratings were 
generally independent of the Imax of the attribute. It has been suggested (Noble, 1995) 
that the Tmax of an attribute is more strongly affected by the specific compound, 
medium or attribute being rated, than by stimulus concentration which has a very small 
effect (Noble, 1995).
A comparison of the Imax values obtained for the astringency of the control 
samples (No 1) of the wine (41.53) and the model wine (35.39) reveals little difference
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between them given the difference in their total phenol values (Table 4.1). One possible 
explanation is that the late-eluting band of polymeric procyanidins observed only in the 
HPLC chromatograms of the grape seed solution (but not shown in Table 4.1) 
contributed greatly to astringency thus largely compensating for the imbalance in 
content of the other phenols. Indeed, Lea and Arnold (1978), found an increase in 
astringency from dimeric to trimeric, tetrameric, pentameric and higher polymeric 
procyanidin fractions, the latter was the most astringent. However, the wine polymers 
are not expected to play the same role in astringency. Since the wine had aged for two 
years, the polymerisation reactions of anthocyanins and procyanidins could lead to a 
reduced availability of procyanidins able to bind with the salivary proteins. 
Polymerisation is believed to lead to precipitation of the polymeric material and at the 
same time to loss of astringency in the red wine (Haslam, 1989). However, the 
astringency of the procyanidin-anthocyanin polymerisation product is not known. 
Additionally, the dimeric (B1 and B2) and trimeric (Cl) procyanidins as well as (-)- 
epicatechin gallate, that were only present in the model solution were expected to 
contribute quite considerably (Lea and Arnold, 1978) to its astringency.
The samples 3 and 5 (Table 4.4) of the model solution were perceived more 
astringent than the corresponding ones of the wine (Table 4.6) possibly due to the 
lower pH of the model solution (3.2) compared with wine (3.5). In addition, the 
difference in the pH values between the samples 2 and 3 and 4 and 5 was 0.3 for the 
model wine and 0.2 for the wine. This may have resulted in the greater astringency of 
the model wine samples 3 and 5 compared with the wine ones.
Astringency l^ax increased with decreasing pH values of both acids, 
consistent with the results of Fisher et al. (1994) who found that astringency was 
higher at pH 3.0 than 3.6 in white wine. Guinard et al. (1986b) observed a similar 
effect of pH on the astringency of model solutions. The addition of acids reduces the 
pH of a solution, increases the percentage of tannins in the unionised phenol form and 
therefore increases the likelihood of hydrogen bonding and favours the binding to 
salivary proteins. However, in view of the pK& of the phenolic hydroxyl groups (>pH 
8.0) and the pH range considered (2.6 to 3.8) the increase in the magnitude of the 
common ion effect seems too small to account for the increase in astringency observed 
(Clifford, 1997). For instance, changing the pH value from 3.5 to 2.5 would change 
the percentage of the ionised to unionised phenols from 10-3  to 10- 4 , assuming that 
their pKa would have a value of 8.5 (the equation used for these calculations is 
described in the appendix 1). Thus this negligible decrease in ionised phenolic groups 
does not seem likely to explain directly the greater astringency observed.
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An alternative explanation might be a possible change in the charge of salivary 
proteins which are involved in adsorption and desorption of the tastant / irritant 
affecting the binding and the dissociation of the phenolic compounds or an increased 
precipitation of the salivary proteins as their pi was approached. In particular, the acidic 
PRP (pi 4-5) are expected to be precipitated most since solutions with pH values 
between 2.6 and 3.8 in the mouth mixed with saliva could result in a final mouth pH 
close to their pi.
Furthermore, Thomas and Lawless (1995a) suggested that the presence of acids 
could affect the salivary proteins and/or the mucous layer and the epithelium proteins by 
denaturing them and thus increase the sensation of perceived astringency. Guinard et al. 
(1986b), found that a similar pH reduction did not have a significant effect on 
astringency at high tannin concentrations such as in red wines. This could be because 
the red wine was so astringent that the changes induced by acidity adjustments were not 
detectable, or the hmiting factor to tannin-protein complex formation was no longer the 
tannin concentration but the quantity of proteins in the mouth.
In the present experiment, it is possible that the astringency was enhanced by 
the direct contribution of the astringency elicited by the added acids. Several reports 
(Peleg and Noble, 1995; Rubico and McDaniel, 1992 ) have confirmed that acids can 
elicit astringency. Recently, Thomas and Lawless (1995a) found that mahc and lactic 
acids were rated as astringent in addition to their sour taste.
Acids have also been shown to increase saliva output (Norris et ah, 1984; 
Fischer et a l, 1994). The studies of Fischer et al (1994) demonstrated that the 
subjects with low saliva flow rate perceived astringency more intensely and with longer 
duration that those with high flow rate. It was suggested that the higher saliva flow 
corresponded to greater supply of saliva proteins and thus higher level of oral 
lubrication. However it has not been demonstrated that increase in saliva output is 
necessarily accompanied by increased secretion of salivary proteins (Clifford, 1997). In 
the present experiment the possible increase in the saliva output of the panelists due to 
the presence of acids in their mouths for 15 sec prior to expectoration, could have 
resulted in lower absolute values for astringency but no measurement of salivary 
protein were made.
The fact that samples with malic and samples with lactic acid at the same pH did 
not differ significantly in their astringency despite the difference in their titratable 
acidity, suggests that it is the free [H+], in other words the pH, which affects 
astringency and not the potential [H+] (titratable acidity) which depends on the 
concentration of the undissociated carboxyl groups in the solution.
According to Noble (1995), little difference was observed between the
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evaluation of bitterness or sourness by expectorating versus swallowing of the wines or 
the solutions used. Additionally, Peleg and Noble (1995), Fischer et al (1994) and 
Robichaud and Noble (1990) asked their panelists to expectorate the samples that they 
evaluated for bitterness. Hence during the present experiment the samples were 
expectorated since this was expected to have only a small influence on the results and 
would prevent the panelists from swallowing the alcohol contained in the samples.
The effect of pH on bitterness parameters was not significant in either wine or 
model solution, either because the high levels of astringency masked possible changes 
in bitterness or this attribute did not change significantly since the concentration of the 
bitter phenolic compounds remained the same.
Sourness I^ax and Tmax increased significantly on lowering the pH; this was 
expected since sourness is associated with acids. Several researchers suggested that 
there is no simple relationship between pH and perceived sourness (Makhlouf and 
Blum, 1972; Norris et al, 1984) and that the intensity of that attribute depends also on 
titratable acidity and the anion of the acid ( Rubico and McDaniel, 1992). It has been 
demonstrated that at equal pH value and equal titratable acidity mahc acid is more sour 
than lactic (CoSeteng et al, 1989). The reason, in the present experiment, that wines 
and model solutions with malic and lactic acid show no differences in sourness 
parameters might be because lactic acid was already present at a high concentration in 
both the wine and model solution (Table 4.1).
In conclusion the perceived Imax and Ttot of astringency were increased by the 
pH reduction both in the model solution and the red wine. It is thought that this might 
be due to an effect that the acids have on the mouth proteins or increased precipitation 
of the salivary proteins and not due to an effect on phenol undissociation as suggested 
by Guinard et a l (1986b). T^ax of the same attribute remained unaffected by the pH 
reduction. At the same pH, there were no significant differences between the samples 
containing malic or lactic acid for any of the astringency T-I parameters. The same 
variation in pH had no effect on bitterness parameters in model solution or in red wine. 
The significant effect observed for sourness Imax and Ttot in both model solution and 
wine was due to differences in pH. At the same pH there were no differences between 
malic and lactic acid samples for any of the T-I parameters.
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CHAPTER 5 
EFFECT OF pH ON ASTRINGENCY
5.0  INTRODUCTION
In chapter 4, it was shown that the time-intensity parameters of astringency 
were increased significantly with decreasing pH in both model solution and red wine, 
but no significant differences were found between the two acids used to decrease the 
pH (malic and lactic acid). It was suggested that a possible conformational change of 
the salivary proteins and/or reduced dissociation of the phenolic compounds might have 
affected the binding or that the precipitation of the salivary proteins was increased as 
their pi was approached. The effect on phenol dissociation was thought to be the least 
important.
In an attempt to explain greater astringency at lower pH, a number of different 
evaluation procedures were defined for the panelists. These procedures aimed to test 
whether modification of the acidity in the mouth modified the proteins, which in turn 
would be expected to affect astringency, or whether changes in the protein-phenol 
complex'" change astringency perception. The procedures involved the tasting of an 
acid solution (malic acid), an astringent model wine solution and a wine, in a number of 
orders and mixtures. The acid was presented simultaneously with the astringent 
stimulus as a mixture in one of the protocols, and on separate occasions either the acid 
or the astringent stimulus was given first. From these different protocols the following 
outcomes were anticipated:
If astringency became more intense when the acid was presented before an 
astringent stimulus was used, it would imply that either a conformational change in the 
proteins had occurred or that subsequent binding/precipitation was enhanced.
If astringency became more intense when the acid was presented after the 
phenolic compound, it would imply that there was some effect on the PRP-phenol 
complex once formed or that the effect on proteins resulted in greater astringency only if 
phenols were present in the mouth.
Two model solutions were used in this experiment, the first was a solution of 
(+)-catechin and the second was a grape seed extract. (+)-Catechin was chosen since it 
is astringent and at the high concentration (1500 mg/1) it is significantly less bitter than 
(-)-epicatechin, as was shown in chapter 3. In addition, information about the effect of 
pH on the astringency of the monomeric phenolic compounds could be obtained 
allowing further confirmation of the results discussed in chapter 4. The use of the
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model solution is expected to give an indication of the effect that the different tasting 
procedures could have on the astringency of more complex phenolic systems similar to 
red wine. In addition, the use of red wine would give information on the perception 
mechanism of astringency of a more complex system of phenolic compounds.
5 .1  MATERIALS AND METHODS
5.1 .1  Subjects
The same twelve female subjects that had participated in the previous sensory 
experiments (chapter 3 and 4) were paid to participate in this experiment.
5 .1 .2  Experimental design
Nine sets (three replications for the model solution with grape seed extracts, 
three for the model solution with (+)-catechin and three for the wine) were assessed 
during the study which lasted for one month. During each set, four samples were rated 
for perceived astringency. One additional sample, the acid solution in water, was 
evaluated in triplicate during the first three sets. The samples were served using a 
balanced block design (MacFie et al., 1989).
5.1.3  Preparation of samples
The two model wines were solutions of 300 mg/1 potassium bitartrate with 10% 
ethanol containing grape seed extract and (+)-catechin respectively.
The phenolic compounds were extracted from grape seeds of Vitis vinifera cv. 
Tinta Roriz grapes (Douro valley, Portugal). An amount of 25 g seeds was crushed and 
immediately extracted for 5 min with 266.7 ml 75% ethanol (Hayman Ltd.) as 
described in chapter 4, section 4.1.3. The morning before the experiment, the extract 
was thawed and diluted to 21 with a solution of 346.2 mg/1 potassium bitartrate (Peter 
Whiting Chemicals) in deionised water. The pH of 400 ml of this model solution was 
reduced to 3.2 by the addition of 745 mg/1 malic acid.
The solution which contained (+)-catechin was prepared the morning before the 
experiment by dissolving 3000 mg (+)-catechin (Peter Whiting Chemicals) in 2110% 
aqueous (deionised water) ethanol containing 600 mg potassium bitartrate. The pH of 
400 ml of that solution was also reduced from 3.8 to 3.2 by the addition of 955 mg/1 
malic acid.
The acid solution with a pH value of 3.2 was prepared by adding 1600 mg/1 
malic acid to deionised water.
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A three year old experimental wine was used, made from Tinta Roriz grapes 
from the demarcated area of the Douro valley (Portugal). The normal red wine making 
procedure was used, and metabisulphide equivalent to 75 mg/1 SO2 was added to the 
crushed grapes prior to fermentation. To enhance the astringency, 600 mg/1 (+)-catechin 
was added to the wine. The pH (3.8) of 400 ml was reduced to 3.5 by the addition of 
2050 mg/1 malic acid.
5.1.4 Training and tasting procedures
Two training sessions were conducted to familiarize participants with the 
different tasting procedures which they would use and to give them experience of the 
range of concentrations of the stimulus they would encounter in this experiment. They 
had previously been presented with a standard sample of an astringent compound (1500 
mg/1 tannic acid) and had already been trained to differentiate between bitter, astringent 
and acid using standard samples (chapter 4). They had also been trained in the use of 
T-I methodology in the previous experiments.
They were given written instmctions describing the three different tasting 
procedures to follow and the four samples to use during the first three sets of the 
experiment in order to practice the procedures. The instructions given were the 
following:
Procedure 1: At 0 sec place the sample into the mouth, swirl it for 15 sec and 
expectorate. The scoring starts at 0 sec and continues until the attribute is no longer 
present.
Procedure 2: Two samples with the same code are given, the first and the 
second. Place the first one into the mouth, swirl it for 15 sec and expectorate. 
Immediately after expectoration, place the second sample in the mouth (0 sec) swirl it 
for 15 sec and expectorate. The scoring starts at 0 sec (the moment you place the second 
sample in the mouth) and continues until the attribute is no longer present.
Procedure 3: Two samples with the same code are given, the first and the 
second. Place the first one into the mouth (at 0 sec), swirl it for 15 sec and expectorate. 
The scoring starts at 0 sec and continues until the attribute is no longer present. 
Immediately after expectoration, place in the mouth the second sample, swirl it for 15 
sec and expectorate. The rating which started when the first sample was put in the 
mouth, continues without stopping until the attribute is no longer present.
5.1 .5  Sample presentation and assessment
The sample presentation, the computerized T-I procedure used in this 
experiment and the procedure followed are described in chapter 4, section 4.1.5.
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A description of the samples is presented in Table 5.1. For the model wines and 
the wines, their mixtures with acid (pH 3.2) and the acid solution (only in the first three 
sets) they were asked to follow tasting procedure 1 (see training session). For tasting 
procedure 2 the first sample was the acid solution in water (pH 3.2) and the second one 
was the model wine solution or the wine sample, whereas for procedure 3, model 
wines or wine samples were presented first and the acid solution in water was the 
second sample. Judges were asked to rate the intensity of astringency over time from 
taking the sample into the mouth until the end of the assessment after 2 min.
Table 5.1 Description of the samples.
Samples Tasting procedures^
C Control! T-I at t = 0 sec Pr. 1
C+A Control mixed with acid (pH 3.2) T-I at t = 0 sec Pr. 1
A -C Aqueous acid mouth rinse (pH 3.2) T-I after 15 sec Pr. 2
for 15 sec, then control sample
C -A Control sample mouth rinse for 15 sec.
then aqueous acid sample (pH 3.2) T-I at t = 0 sec Pr. 3
A Aqueous acid sample (pH 3.2) T-I at t = 0 sec Pr. 1
iModel wines or wines,
^Tasting procedures are described in experimental part at training session.
5 .1 .6  Chemical analysis of the wine and the model wine solutions
The chemical analysis of the wine and the model solutions included pH, 
titratable acidity, total phenols, organic acid analysis and analysis of non-coloured 
phenols. The methods of analyses are described in chapter 4, section 4.1.6.
5.1.7 Statistical analysis
The data were analyzed statistically as described in chapter 4, section 4.1.7.
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5 .2  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.2.1  Chemical analysis of the wine and the model wine
The results of the chemical analysis of the red wine and the model solutions are 
presented in Table 5.2.
The composition of the non-coloured phenols showed lower concentration of 
gallic acid and (-)-epicatechin in the grape seed solution than in the wine. (+)-Catechin 
concentration was about the same in both media before the addition of 600 mg/1 to the 
wine. Procyanidin dimers B1 and B2 and trimer Cl were only present in the grape seed 
extract. The total phenols measurement (absorbance units) obtained for the wine (48.5) 
was higher compared with that of the grape seed model solution (13) and the (+)- 
catechin model solution (27). The polymeric fraction that was detected by t^he HPLC 
analysis as a late-eluting broad peak in both the wine and the grape seed model wine 
contributed to the total phenol measurement whereas the value obtained for the (+)- 
catechin model wine is attributed to (+)-catechin since it was the only added phenohc 
compound.
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Table 5.2 Chemical analysis of wine and model solutions.
Red wine Model wine solutions 
Grape seed (+)-catechin
pH 3.8 3.8 3.7
Titratable acidity (g/lOO ml as tartaric acid) 0.85 0.15 0.12
Total phenols (absorbance units at 280nm) 48.5 13.0 27.0
Total pigments (absorbance units at 520 nm) 9.1
Organic acid analysis fmg/1')
Tartaric 1978 2 80 2 60
Malic 128 0 0
Lactic 1500 80 0
Acetic 361 30 0
Analysis of non-coloured phenols
GaUic acid (mg/1) 9.2 0.8 0.0
3,4-Dihydroxy benzoic acid (mg/1 gallic acid) 0.5 *1 0.0
4-Hydroxyphenethyl alcohol (mg/1 gallic acid) 6.7 *1 0.0
Tran^-caftaric acid (mg/1 gallic acid) 0.8 *1 0.0
(+)-Catechin (mg/1) 4.3 6.4 1538.0
VaniUic acid (mg/1 gallic acid) 3.3 *1 0.0
Caffeic acid (mg/1 galhc acid) 2.4 *1 0.0
Syringic acid (mg/1 gallic acid) 3.0 *1 0.0
p-Coumaric acid (mg/1 gallic acid) 3.5 *1 0.0
(-)-Epicatechin (mg/1 catechin) 30.8 6.9 0.0
Myricetin (mg/1 catechin) 22.2 *1 0.0
Quercetin (mg/1 catechin) 7.7 *1 0.0
Kaempferol (mg/1 catechin) 12.4 *1 0.0
Isorhamnetin (mg/1 catechin) 4.3 *1 0.0
Procyanidin B1 (mg/1) *1 4.4 0.0
Procyanidin B2 (mg/1) *1 2.2 0.0
Procyanidin Cl (mg/1) *1 18.2 0.0
(-)-Epicatechin gallate (mg/1 catechin) *1 5.5 0.0
iNot detected
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5 .2 .2  Model solution with grape seed phenolic compounds
The statistical analysis of the time-intensity parameters for the grape seed model 
wine is presented in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 F ratios and significance levels (sig.) for the time-intensity parameters 
(Tmax, Imax and Ttot) of astringency for all sources of variation in the 
grape seed model wine solution (degrees of freedom: Assessors=ll; 
Samples=4; Assessors x Samples=44).
Sources of variation F sig.
Assessors
Tmax 8.96 <0.001
T tot 14.30 <0.001
Imax 6.37 <0.001
Samples
Tmax 21.94 <0.001
T tot 15.40 <0.001
Imax 11.42 <0.001
Assessors x Samples
Tmax 1.95 0.002
T tot 2.33 <0.001
Imax 1.97 0.002
The F ratios obtained after the analysis of variance (Table 5.3) show that 
significant differences between the samples were found for all the T-I parameters of 
astringency. However, the interaction between judges and samples was significant for 
Tmax, Imax and Ttot indicating some inconsistency by the judges. This means that the 
answer to the question “how the samples were rated” would vary depending on which 
judge’s ratings were used. A possible explanation for this could be that the individual 
differences in salivary flow and/or in the PRP content of the saliva among the judges
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could result in different perceptual responses for the astringency of the same samples. 
For example, the acid could have a different effect on the perception of astringency of 
persons with high PRP content in their saliva compared with persons with low PRP 
content.
Table 5.4 Least significant differences (LSD)i p<0.05 (degrees of freedom=4,44) 
and mean values for the T-I parameters obtained for the astringency of 
the grape seed model solution. Tmax and Tmt were measured as seconds 
and Imax as mm in a 100 mm line scale.
Samples^
T-I parameters
1
C3
2
C+A
3
A -C
4
C -A
5 LSDi 
A
Grape seed model solution
Tmax 21.33 b 18.94 ab 21.31 b 33.50 c 16.36 a 4.0
T tot 41.81 b 47.44 b 42.69 b 56.10 c 33.69 a 6.0
Imax 37.31 a 61.08 b 43.64 a 63.86 b 41.47 a 10.2
ILSD only provided where the means differed p<0.05.
2Means with the same letter in each row are not significantly different from each other (p<0.05).
3por description of samples see Tahle 5.1.
Tasting the acid solution after the control sample, significantly increased Imax 
of astringency (Table 5.4) whereas rinsing the mouth with the acid before, did not 
significantly alter the astringency parameters of the control sample. In agreement with 
the results obtained in chapter 4, the sample (C+A) that contained the acid in the model 
grape seed solution (pH 3.2) was significantly more astringent than the control (C, pH 
3.8) but it was not significantly different from the sample (C^ A) where the acid was 
tasted after the control.
Ttot and Tmax of astringency were significantly increased when the acid was 
tasted after the control but no significant differences were found between the control 
and the rest of the samples that contained grape seed extracts.
In agreement with Hartwing and McDaniel (1995) and Thomas and Lawless 
(1995a) the solution of malic acid in water (pH 3.2) was found to elicit astringency
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when it was tasted on its own (Table 5.4). Imax of that sample was not significantly 
different from the control, but Ttot and Tmax were significantly lower compared with the 
control. According to Thomas and Lawless (1995a), the astringency of acids could be 
attributed either to their hydroxyl groups that bind to form a complementary hydrogen 
bond pair with the protein peçüde linkages or to a second mechanism involving a 
direct attack on the mucous layer and oral epithelium proteins as well as conformational 
changes of salivary proteins. Since malic acid, which possesses one hydroxyl group, 
was used during this experiment, its astringency could be attributed either to one or to 
both the above proposed mechanisms.
5 .2 .3  Model solution with (+)-catechin
The statistical analysis of the time-intensity parameters for the (+)-catechin 
model solution is presented in Table 5.5.
Significant differences were found for all the T-I parameters of astringency. 
The interaction between judges and samples was significantl for Tmax, Ttot and Imax 
indicating some inconsistency by the judges.
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Table 5.5 F  ratios and significance levels (sig.) for the time-intensity parameters 
(T m a x , Im ax  and T to t)  of astringency for ail sources of variation in the 
(+)-catechin model wine solution (degrees of freedom: Assessors=ll; 
Samples=3; Assessors x Samples=33).
Sources of variation F sig.
Assessors
Tmax 8.45 <0.001
T t o t 8.98 <0.001
Im a x 3.08 <0.001
Samples
T m a x 18.07 <0.001
T t o t 5.38 <0.010
Im a x 4.48 <0.010
Assessors x Samples
T m a x 1.64 0.034
T t o t 2.04 0.004
Im a x 4.47 <0.001
The mean ratings of the T-I parameters obtained for the same model solution are 
presented in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6 Least significant differences (LSD)i p<0.05 (degrees of freedom= 3,33) 
and mean values for the T-I parameters obtained for the astringency of 
(+)-catechin model solution. T^ax and Ttot were measured as seconds 
and Imax as mm in a 100 mm line scale.
Samples^
T-I parameters
1
C3
2
C+A
3
A -C
4
C -A
LSDi
(+)-Catechin model solution
Tmax 22.03 a 21.00 a 19.99 a 32.42 b 3.9
T tot 47.08 ab 51.83 be 42.04 a 57.08 c 8.0
Imax 45.69 a 65.19 b 47.46 a 65.18 b 14.7
iLSD only provided where the means differed p<0.05.
2Means with the same letter in each row are not significantly different from each other (p<0.05).
3por description of the samples see Table 5.1.
In chapter 3, (+)-catechin was found to be astringent when assessed in a 
model wine solution. This result was confirmed during this experiment by the relatively 
high scores obtained for the astringency of the control samples (Table 5.6).
Imax of astringency was significantly increased compared with the control 
(pH 3.8) (Table 5.6) when the pH of the model solution was reduced to 3.2 by the 
addition of malic acid. The same significant increase was observed when the acid 
solution was tasted after the control. Rinsing the mouth with the acid solution before the 
tasting of the model solution, had no effect on astringency.
Tmax and Ttot of astringency followed the same pattern as Imax, although the 
increase in Tmax and Ttot for the sample mixed with the acid (C+A) was not significant.
5 .2 .4  Wine
The Table obtained after the statistical analysis of T-I data is the following:
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Table 5.7 F ratios and significance levels (sig.) for the time-intensity parameters 
( T m a x ,  Im a x  and T t o t )  of astringency for ail sources of variation in the 
wine (degrees of freedom: Assessors=ll; Samples=3; Assessors x 
Samples=33).
Sources of variation F sig.
Assessors
T m a x 6.80 <0.001
T t o t 13.75 <0.001
Im a x 21.31 <0.001
Samples
T m a x 0.79 0.508
T t o t 0.28 0.837
Im a x 3.42 0.028
Assessors x Samples
T m a x 2.13 0.002
T t o t 1.56 0.048
Im a x 1.77 0.017
From Table 5.7, it can be seen that significant differences for the astringency 
T-I parameters were only found for Imax at 5% significance level. Again, the 
interactions between the assessors and the samples were significant at 5% significance 
level as was observed for all the astringent solutions.
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Table 5.8 Least significant differences (LSD)! p<0.05 (degrees of freedom=3, 33) 
and mean values for the T-I parameters obtained for the astringency of 
the red wine. Tmax and Ttot were measured as seconds and Imax as mm 
in a 100 mm line scale.
Samples^
T - I  parameters
1
C3
2
C+A
3
A -C
4
€-> A
LSD!
Tmax 20.14
Red wine 
21.64 21.37 23.47
T tot 52.19 51.25 50.75 49.17 -
Imax 69.64 b 68.69 b 65.72 ab 58.31 a 8.0
iLSD only provided vyhere the means differed p<0.05.
2Means with the same letter in each row are not significantly different from each other (p<0,05).
3por description of the samples see Table 5.1.
The control sample was rated as significantly more astringent (Table 5.8) than 
the sample (C-  ^A ) where the acid solution was tasted after the control. The wine 
sample that contained the acid (C+A, pH 3.5) was not rated significantly different from 
the control, in contrast with the results obtained in chapter 4 where wine samples at pH 
3.5 which contained the same acid (malic) were found to be significantly more 
astringent than the control.
A possible explanation for the absence of a significant increase in astringency in 
this experiment might be that the wine used had a higher astringency than the wine used 
in the experiments described in chapter 4, masking any changes induced by acidity 
adjustments. Alternatively, the limiting factor to tannin-protein complex formation was 
no longer the tannin concentration but the quantity of proteins in the mouth. A similar 
pH reduction did not have a significant effect on astringency of the red wines used by 
Guinard et al. (1986b).
5.2.6 General discussion
The mean T-I curves of the astringency of the samples of the grape seed model 
solution, the model solution which contained (+)-catechin, and the wine are presented
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in Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. According to Noble (1995), the sensation of 
astringency is not instantaneous but requires time to develop. The perception of 
astringency for all the samples developed over 20 or more seconds to its Imax and 
persisted up to 50 or more seconds. Samples C and A showed the same 
astringency rate of development for the first 15 seconds, suggesting that the ratings of 
the judges, despite the individual differences, were reproducible.
From Table 5.4, it can be seen that malic acid is astringent when tasted on its 
own. However, total duration of astringency elicited by malic acid (A) was significantly 
less than the same T-I parameter of the control model solution (C) although these two 
solutions did not differ in their Imax. Since previous T-I studies (Robichaud and Noble, 
1990; Peleg and Noble, 1995, chapter 4) have shown that the Imax of an attribute vS 
correlated with the Tmt, the lack of such a correlation in this study suggests that acids 
and phenols might have a different mechanism of astringency. One possible explanation 
is that the ingestion of the acid in the mouth decreases the pH value in the mouth and 
could change the PRP charge, thus affecting their configuration and possibly the 
viscosity of the saliva or enhancing the precipitation of the salivary proteins. However, 
the effect of the pH value in the mouth on the basic PRP might be different from that on 
the acidic PRP.
The decrease in the pH is expected to increase the net charge of the basic 
proteins (protons are added to the appropriate groups) and thus their configuration 
could be affected (Franks, 1977). Additionally, the hydrogen bonds between side-chain 
groups and intramolecular ion pairs in the molecule of the basic proteins, could be 
affected by the low pH value due to the ionisation of the groups involved in the 
hydrogen bonds (Scheraga, 1961). As the pH is decreased the hydrogen bond 
acceptors can associate with protons. Thus some of the side-chain hydrogen bonds, 
which are partly responsible for the tertiary structure of the protein molecules, W
rupture© and the configuration of the molecule become more extended. Since generally 
basic proteins could be affected by pH in the way described above, it was hypothesized 
that basic PRP might show similar behaviour in a low pH medium although because of 
the peculiar primary structure of salivary PRP, the opportunity for such effect is 
considerably less than in the case of typical globular proteins.
For the acidic PRP a different interpretation is appropriate. The side-chain 
hydrogen bonds of the acidic PRP are most stable at low pH and the net charge of the 
molecule is expected to be minimal at pH values close to their pi (4—5). Thus a possible 
enhanced precipitation of these proteins could result by approaching their pi value (the 
mixture of saliva and acid in the mouth is expected to have a pH higher than 3.2 due to
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Average astringency time-intensity curves for the five samples of the 
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the buffering capacity of saliva).
Tmax of astringency of the samples A was significantly increased compared 
with the control (C) and to the C+A samples (Tables 5.4 and 5.5). This significant 
increase of Tmax could be explained by the time at which the panelists started scoring (0 
sec), when the control sample was introduced in the mouth, while the acid was 
introduced in the mouth 15 seconds later.
Astringency Imax and T^t increased in the grape seed model solution when the 
pH decreased from 3.8 to 3.2 (as can be seen from the comparison of C with C+A) 
consistent with the results of Fisher et al. (1994) and Guinard et al. (1986b). The 
same parameters of astringency elicited by the monomeric phenolic compound (+)- 
catechin were also increased when the pH was reduced from 3.7 to 3.2. Although the 
monomeric phenolic compounds possess only one dihydroxyphenyl residue in their 
molecules, it is now clear that they are astringent in wines and model wine solutions 
(chapter 3) and that their astringency increases with decreasing pH values in the same 
way as the astringency of oligomeric and polymeric phenolic compounds is enhanced.
The lack of significant difference in the astringency of the model solutions when 
the acid was given to the pandists first (sample A - C compared with sample C), might 
be due to the lack of difference between the astringency of the control (C) and the acid 
(A) (Table 5.4). Hence it is possible that while assessing A^ C for the first 15 sec 
(when just the acid was present in their mouth) the panelists were rating the astringency 
of the acid and after they expectorated the acid solution including most of the saliva that 
was present in the mouth, they started to rate the astringency of the model solutions and 
the wine. It is possible that as soon as they placed the astringent solutions in their 
mouth, new saliva was produced that had not been affected by the acid, hence there was 
no lasting influence of the acid on saliva.
The lack of significant increase in astringency when the acid solution (A) at pH
3.2 was tasted before the model solutions (A-* C) and the significant increase in the 
astringency of the model solutions when the acid was placed in the mouth after the 
astringent solution (C ^  A), suggests that pH affects salivary proteins and enhances 
astringency of phenols if the latter compounds are present in the mouth simultaneously 
with the acid.
There are a number of interpretations possible. For example, the extended 
configuration of the basic PRP due to conformational changes at low pH values, could 
possibly increase the accessibility of the peptide bonds and hence increase hydrogen 
bonding with phenols. In addition, a possible increase in the surface hydrophobicity of 
the protein induced by these conformational changes (Nakai and Li-Chan, 1988), could
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further enhance the ability of the proteins to bind phenols. Hence these proteins could 
incorporate a greater number of phenols into their molecules and the complexes formed 
could be more prone to precipitation due to their higher molecular weight.
Another possibility is that the low pH enhanced the precipitation of the 
phenol-protein complexes A pH value of 3.2, although it is possibly close to the pi of 
the PRP proteins, may be not enough to precipitate them. However, if these proteins 
are bound with phenols, the complexes formed mo^be more prone to precipitation and 
thus a decrease in the pH value of the solution to 3.2 enhances precipitation.
However, the results obtained for the wine showed a different pattern. When the 
acid solution was tasted after the wine sample, the perceived astringency Imax was 
significantly lower than the control. One reason could be that the wine was already so 
astringent that the judges could not detect any further increases. Another possible 
explanation might be that the wine had higher acidity and higher concentrations of 
naturally present organic acids compared with the model solutions (Table 5.1), and thus 
the acids that were present were adequate to act on the protein-tannin complexes and to 
precipitate them. The acid solution that was introduced in the mouth afterwards could 
possibly have helped in rinsing the mouth of the remaining phenols (if phenols were 
present in excess relative to the salivary proteins) as well as in the production of more 
saliva, since it is known that acids increase the saliva output (Norris et al., 1984; 
Fischer et al., 1994), and thus reducing the sensation of astringency.
In conclusion, the perceived Imax and Ttot of astringency were significantly 
increased when a solution of malic acid at pH 3.2 was given to the panelists 15 sec after 
the grape seed and (+)-catechin model solutions. The increase was similar to that 
observed when the acid was mixed with the controls in a solution with a pH value of 
3.2. However, no significant increase of that parameter was observed when the same 
malic acid solution was tasted just before the model solutions suggesting that a possible 
action of the low pH is either on the formed protein-phenol complexes in the mouth 
increasing their precipitation and/or on the proteins themselves which could result in 
increased binding to phenols if the latter compounds are present when the acid is 
introduced in the mouth. The astringency of the acid could be attributed to possible 
conformational changes (induced by the decrease in the mouth pH) of the salivary 
proteins.
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CHAPTER 6
PRELIMINARY EVIDENCE THAT SALIVARY PROTEINS ARE 
INVOLVED IN ASTRINGENCY
6 .0  INTRODUCTION
The accepted mechanism of the astringency of phenols is that salivary PRP 
combine with these compounds and precipitate, producing a dry and rough sensation in 
the mouth (Haslam et al., 1992). Direct binding of phenols to epithelial proteins may 
also play an important role especially when the ratio of the concentration of the 
astringent substances to salivary proteins is particularly high (Guinard et al., 1986a).
It has been proposed (McArthur et al., 1995) that there is an association 
between levels of production of PRP and feeding niche, with mammals that regularly 
consume high phenol diets producing larger quantities of salivary PRP. Indeed, in rats 
and mice these PRP are virtually absent until they are induced by dietary polyphenols 
(Mehansho et ah, 1983). Feeding to rats a diet rich in tannin, resulted in an increase in 
the weight of their parotid glands and an increase in the level of PRP in these glands 
(Jansman et ah, 1994). It was suggested by Luck gr a/. (l995)that in humans and 
ruminants these proteins are constitutive and present in amounts which appear to reflect 
the approximate level of polyphenols in their normal diets. If it were to be established 
that chronic exposure to polyphenols did indeed induce PRP production in humans, it 
might follow that professional tea and wine assessors are less sensitive to astringency 
than customers who drink these beverages less regularly (Clifford, 1997).
There is a marked difference in the relative concentrations of the major proteins 
in human saliva between individuals (Clifford, 1997). In particular, as the PRP are 
concerned, inter- and intra-person variations exist. There is growing evidence for many 
PRP phenotypes and polymorphisms in humans, including ethnic variation. In 
addition, other biochemical and physiological factors appear to be able to superimpose 
further variations (Clifford, 1997 and references therein).
In view of the importance of the PRP in the sensation of astringency, it was of 
interest to examine whether the consumption of astringent solutions such as wine and 
model wine would induce any immediate changes in the composition of the salivary 
proteins of the panelists involved in the tasting. If the hypothesis that precipitation of 
PRP mediated via phenol-rich foods or beverages is correct, the HPLC profile of the 
salivary proteins of the judges after the consumption of the astringent solutions would 
be expected to differ from the profile of the proteins of the saliva taken from the same
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persons before the tasting.
Furthermore, a quantitative determination of the change of the salivary proteins 
of the panelists before and after the consumption of the wine or the model wine and its 
possible correlation with their T-I ratings for astringency, would help in furthering the 
understanding of the possible role of PRP in the sensation of astringency.
6 .1  MATERIALS AND METHODS
6 .1 .1  Saliva collection and preparation
The collection of the saliva took place during the expeiimen^/în chapter 5. 
Twelve healthy female subjects, the same ones that had participated in the previous 
sensory experiments, (chapters 3,4 and 5) were asked to provide about 1 ml of saliva 
before assessing the first replicate of the grape seed model solution and the wine. The 
saliva was collected in 10 ml plastic sterile tubes with lids (Sterilin, England) and was 
immediately frozen (-20 °C) until required.
The panelists were asked to provide the second sample of saliva (without 
rinsing their mouths with water) two minutes after they had tasted the control sample 
of the grape seed model wine (C, see Table 5.1 in chapter 5) during the first replicate of 
this session. During the first replicate of the wine session, two more saliva samples 
were collected, one after the tasting of the control wine sample (C) and one after the 
wine sample that contained the acid (pH 3.2) (C+A, see Table 5.1 in chapter 5). The 
saliva taken after the tasting of the astringent samples was collected and frozen in the 
same way as the saliva taken before the tasting.
The saliva samples were thawed the same day that their analysis took place. 
Immediately after defrosting, they were centrifuged using a Beckman J217 centrifuge, 
at 15000 g for 10 minutes. The resulting individual supernatants were filtered through a
0.45 |im membrane filter before the analysis by HPLC.
6 .1 .2  HPLC analysis of the saliva samples
A Hewlett-Packard 1090M Series II chromatograph with an auto injector (25 pi 
injection volume) and a diode array detector recording at 230 nm and 280 nm was used 
to analyze the saliva samples. A reversed phase Octadecylsilane (ODS) column (YMC 
Ltd.), AMQ-303, S-5, (150 x 4.6 nun, pore size 200 Â ), was used with a flow rate of
1.0 ml/min. Using 1.0 g/1 aqueous trifluoroacetic acid (TEA) (Fisons Chemicals) 
(solvent A) and 1.0 g/1 TFA in 65% aqueous acetonitrile (ACN) (Fisons Chemicals) 
(solvent B) as eluants the following gradient was used: In 30 min a linear gradient
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from 0% B to 100%, held for 2 min at 100% B to wash the column and then returned 
to the initial conditions (100% A) to re-equilibrate for 5 min.
Since aromatic amino acids are either absent or present in small amounts in 
PRP, these proteins have little or no absorbance at 280 nm (Carlson, 1993). Thus, the 
detection of PRP proteins was performed at 230 nm. An additional recording at 280 nm 
was selected in order to detect the phenolic compounds which would possibly be 
present in the saliva and the non-PRP such as a-amylase.
6 .1 .3  Statistical analysis
The Pearson’s product-moment correlation was used in order to determine how 
the T-I and the HPLC data were related to each other. The degree of correlation 
between these two variables is presented by the correlation coefficient (r). The 
correlation coefficient range is as follows: +1 for perfect correlation, 0 for no 
correlation and -1 for perfect negative correlation (O’Mahony, 1986). The significance 
of r was tested at 5% significance level for the appropriate degrees of freedom. Since 
the direction of the correlation could not be predicted beforehand, the test was 
two-tailed.
In addition, the differences between the correlation coefficients obtained for the 
wine and the corresponding correlation coefficients for the wine+acid samples were 
tested for significance using the Fisher’s Z-transformation values {Zj =0.5 
log[(l+ri)/(l-ri)]}. This method was used because Z is approximately normally 
distributed whereas r is not. The z test {z score=(Zj-Z2)/[(l/d.f.i-l)x(l/d.f.2-l)]i/2 
which is the normalized z score for z tests, not a Fisher’s Z } was then used to test the 
significance of the difference of the correlation coefficients.
6 .2  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6 .2 .1  HPLC analysis of the salivary proteins
Figures 6.1a and 6.2a show the chromatograms (recorded at 230 and 280 nm 
respectively) obtained by HPLC analysis of the saliva sample taken from one of the 
subjects (subject 1) and Figures 6.3a (at 280 nm) and 6.3b (at 230 nm) those obtained 
from the saliva of a different subject (subject 2) before the tasting of the astringent 
solutions. Since 70% of the saliva proteins are proline-rich, it can be assumed that 
particular peaks having a large numerical value for the ratio of the absorption at 230 nm 
to the absorption at 280 nm are PRP.
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As was expected, individual variation of salivary proteins was apparent since 
the chromatograms differed both in their qualitative and quantitative pattern. However, 
three peaks appeared common to all subjects, showing variation in peak area only. 
Table 6.1 lists the retention times (RT) of the main peaks which were observed in the 
chromatograms of all the subjects.
Table 6.1. Retention times of the peaks that were present in all the saliva 
chromatograms.
Peak No Retention time (min) 
230 nm 280 nm
1 2.0
2 2.5 2.5
3 21.0 21.0
Generally, the chromatograms could be divided into three parts. The first part 
(from 0 to 5 min) includes the two major early-eluting peaks (No 1 and 2) which were 
common to all individuals. However, in three of the chromatograms, instead of the 
peak at 2.5 min, another major peak eluted with RT 3.5 min. The second part (from 5 
to 15 min) contains a number of peaks which showed large variation between the 
individuals. The second part of the chromatograms of all the panelists before and after 
the tasting of the astringent solutions are included in Appendix H. Finally the third part 
(from 15 to 30 min) contains one late-eluting peak that was common to all individuals 
(No 3) and, two to three other peaks eluting just before peak Nq 3 that were present in 
some of the chromatograms.
6 .2 .2  Interaction of salivary proteins and phenols; Qualitative
approach.
6 .2 .2 .1  Tasting of the grape seed model solution
Figures 6.1b (at 230 nm) and 6.2b (at 280 nm) show the HPLC chromatograms 
of the saliva sample of subject 1 after tasting the grape seed model wine solution. A 
comparison of Figure 6.1b (saliva after the tasting of phenols) to Figure 6.1a (control 
saliva for subject 1) reveals the following main differences:
1. (L dramatic reduction in the area of the two early-eluting peaks (Nq 1 and 2)
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2. et- reduction in the area of the late-eluting peak (No 3)
3. t(ppearance of new peaks with retention times between 7 and 15 min. One 
peak with RT 8.0 min ha& a particularly large area.
Since these; differences were observed in each pair of the chromatograms for all 
the panelists (with the exception of subject 4), they could be attributed to the tasting of 
the astringent compounds.
6 .2 .2 .2  Tasting of the wine
Figures 6.4a and 6.5a as well as 6.4b and 6.5b show the chromatograms of the 
saliva samples of subject 1 obtained before (at 230 and 280 nm) and after (at 230 and 
280 nm) tasting the wine respectively. When comparing the chromatograms of Figures 
6.4a and 6.4b of samples collected before and after tasting, similarly to the previous 
section, it can be seen:
1. veduction in the area of the first two peaks
2. eduction in the area of the last peak and
3. appearance of new peaks between 7 and 15 min.
However, the chromatograms obtained after volunteers had tasted the model 
wine solution were quite consistent whereas those obtained after tasting the wine were 
rather less so. The appearance of the large peak at around 8.0 min can be seen for 10 of 
the tasters. The remaining two showed instead a large peak at about 12.0 min. In 
addition, the areas of the peaks after tasting the wine were not always lower compared 
with the control. In most chromatograms the peaks were reduced after the tasting, but 
there were also cases where the peak areas after the tasting were either about the same 
or even larger compared with the areas before the tasting.
Figure 6.6a and 6.7a show the chromatograms of the saliva of subject 1 taken 
before the wine session (recorded at 230 and 280 nm respectively) whereas Figures 
6.6b and 6.7b show those taken after tasting the sample which contained malic acid 
(pH 3.2) (C+A) (for codes see Table 5.1 in chapter 5) (recorded at 230 and 280 nm 
respectively). When comparing the chromatograms of Figures 6.6a and 6.6b, the 
differences observed were similar to those observed by comparison between the control 
saliva and the saliva after the tasting of the wine, which are described above.
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6 .2 .3  Possible correlations of the quantitative differences of the 
chromatograms and the T-I parameters.
6 .2 .3 .1  Tasting of the grape seed model solution
In an attempt to quantify the main differences of the chromatograms obtained 
before and after the tasting of the grape seed model wine, the diagrams of Figure 6.8 
were constructed. Table 1 in Appendix III contains the raw data. The HPLC areas listed 
in Table 1 were then correlated against the T-I astringency parameters (of the 
corresponding subjects) (Table 6.2) obtained after tasting the control model wine 
sample in session 1 of the experiment described in chapter 5. Every possible pair was 
tested (Table 6.3). For the statistically significant (p<0.05) correlations, the regression 
lines were plotted (Appendix IV).
Table 6.2 T-I parameters of the panelists obtained for the tasting of the control
grape seed model solution sample (first replicate). T^ax and Ttot were 
measured as seconds, Imax as mm in a 100 mm line scale.
Number of panelist Tmax Ttot Imax Areal
1 14.0 26.3 29.7 480.0
2 22.0 48.0 48.3 1166.0
3 24.3 54.7 55.7 1279.0
4 8.7 25.3 27.0 418.0
5 36.3 58.7 39.3 866.0
6 34.3 51.7 49.3 1062.0
7 28.3 64.0 23.3 764.0
8 24.3 37.3 13.7 257.0
9 22.0 49.3 41.0 930.0
10 19.0 36.7 37.7 720.0
11 6.0 13.7 14.3 124.0
12 16.7 36.0 68.3 1237.0
lArea: Area under the T -I curve (secx mm).
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Table 6.3 Correlation coefficients! of the T-I and HPLC data obtained for the
tasting of the grape seed model wine.
HPLC area d.f. Tmax 
r p
Ttot 
r p
Imax 
r p
Area 
r p
total before 10 -0.08 0.40 -0.11 0.37 0.00 0.49 -0.05 0.44
total after 10 -0.26 0.20 -0.37 0.12 0.09 0.39 -0.12 0.35
% reduction total 10 0.26 0.20 0.31 0.17 -0.06 0.43 0.12 0.35
peak 1 before 10 0.14 0.45 0.22 0.48 -0.25 0.42 -0.10 0.45
peak 1 after 10 0.16 0.31 0.44 0 .0 7 -0.03 0.47 0.18 0.29
%reduction peak 1 10 0.20 0.27 -0.07 0.42 -0.36 0.12 -0.32 0.16
peak 2 before 7 0.05 0.45 -0.02 0.48 0.08 0.42 0.05 0.45
peak 2 after 7 -0.09 0.41 0.13 0.37 0.68 0 .02 0.56 0 .06
% reduction peak 2 7 0.42 0.13 0.29 0.23 0.08 0.42 0.16 0.34
peak 3 before 10 -0.12 0.35 -0.14 0.33 0.18 0.29 0.09 0.39
peak 3 after 10 -0.36 0.14 -0.18 0.30 0.34 0.15 0.31 0.18
% reduction peak 3 10 0.39 0.12 0.17 0.31 0.25 0.23 0.24 0.24
new peak at 8 min 10 -0.07 0.42 -0.24 0.22 -0.50 0.05 -0.53 0 .04
iThe two numbers in each pair are: The correlation coefficient ( r  ) and the probabilities (p) that the 
inferred correlation is due to chance for the given degrees of freedom (d.f.). Statistically significant 
values are enboldened (p<0.10) and both enboldened and underlined (p<0.05) for clarity.
6 .2 .3 .2  Tasting of the wine samples
The HPLC data used to assess the possible correlations with the T-I data are 
shown in Table 2 in Appendix m. The main differences . : the chromatograms obtained 
before and after the tasting of wine are shown in Figure 6.9. The HPLC areas listed in 
Table 2 were then correlated against the T-I astringency parameters (of the 
corresponding subjects) (Table 6.4) obtained after tasting the wine samples (C, C+A) 
in session 1 of the experiment described in chapter 5.
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Every possible pair was tested (Table 6.5). For the statistically significant (p<0.05) 
correlations, the regression lines were plotted (Appendix IV).
Table 6.4 T-I parameters of the panelists obtained for the tasting of the control 
wine and the wine+acid samples (first replicate). T^ax and Ttot were 
measured as seconds, Imax as mm in a 100 mm line scale.
Number of panelist Tmax Ttot Imax Areal
1 after wine 13.0 29.0 93.7 1667.0
1 after wine+acid 12.0 35.0 99.0 2157.0
2 after wine 19.0 50.0 56.3 1562.0
2 after wine+acid 22.3 36.0 36.7 675.0
3 after wine 24.3 62.7 62.3 1651.0
3 after wine+acid 25.7 53.0 47.0 1039.0
4 after wine 13.7 29.0 51.0 862.0
4 after wine+acid 17.0 31.0 60.3 1054.0
5 after wine 15.3 71.0 96.3 3124.0
5 after wine+acid 19.7 65.0 96.7 2892.0
6 after wine 25.7 50.3 63.7 1501.0
6 after wine+acid 27.3 57.0 62.3 1858.0
7 after wine 35.0 76.0 49.0 2044.0
7 after wine+acid 33.3 85.7 68.7 3164.0
8 after wine 20.7 52.7 44.7 1103.0
8 after wine+acid 21.7 47.3 50.0 1259.0
9 after wine 23.7 51.0 61.7 1341.0
9 after wine+acid 25.0 44.0 35.7 622.0
10 after wine 18.0 44.7 64.0 1432.0
10 after wine+acid 20.3 48.0 69.3 1679.0
11 after wine 9.0 38.0 93.3 1965.0
11 after wine+acid 11.0 41.3 99.0 2444.0
12 after wine 24.3 72.0 99.7 2898.0
12 after wine +acid 24.3 71.7 99.7 2897.0
lArea: Area under the T -I curve (secx mm).
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Table 6.5 Correlation coefficients i of the T-I and HPLC data obtained for the
tasting of the wine (C) and the wine+acid (C+A) samples.
HPLC area d.f. Tmax Tmt Imax Area
r p r p  r p  r p
total before C 10 -0.25 0.22 -0.13 0.35 -0.24 0.23 -0.15 0.32
total after C 9 0.09 0.40 0.18 0.30 -0.24 0.23 0.04 0.45
% reduction total 9 -0.25 0.23 -0.17 0.30 -0.04 0.45 -0.20 0.28
total before C+A 10 -6.22 0.25 -0.11 0.37 0.03 0.46 0.03 0.46
total after C+A 10 0.43 0.08 0.32 0.16 -0.38 0.11 -0.12 0.35
% reduction total 10 -0.25 0.21 -0.07 0.42 0.30 0.17 0.27 0.20
peak 1 before C 10 446 0.07 6.10 0.002 Wg 0.29 0 .01
peak 1 after C 10 0.37 0.13 0.63 0 .02 0.14 0.34 0.57 0 .03
% reduction peak 1 10 0.20 0.27 0.57 0.03 0.05 0.44 0.39 0.12
peak Ibefore C+A 10 0.42 0.09 0.77 0.002 0.30 0.17 0.62 0 .02
peak 1 after C+A 10 0.70 0.01 0.73 0.002 -0.04 0.45 0.33 0.14
% reduction peak 1 10 -0.37 0.12 -0.03 0.46 0.33 0.15 0.23 0.23
peak 2 before C 8 -0.32 0.18 -0.23 0.26 -0.35 0.16 -0.27 0.22
peak 2 after C 7 0.05 0.45 -0.21 0.29 -0.35 0.17 -0.24 0.39
% reduction peak 2 7 0.20 0.22 0.57 0.43 0.05 0.35 0.39 0.39
peak 2 before C+A 8 -0.22 0.27 -0.55 0.05 -0.45 0.09 -0.51 0.06
peak 2 after C+A 8 0.63 0.03 0.09 0.40 -0.60 0.03 -0.42 0.11
% reduction peak 2 8 -0.82 0.002 -0.47 0.09 0.32 0.18 0.09 0.40
peak 3 before C 10 -0.52 0.04 -0.49 0.05 -0.36 0.12 -0.47 0 .06
peak 3 after C 9 -0.52 0.05 -0.21 0.27 0.04 0.45 0.01 0.48
% reduction peak 3 9 -0.40 0.11 -0.65 0.01 -0.47 0.07 -0.76 0.002
Continues at next page
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HPLC area d.f. T ^ a x
r' V
T to t  
r p
I i
r
n ax
P r
Area
P
peak 3 before C+A 10 -0.39 0 . 1 1 -0.59 0.02 -0.25 0 . 2 1 -0.46 0.06
peak 3 after C+A 10 -0.03 0.46 0.19 0.28 0 . 2 0 0.27 0 . 2 2 0.24
% reduction peak 3 10 -0.40 0 . 1 0 -0.73 0.002 -0.45 0.07 -0.56 0.01
new peak 8 min C 8 -0.15 0.34 -0.19 0.29 0.13 0.36 - 0 . 0 1 0.49
new peak 8 min C+A 8 -0.51 0.07 -0.42 0.11 0.05 0.44 -0.16 0.33
iThe two numbers in each pair are; The correlation coefficient (r  ) and the probabilities (p) that the 
inferred correlation is due to chance for the given degrees of freedom (d.f.). Statistically significant 
values are enboldened (p<0.10) and both enboldened and underlined (p<0.05) for clarity.
20.00 is written where p<0.005.
The correlations obtained for the wine and the wine+acid samples were found 
not significantly different (p>0.10 for every pair) from each other using the Fisher’s Z- 
transformation test (see section 6.1.3). Thus the data obtained by the panel after the 
tasting of these two samples were pooled in order to test if any of the correlations 
becdme significant by increasing the corresponding degrees of freedom.
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Table 6.6 Correlation coefficients! of the pooled T-I and HPLC data obtained for
the tasting of the wine and wine+acid samples.
HPLC area d.f. Tmax 
r p
Ttot
r P
Imax 
r p
Area 
r p
total before 22 -0.23 0.14 -0.12 0.29 -0.09 0.34 -0.05 0.42
total after 21 0.24 0.13 0.24 0.13 -0.31 0 .08 -0.04 0.42
% reduction total 21 -0.21 0.16 -0.06 0.39 0.23 0.14 0.20 0.19
peak Ibefore 22 0.44 0.02 0.77 0.002 0.24 0.13 0.63 0.002
peak 1 after 21 0.51 0.01 0.68 0.002 0.03 0.44 0.42 0 .02
% reduction peak 1 21 -0.06 0.39 0.23 0.23 0.20 0.21 0.29 0.38
peak 2 before 18 -0.27 0.13 -0.38 0.05 -0.41 0.04 -0.40 0.04
peak 2 after 17 0.23 0.17 -0.04 0.43 -0.44 0.03 -0.32 0 .09
% reduction peak 2 17 -0.42 0.04 -0.18 0.23 0.19 0.21 0.08 0.38
peak 3 before 22 -0.46 0.01 -0.54 0.002 -0.30 0.08 -0.46 0.01
peak 3 after 21 -0.35 0.05 -0.06 0.39 0.10 0.32 0.09 0.34
% reduction peak 3 21 -0.39 0.03 -0.67 0.002 -0.44 0 .02 -0.68 0.002
new peak at 8 min 18 -0.25 0.14 -0.25 0.14 0.08 0.37 -0.07 0.37
iThe two numbers in each pair are: The correlation coefficient ( r  ) and the probabilities (p) that the
inferred correlation is due to chance for the given degrees of freedom (d.f.). Statistically significant 
values are enboldened (p<0.10) and both enboldened and underlined (p<0.05) for clarity.
20.00 is written where p<0.005.
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6.2 .4  General discussion
6.2 .4 .1  Saliva chromatograms
The investigation of the salivary protein and phenol interaction produced some 
interesting results. There is a lack of relevant literature on the effect of phenols on 
salivary protein concentration and composition. These results are considered as the first 
preliminary evidence that tasting of astringent materials could induce quantitative and 
qualitative changes in the HPLC profile of the salivary proteins of the tasters.
A reduction in the area of peaks Nq 1 and 2 was common for all the 
chromatograms of the subjects who had tasted the grape seed model solution. Peak Nq 
2 was the peak with the lowest A230/A280 ratio (absorbance at 230 nm/absorbance at 
280 nm) among all the saliva peaks which in all cases was <1.0 (see Appendix V). This 
indicates that probably this peak is not a PRP since it may contain a high proportion of 
aromatic amino acids which absorb at 280 nm. Similarly, the complete lack of 
absorbance at 280 nm of peak Nq 1 suggests that this peak is probably a PRP. Since 
peak No 1 haà the shortest retention time on the reversed phase HPLC column, it is 
assumed that it is the most hydrophil ic. One possible explanation for the high 
hydrophil icity could be the presence of a substantial number of hydroxyl groups in the 
protein molecules. These hydroxyl groups may originate from glycosylation of PRP.
Peak Nq 3 was the peak with the longest retention time, and thus the most 
hydrophobic protein. This protein might be either PRP with hydrophobic regions in its 
molecule or a non-PRP salivary protein. The former assumption is more likely since
CL
A28O of peak No 3 was considerably lower than A230 (see Appendix V) suggesting low 
concentration of aromatic amino acids.
The above observations provide evidence that the area of certain peaks will 
decrease when saliva is mixed with phenols which is consistent with the suggestions 
that astringency occurs when PRP are-precipitated in the mouth. Phenols could bind 
proteins by a combination of both H-bonds and hydrophobic interactions, possibly 
with the former predominating in the early-eluting proteins (due to a possible presence 
of hydroxyl groups) and the latter in the late eluting ones (due to their more 
hydrophobic character).
The appearance of new peaks between the early and late-eluting proteins with 
the predominance of the peak at around 8.0 min, might be explained in several ways. 
Since this new peak showed a high absorbance at 280 nm, one possible explanation is 
that it is not a protein but a phenol which remained in the saliva after the tasting of the 
astringent model solution. However, the above explanation is somewhat implausible
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since the model wine solution contained a number of phenols which could have 
remained in the saliva, thus logically resulting in a number of peaks common to each 
subject. It might also be an oxidation product of phenols since the high pH of the saliva 
could have oxidized these compounds. Another explanation could be that this peak is a 
complex between proteins and phenols that remained soluble.
The tasting of the wine induced similar reductions in the areas of the early- 
eluting peaks. Although the late-eluting peaks were reduced in the great majority of the 
chromatograms after the tasting of the wine, in some subjects they were increased. In 
the latter cases, an increase in the production of salivary protein (and possibly PRP) 
could have occurred as a result of the exposure of the mouth to an high astringent 
sample, such as the wine.
Furthermore, the area of the new peak formed in the saliva after tasting the 
wine was generally lower compared with the area of the peak formed after tasting the 
model wine solution. If the hypothesis of the formation of the soluble complex were 
correct, this observation could possibly suggest that the complexes between the wine 
phenols and the salivary proteins are less soluble than those complexes formed with 
model wine phenols. Indeed wine contains a great quantity of polymeric material that 
could have resulted in reduced solubility of the formed complexes and hence increased 
precipitation. This could also be a possible explanation for the higher astringency of the 
wine sample compared with the model wine sample (see chapter 5).
6 .4 .2 .2  Correlations
When a statistically significant correlation between X and Y has been 
demonstrated, it does not necessarily indicate cause and effect. Even if X and Y are 
causally associated the r statistic does not indicate whether X causes Y or Y causes X. 
Any significant correlations should be examined critically for an underlying logic, and 
if this is detected then it should ideally be subjected to experimental testing. However, 
statistically significant correlations should not be rejected just because they do not 
conform to the current popular hypothesis.
Thus, in addition to the calculated correlation coefficients (Tables 6.3, 6.5 and 
6.6) the regression lines for the statistically significant (p<0.05) correlations were 
plotted (Appendix IV), in order to provide a clearer representation of the correlated 
data. By observation of the plotted points and the predicted lines (Appendix IV), one 
could suspect that some correlations are less convincing than others due to the large 
dispersion of the plotted points.
Based on the observations of the saliva chromatograms before and after tasting 
of the wine and the model wine, a possible correlation of the T-I and HPLC data was
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expected. Since astringency is connected with the precipitation of PRP, a positive 
correlation between an increase in the parameters of the T-I curve and a reduction in the 
total HPLC area or/and in the area of some of the main peaks, seemed probable. In 
addition, a negative correlation between the area of the new peak and the T-I 
parameters could support the hypothesis of the formation of soluble complexes since 
the smaller the area of the new peak, the larger the precipitation of the complexes.
Surprisingly, no significant correlations were found between the reduction in 
total HPLC area of saliva proteins and astringency T-I parameters. However, the 
statistically significant correlations between the astringency sensory data and individual 
peaks in the saliva chromatograms suggest that probably astringency is more related to 
the concentration of particular proteins than to the total protein content of saliva.
For example, positive correlations were found between the HPLC area of peak 
No 1 of saliva before tasting the wine and the astringency T^ ax» Ttot and area under the 
T-I curve (Tables 6.5 and 6.6). A possible interpretation for the correlations (with the 
assumption that this peak is PRP) could be that people with high content of this 
particular PRP in their saliva require more time to attain astringency Imax and experience 
longer duration of this sensation may be because the time required for precipitation by 
the astringent compounds would be longer. If these relationships are causal, then 
logically one would not expect similar positive correlations with the area of peak 1 after 
tasting. However, one might logically expect that a larger peak before tasting could be a 
larger peak after tasting. Indeed, the HPLC area of peak 1 before tasting was correlated 
with the HPLC area of peak 1 after tasting (r=0.64, d.f.=22, p<0.05). Thus before — 
after tasting correlation could explain the correlation of T-I parameters with the area of 
peak 1 after tasting possibly leaving the correlation of T-I parameters with the area of 
peak 1 before tasting with serious consideration.
For peak No 2, a different pattern was observed. The area of this peak before 
tasting the wine samples was negatively correlated with astringency Ttot, Imax and area 
under the T-I curve (Tables 6.5 and 6.6). As mentioned earlier in this section, peak Nq 
2 is probably not a PRP due to the relatively high A280 compared with A230. PRP 
would compete effectively with non-PRP for phenols. The ‘uncomplexed’ non-PRP 
might provide some lubrication thus reducing the perceived astringency.
Negative correlations were obtained for the area of peak N q 3 before tasting 
with astringency T^ax, Ttot and area under the T-I curve (Tables 6.5 and 6 .6 ). Since 
the high A230/A280 ratio (Appendix V) of peak 3 suggests that it is probably a PRP, 
these negative correlations conflict with the arguments developed when discussing the 
behaviour of peak 1. However, one could suggest that the behaviour of peak 3 might
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be related to a tendency of this particular protein to form soluble complexes with 
phenols which may mask the perception of astringency by elevating viscosity. The 
percentage of reduction of the HPLC area of this peak was also negatively correlated 
with all T-I parameters. Based on the hypothesis of the soluble complex formation, one 
could assume that high reduction in the area of this peak could possibly mean high 
amounts of soluble complexes and thus less astringency detected in the samples.
The new peak which appeared in the saliva chromatograms after the tasting of 
the model solution also was negatively correlated with Imax and the area under the T-I 
curve (Table, 6.3). This new peak could be a soluble phenol-protein complex. In wine, 
the lack of such observation might be because of its different phenolic content which 
resulted in smaller amounts of soluble complexes (indeed the areas of the new peaks in 
model solution were greater than in wine (Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix III respectively). 
However the visual appraisal of the plotted points of the regression line (Appendix IV, 
set 2), indicates that the significant correlation could have occurred by chance.
The above observations resulted in a working hypothesis to explain the data in 
relation to astringency perception. However, as discussed, there is also the possibility 
that the correlations do not mean a causal relationship between the T-I and HPLC data 
and that both these two variables are caused by some other factor. It is also possible 
that the T-I data could be correlated to an unknown combination of HPLC data and not 
just to separate factors such as those that were taken into consideration.
In conclusion, the comparison of the HPLC chromatograms of saliva samples 
taken after the tasting of astringent solutions with that of saliva taken before, showed 
that some similar changes among the three sets of samples have occurred. These 
changes included the reduction of the early and the late-eluting peaks and the 
appearance of a new peak between them. This new peak was attributed to the formation 
of soluble phenol-protein complexes. The absence of correlation between astringency 
T-I data and total protein HPLC area and/or reduction of total protein HPLC area 
suggested that astringency is related neither to the total protein content of sahva nor to 
the total protein precipitation. However, some correlations between astringency and 
HPLC area of particular peaks in saliva were obtained, suggesting that the relative 
concentration of individual saliva proteins might be more important for astringency than 
the total protein concentration. In particular, peak 1 (attributed to PRP) was positively 
correlated with time-related T-I parameters, suggesting that PRP may enhance the 
duration of astringency. Peak 2 (non-PRP) was negatively correlated with the intensity 
and duration of astringency probably due to some lubrication that this protein might 
provide. Finally, the negative correlations of peak 3 (PRP) and the T-I parameters were 
attributed to the tendency of this protein to form soluble complexes with phenols.
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CHAPTER 7
FACTORS AFFECTING IN  VITRO FORMATION OF PHENOL- 
PROTEIN COMPLEXES
7 .0  INTRODUCTION
There can be no doubt that sensory studies, in which taste panels report on the 
sensation of astringency associated with the tasting of phenolic compounds, have been 
extremely helpful in furthering our understanding of astringency. The sensory studies 
that are described in chapters 3,4 and 5 have focused on the response of the subjects to 
either model solutions containing pure phenols or chemically more complex challenges 
such as grape seed extract and wine. This new information concerns the possible effect 
that stereochemistry of flavanols and the pH of the solution could have on their sensory 
perception. In addition, these studies have begun to shed more light on the possible 
mechanism of astringency and the possible role that proteins could have on this 
attribute.
However, there is a need to examine the chemical basis of astringency in order 
to understand the reactions that take place in the mouth and which are responsible for 
this sensation. In this way, the chemical results obtained could explain the sensory data 
and thus eventually the astringency of the ingested phenol-containing beverages might 
be more predictable.
This chemical investigation of astringency could be achieved by in vitro 
examination. For example, by mixing saliva and wine phenolic compounds and 
analyzing the remaining proteins and phenols in the supernatant after precipitation, an 
indication of the phenol-protein interaction could be obtained. These in vitro results 
could then be used in an attempt to explain the in vivo perception of astringency.
Since the analysis of the saliva by HPLC reported in chapter 6 showed that 
indeed some changes in the protein concentrations had occurred after the tasting of 
astringent solutions, it was presumed that similar changes would be detectable after 
mixing saliva and model solutions or wine in vitro. In addition to these changes 
concerning proteins, a decrease in the phenol concentration might be expected after 
their mixing with saliva, also detectable by HPLC analysis.
Thus, it was proposed that saliva be mixed with model solution containing (+)- 
catechin or (-)-epicatechin in order to investigate the physical reactions that have been 
involved during their sensory evaluation (chapter 3). To investigate the effect of size on 
the precipitation of flavanols, procyanidins B2 and Cl were mixed separately with
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saliva and analyzed. In addition, complex phenolic systems such as red wine and grape 
seed extract were mixed with saliva and analyzed for remaining phenols.
The remaining proteins in saliva were also analyzed after reaction with phenols. 
To investigate the effect of the PRP saliva content, two ratios (1/1 and 2/1) of saliva to 
phenols were selected for analysis. Furthermore, saliva that contained isolated proline- 
rich proteins was mixed with the various phenols and analyzed in order to compare the 
possible binding of phenols to PRP with the binding to all salivary proteins.
To investigate the effect of pH on the interaction of salivary proteins and 
phenolic compounds, two sets of samples were prepared, one of them with controlled 
pH (3.2).
7 .1  MATERIALS AND METHODS
7 .1 .1  Preparation of the saliva
Samples of saliva (15 ml) were collected from three healthy female volunteers 
every other day during one month. Volunteers abstained from food and drink except 
for water for one hour before donating. Saliva production was stimulated with Dental 
Health Gum (Lloyds Chemist) and collected in sterile tubes (Sterilin, England). The 
samples were frozen (-20 °C) immediately after sample collection. All the samples that 
had been collected month were defrosted and centrifuged at 15,000 g for 10 min. 
The supernatants were pooled by magnetically stirring for 30 min (Heidolph MR 3001) 
at 1000 rpm and kept frozen (-20 °C) in sterile bottles until required. In this way a 
bank of uniform saliva was prepared and the differences in saliva composition that are 
known to exist (chapter 6) between individuals were eliminated.
Part of saliva was further treated in order to isolate the PRP (Luck et al.,
1994). Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (disodium salt dihydrate, Fisons) was added to 
500 ml saliva to produce a final concentration of 0.5 mol/1 in order to minimize 
proteolysis by kalfi krein. The saliva was then acidified by trichloroacetic acid (TCA 
98%, BDH) which was added to a final concentration of 4% w/v. All subsequent 
procedures were carried out between 0 and 4 °C. After standing for 1 hour, the saliva 
was centrifuged (15,000 g for 30 min) and the supernatant was transferred into dialysis 
bags (3500 molecular weight cut off limit. Pierce and Warriner). The dialysis lasted for 
24 hours (100 ml deionized water for every 8 ml of supernatant) and the dialysis water 
was changed every 6 hours. During the dialysis a slight turbidity was observed, which 
was removed by filtration under reduced pressure, through Whatman WCN filters,
(0.45 |im).
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7.1.2  Preparation of the phenolic solutions
The preparation of the model solution that contained the three concentrations of 
(+)-catechin or (-)-epicatechin is described in chapter 3, section 3.1.3. The ^  ^  ^
solution was used similarly to dissolve 1500 mg/1 of procyanidins B2 or CL The 
model solution of grape seed extract in 300 mg/1 potassium bitartrate solution 
containing 10% v/v ethanol was prepared as follows. Vitis vinifera cv. Tinta Roriz 
grapes (Douro valley, Portugal) were used as source of the grape seeds. An amount of 
seeds (10 g) was crushed and immediately extracted for 5 min with 20 ml 75% ethanol 
(Hayman Ltd). After 10 min the seeds were removed using a Buchner funnel (filter 
paper Whatman No4) and the filtrate was diluted to 200 ml with a solution of 333.5 
mg/1 potassium bitartrate (Peter Whiting Chemicals) in deionized water. All the model 
solutions were stored at -20 °C until required. The wine used was the same as the one 
used in the experiment described in chapter 5, section 5.1.3.
7.1 .3  Experimental procedure
The ratio 1/1 of saliva to phenolic solutions was obtained by mixing 3 ml saliva 
and 3 ml phenohc preparations whereas for the 2/1 ratio 6 ml saliva or TCA-treated 
saliva were mixed with 3 ml solutions. i. ’
Control samples for phenolic solutions were prepared by mixing 3 ml model 
solution and 3 ml deionised water (ratio 1/1) and 3 ml model solution and 6 ml (ratio 
2/1) deionised water and incubated at 37 °C for 90 min. Protein controls were prepared 
by mixing 3 ml saliva and 3 ml deionised water (ratio 1/1) and 6 ml saliva and 3 ml 
deionised water (ratio 2/1) and also incubated at 37 °C for 90 min.
The phenolic solutions were mixed with saliva and incubated at 37 °C in a 
water bath (Techne RB-5) for 90 min. Although the reaction between purified phenols 
and proteins is complete after 15 minutes, solutions containing mixtures of phenolic 
compounds react much more slowly, and complete precipitation occurs 14 hours after 
mixing the reactants (Hagerman, 1989). However, it should be noted that during 
normal beverage consumption or tasting, residence times in the mouth are much shorter 
and presumably reflect non-equilibrium conditions. In the present experiment, the 
phenolic solutions containing purified compounds as well as crude mixtures of phenols 
(e.g. grape seed model wine, wine) were incubated for 90 min with saliva in order to 
allow substantial interaction with proteins and hence increase the probability of changes 
detectable by HPLC.
The mixtures after the incubation were centrifuged at 15000 g (Beckman J217) 
for 15 min and the supernatants were transferred a clean tube and analyzed for the
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remaining phenols and proteins using the two HPLC methods which are described in 
chapter 2, section 2.1.3 and chapter 6, section 6.1.2 respectively. The remaining 
phenol analysis took place immediately after centrifugation whereas the remaining 
protein analysis was done 1 hour later. In order to minimise any further reaction 
between proteins and phenols during the waiting time, the samples were kept frozen at 
-20 T .
The low pH samples (pH 3.2) were prepared using the same concentrations of 
saliva and phenolic solutions and adding different amounts of malic acid. The amounts 
of malic acid added to each mixture are shown in Table 7.1. In order to investigate the 
effect of the low pH on saliva proteins, the pH value of control saliva and of the TCA- 
treated saliva mixed with deionised water (1/1 and 2/1 saliva/deionised water and 2/1 
TCA-treated saliva/deionised water) was reduced to 3.2 by the addition of malic acid 
(Table 7.1).
All samples were prepared in duplicate and each sample was analyzed once for 
the remaining phenols and proteins.
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Table 7.1 Amounts of malic acid added to the mixtures of saliva and phenolic 
solutions to reduce the pH to 3.2.
Malic acid (mg)
Saliva/phenohc solutions ratios v/v
Solutions
1/1 2/1 2/11
37.0 52.8 6.9 375 mg/1 (-H)-catechin
36.8 52.5 6.5 750 mg/1 (-f-)-catechin
36.5 52.0 6.3 1500 mg/1 (4-)-catechin
37.0 52.7 6.3 375 mg/1 (-)-epicatechin
36.3 51.8 5.9 750 mg/1 (-)-epicatechin
35.8 51.6 5.3 1500 mg/1 (-)-epicatechin
24.4 46.1 4.9 1500 mg/1 procyanidin B2
24.5 46.4 4.8 1500 mg/1 procyanidin Cl
29.4 48.1 4.6 Grape seed model solution
65.6 82.3 20.8 Wine
19.3 35.3 6.7 Water
12/1 TCA-treated saliva/phenolic solution.
7.1 .4  Analytical procedures
7 .1 .4 .1  Biuret test
When a protein is placed in an alkaline system containing Cu 2+, a purple 
complex is formed between the peptide bonds of the protein and the copper atoms.
This complex has an absorbance maximum at 550 nm and the intensity of the colour is 
proportional to the total protein concentration. Thus the properties of this “biuret” 
reaction can be used to measure the quantity of protein present within a solution (Smith 
etal., 1985).
The copper reagent (total protein reagent) used in this experiment was provided 
by Sigma Chemicals and had the following concentration of active ingredients: sodium 
hydroxide 0.6 mol/1, copper sulphate 12 mmol/1, sodium potassium tartrate 31.89 
mmol/1 and potassium iodide 30.1 mmol/1. By preparing a series of standard solutions 
of bovine serum albumin (BSA) in deionized water (0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.5 
ig/1) and measuring the absorbance at 550 nm after mixing them with the reagent, a
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linear calibration curve was obtained (y =0.069x+0.011, r =0.997, d.f.=6, p<0.001 
where y is the absorbance measured, x is the concentration of the protein, r is the 
correlation coefficient, d.f. are the degrees of freedom and p is the significance for the 
given degrees of freedom) from which the protein content (mg/1) of the samples can be 
calculated.
The procedure used was the following: Standard solutions or saliva samples 
(0.06 ml) were added to tubes containing 3 ml of total protein reagent and contents 
mixed by gentle inversion. After standing for 10 min at ambient temperature, their 
absorbance (A) at 550 nm was measured versus a blank sample (0.06 ml of deionized 
water in 3 ml total protein reagent) as reference in 10 mm path-length glass cells. The 
purple colour was stable for 1 hour.
This technique was used in the present experiment to measure the total protein 
of saliva and TCA-treated saliva. However, it was not the appropriate method to 
measure the total remaining protein in the mixtures of saliva and phenolic solutions 
since the phenolic compounds which were also present gave a green/brown product 
that absorbed at 550 nm when mixed with the copper reagent.
7 .1 .3 .2  Porteras reaction
The concentration of the total proanthocyanidins present in the grape seed model 
solution and in the wine was measured by the method developed by Porter et ah 
(1986). The principle of this method is the autoxidative depolymerisation of the 
proanthocyanidins to the corresponding intensely red anthocyanidins, which are 
generally measured spectrophotometrically by their absorption at 550 nm. This reaction 
takes place in n-butanol/HCl (95/5 v/v) and its reproducibility can be improved by the 
addition of iron (El) salts to the reaction medium.
A sample (0.5 ml) was evaporated to dryness (Rotavapor, Buchi), redissolved 
in 0.5 ml methanol (Fisons Ltd.), added into a test tube that contained 3 ml of n- 
butanol : concentrated hydrochloric acid (95 : 5 v/v) (Fisons Ltd.) and 0.1 ml ferric 
reagent (2 g/1 ferric ammonium sulphate. I2 H2O in 2 M HCl) (Sigma) and contents 
mixed thoroughly. The tubes were then placed in a boiling water bath for 40 min. 
Unheated controls were prepared normally with 3.1 ml n-butanol replacing reagent and 
0.5 ml methanol. The solutions were cooled and their absorbance was measured at 550 
nm in a 10 mm path-length glass cell.
Since the interest of the present experiment was to examine the percentage 
reduction of the initial concentration of the phenolic compounds after their reaction with 
proteins and not their absolute concentrations, several dilutions of the grape seed model 
solution and the wine (0, 12.5%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% v/v) were used for the
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construction of the calibration curves. Base model solution (model solution before the 
addition of the phenolic compounds) and wine were used for the dilution of the grape 
seed model solution and of the wine respectively. The procedure described in the above 
paragraph was followed and linear curves were obtained for both the grape seed model 
solution and the wine (y =0.91x+0.036, r =0.998, d.f.=4, p<0.001) (y =2.030x- 
0.077 r =0.997, d.f.=4, p<0.001) respectively, where y is the absorbance at 550 nm,
X is the percentage reduction of the initial concentration, r the correlation coefficient, 
d.f. are the degrees of freedom and p is the significance for the given degrees of 
freedom).
7.1.5 Statistical analysis
The results obtained by the HPLC analysis of protein-(+)-catechin/(-)- 
epicatechin mixtures were analyzed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) with replicate, 
compound, concentration, ratio of saliva to phenolic solutions, pH and their 
interactions as the sources of variation (Genstat 5 ). In order to allow a comparison at 
one concentration (1500 mg/1) of the four different compounds examined, (+)-catechin, 
(-)-epicatechin, procyanidin B2 and procyanidin Cl, another ANOVA was performed 
with replicate, compound, ratio of saliva to phenolic solutions, pH and their 
interactions as sources of variation. For wine and model wine, separate ANOVAS 
were performed with replicate, compound, ratio of saliva to phenolic solutions, pH and 
their interactions as sources of variation.
7.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results from this study are complex. Discussion is not easy and, as will be 
seen later, some general approximations have necessarily been made in order that 
tentative conclusions may be drawn. It is realised, that the discussions that do not fit 
the general approximations might be as important as those that do—indeed, ultimately 
they might prove to be more important. It is essential that these tentative conclusions be 
tested critically by future experimentation.
7.2 .1  Pooled saliva and TCA-treated saliva
Figure 7.1 shows the chromatogram obtained after the HPLC analysis of the 
pooled saliva. The retention times of the main peaks are presented in Table 7.2. The 
main peaks are numbered ( N q 1 - 6 )  independent from the main saliva peaks in chapter 6  
(No 1-3).
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Figure 7.1 HPLC chromatogram (protein method . I) recorded at 230 nm 
(above) and at 280 nm (below) of the saliva control sample (1/1 dilution 
with deionised water, uncontrolled pH).
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Figure 7.2 HPLC chromatogram (protein method method) recorded at 230 nm 
(above) and at 280 nm (below) of the TCA-treated control sample (2/1 
TCA-treated saliva/ deionised water, uncontrolled pH).
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For chapter 6, two early and one late-eluting peaks were chosen, which represented the 
main peaks and showed the greatest variation before and after tasting. For the 
information presented in this chapter, three main early and three main late-eluting peaks 
were considered. Based on the retention times, peaks N q 1 ,2  and 3 in the 
chromatograms shown in chapter 6 could be considered as identical with peaks N q 1, 2 
and 6 respectively in the chromatograms presented in this chapter. However, this 
assumption was not confirmed due to the lack of reference standards. Neither was 
there sufficient material available to inject mixtures of both saliva sample sets, which 
could have contributed to the confirmation of the likelihood of these peaks being 
identical. Thus the experiments of chapter 6 and 7 were considered seperately.
The chromatogram obtained for the TCA-treated saliva is shown in Figure 7.2. 
The retention times of the main peaks observed are shown in Table 7.3.
Based on the retention times and the shape of the peaks, it could be assumed 
that the proteins of saliva that correspond to peaks 2, 3,4, 5 and 6 (Figure 7.1) 
remained in the saliva after the TCA treatment as peaks a, b, c, d and e respectively 
(Figure 7.2).
Table 7.2 Retention times and HPLC areas (AR) (area units) of the main peaks present 
in the saliva chromatogram.
Peak Retention time (min) 
230 nm 280 nm
AR
at 230 nm A230/A280
1 2.0 *1 27.9 _2
2 3.0 3.0 9.7 0.7
3 5.0 5.0 13.6 5.0
4 19.0 19.0 4.5 4.1
5 20.5 *1 2.7 _2
6 21.5 21.5 24.5 4.6
Total area (AR) 82.9
iBelow limit of detection.
2Value unavailable due to unavailable denominator.
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Table 7.3 Retention times and HPLC areas (AR) (area units) of the main peaks 
present in the TCA-treated saliva chromatogram.
Peak Retention time (min) 
230 nm 280 nm
AR
at 230 nm A230/A28O
a 3.0 3.0 8.1 1.0
b 5.0 *1 28.6 2
c 19.0 *1 15.2 _2
d 20.5 *1 15.3 2
e 21.5 *1 10.6 2
Total area (AR) 78.1
iBelow limit of detection.
2Value unavailable due to unavailable denominator.
The concentration of total protein in pooled saliva was found to be 2.2 mg/1 
using the biuret method and BSA standard. This value is in the range given by Bennick 
(1982) who reported protein concentrations of 1.0-3.5 mg/1 in human saliva. The 
protein concentration in the TCA-treated saliva (measured by the same method) was 
found to be 0.7 mg/1 which corresponds to 31.8% of the total protein. This value 
(31.8%) is lower than the value given by Bennick (1982) who stated that 
approximately 70% of the total salivary proteins in humans are proline-rich proteins 
and glycoproteins. One reason for this might be that during the procedure followed to 
isolate the PRP, some PRP were lost. However, there is a general belief that the PRP 
concentration reflects the approximate level of polyphenols in the diet and hence this 
value might be due to subjects who lacked a phenol-rich diet.
The chromatograms of saliva and TCA-treated saliva obtained after the addition 
of malic acid did not show differences in the areas of peaks (4-6 and c-e ) compared 
with the control chromatograms of Figures 7.1 and 7.2 respectively. However, for 
peaks 1-3 and a and b comparison with the controls was not possible since coelution 
with malic acid was observed. This observation supported the assumptions made in 
chapter 5 concerning the possible effect of the low pH on salivary proteins. Since there 
was no reduction in peak areas, it was supposed that the salivary proteins 
corresponding to these peaks are not precipitated by low pH media. Thus a solution of 
a low pH might be capable of producing an astringent sensation by changing the charge
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and configuration of the salivary proteins but not by precipitating them.
PART I
7 .2 .2  INTERACTION OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING SINGLE 
PHENOLIC COMPOUNDS WITH SALIVA PROTEINS
7.2 .2 .1  Interaction of f+)-catechin and f-)-epicatechin model solutions 
with saliva
7.2 .2 .1 .1  Changes in HPLC areas o f (+)~catechin and (-)~epicatechin
Table 7.4 summarizes the behaviour of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin when 
allowed to react with untreated saliva, TCA-treated saliva and with saliva after it had 
been adjusted to pH 3.2 by the addition of malic acid. Although only samples of the 
same pH should be compared, uncontrolled pH mixtures between saliva and (4-)- 
catechin are more likely to occur in mouth. Hence no malic acid was added to the 
second set of samples in order to obtain results more related to in vivo situations.
Table 7.4 Percentage^ of HPLC area (%AR) of (-f-)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin 
remaining in solution and amount (mg) lost after 90 min contact with 
saliva at 37 °C.
Reactant Reacting conditions
(4-)-catechin2
(mg/1)
saliva: (4-)- 
catechin 
ratio (v/v)
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH (3.2)
pH %AR Loss (mg) %AR Loss
(mg)
375 1/1 5.40 98.5 5.6 86.5 50.6
375 2/1 5.65 114.4 77.2 85.5
375 2/13 4.40 101.9 79.3 77.6
750 1/1 5.35 94.8 39.0 93.7 47.2
750 2/1 5.64 125.4 61.7 287.2
750 2/13 4.46 102.5 79.5 153.7
1500 1/1 5.30 87.1 193.5 79.0 315.0
1500 2/1 5.60 71.4 429.0 64.8 528.0
1500 2/13 4.33 93.3 100.5 77.2 342.0
Continues at next page
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Reactant Reacting conditions
(-)-epicatechin2 saliva: (-)- 
(mg/1) epicatechin 
ratio (v/v)
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH
pH %AR Loss (mg) %AR Loss
(mg)
375 1/1 5.40 102.3 97.8 8.2
375 2/1 5.60 105.4 91.2 33.0
375 2/13 4.38 97.2 10.5 94.4 21.0
750 1/1 5.30 101.6 97.3 20.2
750 2/1 5.58 102.6 90.9 68.2
750 2/13 4.26 98.1 14.2 91.2 66.0
1500 1/1 5.25 94.1 88.5 82.0 270.0
1500 2/1 5.52 81.7 274.5 79.2 312.0
1500 2/13 4.28 93.3 100.5 75.8 363.0
lvalues are means of two observations.
^Control values obtained for (+)-catechin or (-)-epicatechin mixed with water and incubated at 37 °C 
for 90 min.
^Mixture 2/1 saliva/(+)-catechin or (-)-epicatechin prepared using TCA-treated saliva.
Table 7.4 shows a reduction in the amount of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin 
in the supernatant (at controlled pH) after reaction with saliva suggesting that some 
monomeric phenolic compounds are capable of reacting with salivary proteins and 
precipitating with them. These results confirm the findings in chapter 3 where both 
compounds were rated by the pandhsts as astringent.
An unexpected observation, only for the uncontrolled pH samples, was an 
increase in the HPLC area of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin after incubation with the 
high volume of saliva. Assuming that there were no errors in measurements (no 
significant difference was found between the replicates, see Table 7.5) one can only 
speculate about the cause. One possibility is a (+)-catechin or (-)-epicatechin 
transformation product which has a greater molar absorption and coelutes. Another is a 
soluble (+)-catechin/(-)-epicatechin-protein complex with similar properties and 
behaviour. Soluble complexes have been reported in the literature (Fishman and 
Neucere, 1980; Hagerman and Butler, 1980; Hagerman and Ro hins, 1987; 
Hagerman, 1989), but little (Luck et al., 1994) is known about their spectral
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properties.
The second explanation seems more probable. Luck et al. (1994), detected the 
presence of soluble complexes through observing a bathochromic shift (red shift) of 
3-9 nm in the of phenols after reaction with proteins. This phenomenon was 
attributed to the combination of the following two effects: changes in the local 
environment of the phenolic hydrophobic groups from that of free solution to 
encapsulation into prédominât : 'y hydrophobic regions and to hydrogen bonding of the 
phenolic groups to the carbonyl groups of proteins. Phenols have broad absorbance 
peaks and the decline in the peak height at 280 nm relative to the new Xmax is small. It
thus only requires a comparatively small hyperchromie effect to increase the 
absorbance of the soluble complex at 280 nm to a value greater than the A280 of the 
uncomplexed ligand. Such hyperchromie effects are well known when phenols 
interact, as for example, during the phenomenon of copigmentation (Davies and 
Mazza, 1993). Copigmentation relates to bathochromic and hyperchromie changes in 
the visible spectrum but there is no reason to think that bathochromic changes in the 
UV region would not also be accompanied by hyperchromie effects. It is quite possible 
that the apparent increase in the concentration of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin 
observed for the uncontrolled pH samples can be explained by such physical effects. It 
is even possible that some precipitation also occurred. However, since no clear 
evidence is available, only suggestions can be made.
In addition, according to Hagerman (1989), soluble complexes can be formed in 
protein-phenol mixtures where protein is in excess. This is in agreement with the 
results of this experiment since increase in HPLC areas of the two flavanols was 
observed for the 2/1 ratios of saliva to (+)-catechin/(-)-epicatechin solution.
Tables 7.5 and 7.6 present the statistical analysis of the results obtained by 
HPLC analysis for (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin remaining in the supernatant after 
reaction with saliva.
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Table 7.5 F ratios, degrees of freedom (d.f.), significance levels (sig.) and least 
significance differences (LSD) p<0.05 for all sources of variation 
obtained by analysis of variance of the remaining HPLC areas (%AR) 
of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin.
Sources of 
variation
d.f. F Sig. LSD
Replicate 1 0.07 0.797
Compound 1 103.35 <0.001 1.09
Concentration 2 291.94 <0.001 1.33
pH 1 829.96 <0.001 1.09
Saliva concentration 2 28.72 <0.001 1.33
Comp X Cone 2 0.27 0.763 1.88
CompxpH 1 113.49 <0.001 1.54
Cone X pH 2 22.59 <0.001 1.89
CompxSal Cone 2 10.08 <0.001 1.89
Concx Sal Cone 4 32.29 <0.001 2.30
pHX Sal Cone 2 51.30 <0.001 1.89
Compx Concx Sal Cone 2 36.41 <0.001 2.66
Compx Concx Sal Cone 4 6.35 <0.001 3.26
Compx pHx Sal Cone 2 70.02 <0.001 2.66
Cone xpHxSal Cone 4 43.90 <0.001 3.26
Compx Concx pHx Sal Cone 4 19.36 <0.001 4.62
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Table 7.6 Effects of replicate, compound, flavanol concentration, pH and saliva 
volume on the percentage remaining HPLC areas (%AR) of (+)-catechin 
and (-)-epicatechin.
Meant HPLC areas of remaining (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin2
Replicate first: 90.91 a second: 91.05 a
Compound (+)-catechin: 88.23 a (-)-epicatechin: 93.12 b
pH uncontrolled: 98.08 b controlled: 83.26 a
Concentration (mg/1) 375:95.50 b 750: 94.94 b 1500: 81.60 a
Saliva/flavanol ratio (v/v) 1/1: 93.80 b 2/1: 89.09 a 2/13: 90.05 a
iMeans with the same letter in each category are not significantly different at 5% significance level. 
2por degrees of freedom and least significant differences see Table 7.5.
^Mixture 2/1 saliva/(+)-catechin or (-)-epicatechin prepared using TCA-treated sahva.
From Table 7.5, it can be seen that the two replicates were not significantly 
different from each other, suggesting good reproducibility of the results. However, all 
the other sources of variation, as well as their interactions (with one exception), were 
highly significant (Table 7.5).
(+)-Catechin and (-)-epicatechin differsignificantly in their percentage 
remaining HPLC areas after reaction with saliva (Table 7.6). There were greater losses 
of (+)-catechin than (-)-epicatechin, as can also be seen from Table 7.4. According to 
the results of the sensory study of chapter 3, the high concentration of (-)-epicatechin 
was found to be significantly more astringent than the equal concentration of (+)- 
catechin. Based on both the above findings, it could be concluded that the amount of 
these flavanols precipitated by saliva is probably not a good indication of their relative 
astringency.
Furthermore, the three concentration levels of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin 
significantly affected losses (Table 7.6). The remaining HPLC areas of the low and 
medium concentrations of both compounds did not differ significantly between each 
other but both of them were significantly higher than the remaining areas of the high 
concentration. Thus among the three concentrations of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin 
tested, maximum losses occurred at the higher concentration (1500 mg/1).
The pH value of the medium also significantly affected losses of the two 
flavanols (Table 7.6). The losses of (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin in the low pH
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(3.2) samples were always greater! i those in the uncontrolled pH
samples.
TCA-treated saliva was capable of precipitating (+)-catechin and (-)- 
epicatechin. In general losses by 2/1 TCA-treated saliva to flavanol ratio were not 
significantly different from losses by the same ratio of untreated saliva indicating that 
probably PRP are mainly involved in precipitation of the monomeric phenols.
Moreover, varying the saliva concentration resulted in significantly different 
percentage remaining HPLC areas. The 1/1 saliva to phenol ratio gave higher 
remaining areas and thus less losses compared with the 2/1 ratio.
7 .2 .2 .1 .2  Changes in HPLC area o f salivary proteins
The changes in the HPLC area of the main peaks of saliva after contact with 
(4-)-catechin are presented in Table 7.7. Since many compounds could absorb at the 
wavelengths used to monitor the proteins, it was not possible to prove that just protein 
peaks were analyzed by HPLC. Hence the HPLC peaks are referred to as non-phenolic 
peaks in these Tables.
Peaks 1, 2, 3 and a, b in the chromatograms of saliva and TCA-treated saliva 
respectively (Figures 7.1 and 7.2) coeluted with malic acid. Even the uncontrolled pH 
samples contained malic acid since the base model solution used to dissolve the 
phenolic compounds was prepared by the addition of malic acid (100 mg/1). Thus only 
peaks 4, 5 and 6 of saliva and c, d and e of TCA-treated saliva were taken into account. 
Peaks c, d and e of TCA-treated saliva were considered as peaks 4, 5 and 6 
respectively on the assumption that the proteins which corresponded to the latter peaks' 
remained in saliva after the TCA treatment as peaks c, d and e. Since protein standards 
were not available, the results for the saliva peaks studied are expressed as HPLC 
areas.
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Table 7.7 Percentage peak HPLC area (%AR) remainingi and losses (protein 
units)2 of the main non-phenolic peaks in saliva chromatograms after 90 
min contact with the three concentration levels of (+)-catechin at 37 °C.
Reactants Reacting condition
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH (3.2)
Peak (+)-catechin 
Number^ (mg/1)
saliva: (+)■ 
catechin 
ratio (v/v)
-pH %AR Loss A230/ %AR 
A2805
Loss A230/
A2805
4 375 1/1 5.40 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.00
4 375 2/1 5.65 0.0 2.00 0.0 2.00
4 375 2/14 4.50 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
5 375 1/1 5.40 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.00
5 375 2/1 5.65 0.0 2.00 0.0 2.00
5 375 2/14 4.50 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
6 375 1/1 5.40 63.1 0.36 4.6 20.3 0.79 4.6
6 375 2/1 5.65 61.2 0.77 4.6 21.2 1.57 4.6
6 375 2/14 4.50 100.0 0.00 0.0 0.64
4 750 1/1 5.35 66.5 0.33 4.1 36.5 0.64 4.1
4 750 2/1 5.64 88.2 0.23 4.1 28.2 1.43 4.1
4 750 2/14 4.46 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
5 750 1/1 5.35 75.6 0.29 70.8 0.24
5 750 2/1 5.64 140.6 58.2 0.84
5 750 2/14 4.46 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
6 750 1/1 5.35 132.3 4.0 70.0 0.30 4.6
6 750 2/1 5.64 228.4 3.9 46.2 1.07 4.6
6 750 2/14 4.46 122.5 61.1 0.25
Continues at next page
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Reactants Reacting condition
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH (3.2)
Peak (-b)-catechin saliva: {+)- pH 
Number^ (mg/1) catechin
ratio (v/v)
%AR Loss A230/ %AR 
A2805
Loss A230/
A2805
4 1500 1/1 5.30 65.0 0.35 4.1 25.3 0.74 4.1
4 1500 2/1 5.60 60.4 0.79 4.1 35.4 1.49 4.1
4 1500 2/14 4.33 40.0 0.38 25.6 0.48
5 1500 1/1 5.30 53.9 0.46 37.9 0.62
5 1500 2/1 5.60 131.6 71.2 0.57
5 1500 2/14 4.33 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
6 1500 1/1 5.30 80.0 0.20 4.4 48.3 0.52 4.6
6 1500 2/1 5.60 137.7 4.3 37.3 1.25 4.6
6 1500 2/14 4.33 30.8 0.44 0.0 0.64
1 Values are means of two observations.
2The losses have been multiplied by 1 and 2 for the ratios 1/1 and 2/1 respectively. The assumption 
was that 1/1 and 2/1 ratios contained 1 and 2 units of protein respectively; for the TCA-treated saliva it 
was assumed that the ratio 2/1 contained 2x0.32 (0.64) units of protein (based on section 7.2,1 where 
it was found that TCA-treated saliva contained 31.8% of the total saliva protein).
^Control values obtained for saliva mixed with water and incubated at 37 °C for 90 min.
^Mixture 2/1 saliva/(+)-catechin solution prepared using TCA-treated saliva.
^Missing A230/A280 ratios (absorbance at 230 nm/absorbance at 280 nm) are due either to the absence 
of the peak or to areas that are detectable only at 230 nm.
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It was not possible to convert the HPLC areas of the protein peaks to 
concentration, since there were no available protein standards. Thus, in order to have 
an absolute term to compare the protein losses the following assumption was made: 
th e  1/1 and 2/1 sahva to flavanol solution ratios contained 1 and 2 units of protein 
respectively. Hence for the 1/1 ratios, the amount lost was calculated by dividing the 
percentage of the area lost (100-% remaining area) by 100 (see Table 7.7). For the 2/1 
ratios, the percentage lost was multiplied by 2 and then divided by 100.
The low concentration of (+)-catechin (375 mg/1) had a notable effect on protein 
precipitation since it removed peaks 4 and 5 in the chromatograms of both the 
controlled and the uncontrolled pH samples (Table 7.7). By decreasing the pH value to
3.2 peak 6 was also removed indicating a great sensitivity of the protein which 
corresponds to this peak to the pH value of the medium. This effect was more intense 
for the TCA-treated saliva where peak 6 (uncontrolled pH samples) remained 
unaffected after incubation with (4-)-catechin but it was completely removed at the low 
pH. The ratio of saliva to (-f-)-catechin also affected the amount of the same protein 
lost. In absolute terms, the ratio 2/1 removed more protein but not on a percentage 
basis.
The medium (+)-catechin concentration (750 mg/1) resulted in higher remaining 
HPLC areas of peaks 4, 5 and 6 (Table 7.7) compared with the low concentration (375 
mg/1). The above findings suggest that probably the ratio between (4-)-catechin and 
protein in the mixtures of saliva at the low (+)-catechin concentration was near the value 
which maximised the precipitation.
According to Hagerman and Robins (1987), the amount of the precipitable 
complex formed by a constant amount of phenol is significantly influenced by the 
amount of protein in the reaction mixture (Figure 7.3). When very little protein is 
present, there is excess phenol in the reaction mixture and only a small amount of 
precipitate is formed (region A). When a moderate amount of protein is present, the 
optimal ratio between phenol and protein, or equivalence point, is achieved resulting in 
maximized precipitation (region B). If a large excess of protein is present, smaller 
amounts of precipitate are formed (region C). Assuming that this model is correct, the 
equivalence point was nearly achieved in the mixtures of saliva and low (-f)-catechin 
concentration (region B) whereas in the mixtures of saliva and medium (H-)-catechin 
concentration the latter was present in excess (region A).
Peaks 4 and 5 of the TCA-treated saliva were completely removed when mixed 
with the medium (+)-catechin concentration whereas the percentage of the remaining 
area of peak 6 in the low pH samples was higher than that of untreated saliva (Table 
7.7).
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Figure 7.3 Titration of tannin-containing plant extract with protein: Region A,
excess tannin; region B, equivalence point; region C, excess protein 
(Hagerman and Robins, 1987).
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Further increasing (+)-catechin concentration (1500 mg/1) (Table 7.7), increased 
the amount of protein removed with the exception of two cases (peak 4 TCA-treated 
saliva at low pH and peak 5, 2/1 ratio of saliva at low pH). This might be due to the 
interactions between PRP-(+)-catechin complexes and other (4-)-catechin molecules 
which according to Murray et al. (1994) could aid precipitation. The above authors 
suggested a mechanism of precipitation between PRP and phenols which involves 
binding between different PRP-phenol complexes or binding of the phenol moiety of a 
complex to either another protein or another phenol molecule. Thus as the number of 
phenol molecules in the reaction medium increases, association between 
PRP-phenol-phenol complexes increases thereby leading to higher orders of 
complexation and eventually precipitation.
One unexpected observation, for the uncontrolled pH samples only, was that the 
HPLC areas of peak 5 and peak 6  (Table 7.7) showed an increase after incubation with 
the 750 mg/1 (all ratios tested for peak 6  and 2/1 untreated saliva to (+)-catechin ratio for 
peak 5) and 1500 mg/1 (2/1 untreated saliva to (-k)-catechin ratio for both peaks 5 and 6 ) 
concentrations. The ratios of absorbance at 230 nm (A23o)/absorbance at 280 nm 
(A280) measured for peak 6  (Table 7.7) were lower compared with the value measured 
for the control saliva sample (4.6, Table 7.2). This might be due to either a decrease in 
A230 or an increase in A280 or both. An increase in A280 could be explained by the 
formation of a soluble (+)-catechin-protein complex which coelutes with the protein. 
However, this decrease in the absorbance ratio was not observed in the low pH 
samples, suggesting that possibly the low pH aids the precipitation of the soluble 
complexes.
The low pH of the medium increased protein precipitation in all saliva-(+)- 
catechin mixtures. Generally, in absolute terms, more protein was removed when more 
was present (2/1 ratios). In percentage of remaining area terms, the effect of saliva to 
flavanol ratio varied depending on (+)-catechin concentration, pH and particular peak.
The effect of the three concentrations of (-)-epicatechin on the peaks of saliva 
chromatograms can be seen in Table 7.8.
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Table 7.8 Percentage peak HPLC area (%AR) remaining i and losses (protein 
units)2 of the main non-phenolic peaks in saliva chromatograms after 90 
min contact with the three concentration levels of (-)-epicatechin at 37 °C.
Reactants Reacting condition
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH (3.2)
Peak (-)-epicatechin saliva: (-)- 
Number^ (mg/1) epicatechin
ratio (v/v)
■ pH
I
%AR Loss A230/ %AR 
A2805
Loss A230/
A2805
4 375 1/1 5.40 25.4 0.75 0.0 1.00
4 375 2/1 5.60 12.8 1.74 0.0 2.00
4 375 2/14 4.38 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
5 375 1/1 5.40 31.8 0.68 0.0 1.00
5 375 2/1 5.60 27.6 1.45 0.0 2.00
5 375 2/14 4.38 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
6 375 1/1 5.40 94.4 0.06 4.6 0.0 1.00
6 375 2/1 5.60 102.3 4.6 5.8 1.88
6 375 2/14 4.38 20.9 0.51 0.0 0.64
4 750 1/1 5.30 30.2 0.70 4.1 28.5 0.71 4.1
4 750 2/1 5.58 38.4 1.23 4.1 21.1 1.58 4.1
4 750 2/14 4.42 35.9 0.41 0.0 0.64
5 750 1/1 5.30 68.9 0.31 25.6 0.74
5 750 2/1 5.58 100.0 0.00 37.3 1.25
5 750 2/14 4.26 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
6 750 1/1 5.30 94.0 0.06 4.1 34.8 0.65 4.6
6 750 2/1 5.58 132.5 4.2 47.9 1.04 4.6
6 750 2/14 4.26 37.5 0.40 0.0 0.64
Continues at next page
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Reactants Reacting condition
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH (3.2)
Peak (-)-epicatechin saliva: (-)- pH 
Number^ (mg/1) epicatechin
ratio (v/v)
%AR Loss A230/ %AR 
A2805
Loss A230/
A2805
4 1500 1/1 5.25 67.4 0.33 4.1 12.2 0.88 4.1
4 1500 2/1 5.52 34.2 1.32 4.1 20.3 1.60 4.1
4 1500 2/14 4.28 9.8 0.58 0.0 0.64
5 1500 1/1 5.25 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.00
5 1500 2/1 5.52 119.0 28.0 1.44
5 1500 2/14 4.28 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
6 1500 1/1 5.25 89.3 0.10 4.5 8.1 0.92 4.6
6 1500 2/1 5.52 184.8 4.3 39.0 1.22 4.6
6 1500 2/14 4.28 111.5 0.0 0.64
lvalues are means of two observations.
2The losses have been multiplied by 1 and 2 for the ratios 1/1 and 2/1 respectively. The assumption 
was that 1/1 and 2/1 ratios contained 1 and 2 units of protein respectively; for the TCA-treated saliva it 
was assumed that the ratio 2/1 contained 2x0.32 (0.64) units of protein (based on section 7.2.1 where 
it was found that TCA-treated saliva contained 31.8% of the total saliva protein).
^Control values obtained for saliva mixed with water and incubated at 37 °C for 90 min.
^Mixture 2/1 saliva/(—)-epicatechin solution prepared using TCA-treated saliva.
^Missing A230/A280 ratios (absorbance at 230 nm/absorbance at 280 nm) are due either to the absence 
of the peak or to areas that are detectable only at 230 nm.
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The low (-)-epicatechin concentration (Table 7.8) reduced the areas of peaks 4 
and 5 but this effect was less intense for the area of peak 6. Lowering the pH 
significantly reduced the remaining areas of all peaks examined. This effect was more 
intense on the area of peak 6 indicating a possible greater sensitivity of this peak to the 
pH of the medium. At uncontrolled pH, more protein was removed when more was 
present (with one exception) and (for peaks 4 and 5 only) the HPLC area remaining 
was less when the ratio of saliva to (-)-epicatechin was 2/1. However, the percentage 
remaining area of peak 6 was affected differently by the ratio of saliva to (-)-epicatechin 
and the remaining HPLC area was greater when this ratio was 2/1.
The remaining areas of the peaks were greater when the saliva was mixed with 
the medium (-)-epicatechin concentration (Table 7.8) than the low one. In agreement 
with previous results, the pH had a great effect on protein precipitation and peak 6 was 
the most affected. At pH 3.2, the percentage remaining areas of the peaks were higher 
(with the exception of peak 4) when the ratio of saliva to (-)-epicatechin was 2/1 but in 
absolute terms the same ratio removed more protein. Similar results were obtained for 
the uncontrolled pH samples.
Peaks 4 and 5 were the most affected by incubation with the high (-)- 
epicatechin concentration (Table 7.8). Peak 6 was the most affected by the pH. In 
absolute terms, more protein was removed by the 2/1 saliva/(-)-epicatechin ratio (with 
two exceptions) in both controlled and uncontrolled pH samples but lower percentage 
remaining areas were observed (with one exception) for the 1/1 ratio.
The increase in HPLC area of peak 6 after reaction with the medium and high 
concentration of (-)-epicatechin observed only for the 2/1 ratio of saliva to phenol could 
be attributed to the possible presence of coeluting soluble complexes. In agreement with 
previous results, the smaller A230/A280 ratios (Table 7.8) compared with the control 
value (Table 7.2) support this hypothesis. However smaller absorbance ratios 
compared with the control value were observed also for the ratio 1/1 of saliva to (-)- 
epicatechin. It is possible therefore, that the increase in the HPLC area of peak 6 which 
was noticeable only when the percentage remaining area was over 100 may have 
occurred in cases where an overall decrease in the HPLC area was observed.
The peaks of the TCA-treated saliva were the most affected by incubation with 
all three concentrations of (-)-epicatechin but this could be due to the lower absolute 
amount of protein corresponding to these peaks compared with untreated saliva.
For protein precipitation, the statistical results available are only the standard 
errors of the means (s.e.m.) (Figure 7.4). The significance tests of the ANOVAS are 
based on the assumption that the error is normally distributed. In this experiment the
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Figure 7.4 Percentage of remaining HPLC areas of non-phenolic peaks in saliva 
after reaction with the three concentrations of (+)-catechin and (-)- 
epicatechin at controlled pH (3.2). 1 and 2 of x axis represent 1/1 and 
2/1 saliva to flavanol ratios respectively whereas 3 represents the 2/1 
TCA-treated saliva to flavanol ratio. Error bars are ±1 standard error of 
the means.
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large number of the percentage remaining areas with the same value (zero) resulted in a 
non-normally distributed error. Hence the ANOVAS performed are not valid since this 
can bias the residual (error term) and give false significance tests.
Generally, the remaining areas of saliva peaks at controlled pH were lower 
(with few exceptions) after the reaction with 750 and 1500 mg/1 (-)-epicatechin 
compared with the areas which remained after the reaction with equal (+)-catechin 
concentrations (Figure 7.4). Thus, (-)-epicatechin compared with (+)-catechin 
precipitated higher amounts of proteins which correspond to peaks 4, 5 and 6 of saliva 
suggesting that astringency is probably more related to protein than flavanol 
precipitation.
Okuda et al. (1985) measured the relative astringency (RA) and the relative 
affinity for methylene blue (RMB) of various phenols by precipitating haemolyzed 
blood and methylene blue respectively and measuring colorimetrically the supernatant 
liquors. They found that (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin gave the same value for RMB 
but the value they obtained for RA was slightly higher for the former compound. 
However, the value for the relative astringency was based on the precipitation of blood 
proteins and it might not be a good indicator for the sensory astringency since the latter 
is more related to saliva protein precipitation. Possibly, the affinity of these two 
compounds for proteins depends on the particular protein and for the saliva proteins 
(-)-epicatechin has a higher affinity than (+)-catechin.
Generally the amount of protein precipitated was dependent on pH and on 
protein/(+)-catechin or (-)-epicatechin ratio but for a given flavanol concentration more 
protein was removed when more was present. However, the reduction in the area of the 
individual peaks did not follow a uniform pattern, indicating that proteins in the saliva 
might differ in their affinities for flavanols.
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1 ,1 .1,1 Interaction of procvanidins B2 and Cl with saliva
7 .2 .2 ,2 .1  Changes in HPLC areas o f procyanidins B2 and C l
The results obtained after the interaction of procyanidins B2 and Cl with saliva 
and TCA-treated saliva are presented in Table 7.9.
Table 7.9 Percentage! of HPLC area (%AR) of procyanidins B2 and Cl
remaining in solution and amount (mg) lost after 90 min contact with
saliva at 37 °C.
Reactant Reacting conditions
procyanidin^ 
(1500 mg/1)
sahva: 
procyanidin 
ratio (v/v)
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH (3.2)
pH %AR Loss (mg) %AR Loss
(mg)
B2 1/1 5.12 107.1 68.6 471.0
B2 2/1 5.48 111.3 64.5 532.5
B2 2/13 4.15 102.7 63.5 547.5
Cl 1/1 5.13 91.4 120.0 94.6 81.0
Cl 2/1 5.50 102.6 84.3 232.5
Cl 2/13 4.16 89.6 156.0 78.6 321.1
lvalues are means of two observations.
^Control values obtained for procyanidins B2 or C l mixed with water and incubated at 37 °C for 90 
min.
^Mixture 2/1 saliva/procyanidin B2 or C l prepared using TCA-treated saliva.
The low pH (3.2) of the medium had a notable effect on the losses of 
procyanidin B2 since it reduced the percentage remaining areas (Table 7.9). The 
amount of B2 lost at the low pH was higher when the ratio of saliva to procyanidin was 
2/1 but the same ratio resulted in less percentage losses compared with the 1/1 ratio. 
Same volumes of TCA-treated saliva and untreated saliva had similar effects on 
procyanidin B2 losses. The percentage remaining area of the uncontrolled pH samples 
was increased after reaction with saliva whereas after reaction with the TCA-treated
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saliva, it remained unaffected (Table 7.9),
Saliva ratio and pH affected the amount of procyanidin Cl lost (Table 7.9). The 
2/1 saliva to procyanidin Cl ratio for the controlled pH samples left less remaining area 
and removed more amount of Cl than the 1/1 whereas for the uncontrolled pH samples 
this effect was the opposite. TCA-treated saliva removed more amount of procyanidin 
Cl than the same volume of untreated saliva in both the controlled and the uncontrolled 
pH samples.
7 .2 .2 .2 .2  Changes in HPLC area o f salivary proteins
The changes in the HPLC area of the main peaks of saliva after contact with 
procyanidins B2 and Cl are presented in Table 7.10.
Table 7.10 Percentage peak HPLC area (%AR) remaining! and losses (protein 
units)2 of the main non-phenolic peaks in saliva chromatograms after 90 
min contact with procyanidins B2 and Cl at 37 °C.
Reactants Reacting condition
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH (3.2)
Peak procyanidin 
Numbers (1500 mg/1)
saliva: pH 
procyanidin 
ratio (v/v)
%AR Loss A230/ %AR 
A2805
Loss A230/
A2805
4 B2 1/1 5.12 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.00
4 B2 2/1 5.48 44.0 1.12 4.1 42.0 1.16 4.1
4 B2 2/14 4.15 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
5 B2 1/1 5.12 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.00
5 B2 2/1 5.48 104.9 30.4 1.39
5 B2 2/14 4.15 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
6 B2 1/1 5.12 89.3 0.11 4.5 14.8 0.85 4.6
6 B2 2/1 5.48 164.6 4.3 40.7 1.19 4.5
6 B2 2/14 4.15 84.3 0.10 39.0 0.38
Continues at next page
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Reactants Reacting condition
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH (3.2)
Peak procyanidin 
Number^ (1500 mg/1)
sahva: pH 
procyanidin 
ratio (v/v)
%AR Loss A230/ %AR 
A2805
Loss A230/
A2805
4 Cl 1/1 5.13 25.4 0.75 23.6 0.77
4 Cl 2/1 5.50 47.9 1.07 4.1 45.4 1.09 4.1
4 Cl 2/14 4.16 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
5 Cl 1/1 5.13 85.5 0.14 43.3 0.57
5 Cl 2/1 5.50 141.5 60.6 0.79
5 Cl 2/14 4.16 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
6 Cl 1/1 5.13 147.6 4.2 28.3 0.72 4.4
6 Cl 2/1 5.50 137.7 4.3 97.3 0.13 4.4
6 Cl 2/14 4.16 30.8 0.44 0.0 0.64
lvalues are means of two observations.
2The losses have been multiplied by 1 and 2 for the ratios 1/1 and 2/1 respectively. The assumption 
was that 1/1 and 2/1 ratios contained 1 and 2 units o f protein respectively; for the TCA-treated saliva it 
was assumed that the ratio 2/1 contained 2x0.32 (0.64) units of protein (based on section 7.2.1 where 
it was found that TCA-treated saliva contained 31.8% of the total saliva protein).
^Control values obtained for saliva mixed with water and incubated at 37 °C for 90 min.
^Mixture 2/1 saliva/procyanidin B2 or C l solution prepared using TCA-treated saliva.
^Missing A 230/A280 ratios (absorbance at 230 nm/absorbance at 280 nm) are due either to the absence
of the peak or to areas that are detectable only at 230 nm.
The protein peaks most affected by incubation with procyanidin B2 were peaks 
4 and 5 of saliva and TCA-treated saliva (Table 7.10). The low pH of the medium 
affected precipitation of all three proteins by reducing the remaining areas. The ratio 1/1 
of saliva/procyanidin B2 completely removed peaks 4 and 5 whereas the 2/1 ratio had a 
lesser effect on these peaks. In absolute terms (with one exception), more protein was 
removed by the 2/1 ratio but the percentage remaining peaks were higher when sahva 
was mixed with B2 at 2/1 ratio. Peak 6 was the least affected by incubation with 
procyanidin B2 and the most affected by the low pH.
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The increase in HPLC area of peak 6 observed for the mixture of untreated 
saliva and B2 (2/1 ratio) and the decrease in the absorbance ratio of this peak compared 
with the control, indicates possible formation of soluble complexes.
Peak 4 of saliva was the most affected by incubation with procyanidin Cl in 
both controlled and uncontrolled pH samples whereas peak 6 was the least (Table 
7.10). As previously observed, the 2/1 ratio of saliva to procyanidin removed more 
protein (with two exceptions) but in terms of percentage remaining areas it resulted in 
higher values than the 1/1 ratio. The effect of the low pH was considerable in reducing 
the remaining areas of peaks 5 and 6 (both ratios tested) whereas the area of peak 4 was 
not affected significantly by the pH reduction. All the peaks of the TCA-treated saliva 
were completely removed in both the controlled and uncontrolled pH samples.
7 .2 .2 .3  General discussion
In order to compare the interaction among the four pure flavanols with saliva. 
Tables 7.11 and 7.12 were constructed. These Tables summarise the results from the 
statistical analysis of the HPLC data obtained for the high concentrations (1500 mg/1) of 
the four flavanols.
Table 7.11 F ratios, degrees of freedom (d.f.), significance levels (sig.) and least 
significance differences (LSD) p<0.05 for all sources of variation 
obtained by analysis of variance of the HPLC remaining areas of the four 
single flavanols.
Sources of 
variation
d.f. F Sig. LSD
Rephcate 1 1.60 0.218
Compound 3 232.82 <0.001 1.03
pH 1 2382.41 <0.001 1.73
Saliva concentration 2 98.37 <0.001 0.90
Comp X pH 3 545.06 <0.001 1.45
CompX Sal Cone 6 122.54 <0.001 1.78
pHx Sal Cone 2 28.84 <0.001 1.26
CompxpHxSal Cone 6 24.12 <0.001 2.52
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Table 7.12 Effects of replicate, compound, pH and saliva volume on the percentage 
remaining HPLC areas (%AR) of (+)-catechin, (-)-epicatechin, 
procyanidin B1 and procyanidin CL
Mean! HPLC areas of remaining (+)-catechin, (-)-epicatechin, 
procyanidin B2 and procyanidin CU
Replicate first; 85.2 a second: 85.7 a
Compound (+)-catechin: 78.8 a (-)-epicatechin: 84.3 b
procyanidin B2: 86.3 c procyanidin Cl: 90.2 d 
pH uncontrolled: 91.8 b controlled: 76.0 a
Sahva/flavanol ratio (v/v) 1/1: 88.0 c 2/1: 82.5 a 2/13; 83.2 b
iMeans with the same letter in each category are not significantly different at 5% significance level. 
2por degrees of freedom and least significant differences see Table 7.11.
3Mixture 2/1 saliva/flavanol prepared using TCA-treated saliva.
As can be seen from Table 7.11, no significant difference was observed between 
the two replicates suggesting good reproducibility of the results. However, all the other 
sources of variation, as well as their interactions, had a significant effect on the 
precipitation of the four phenolic compounds.
The amount of (+)-catechin precipitated by saliva was the highest among the 
four compounds, followed by (-)-epicatechin, procyanidin B2 and procyanidin Cl 
(Table 7.12). Based on the existing literature (Lea and Arnold, 1978; Arnold et aL, 
1980; chapter 3), procyanidin Cl was expected to be the most astringent compound 
followed by procyanidin B2, (-)-epicatechin and (+)-catechin. Since the precipitation 
results of the phenols (of this study) not only did not agree with the astringency order 
(given by the literature), but were in fact reverse order, one must conclude that 
astringency and phenol precipitation are not causally related to each other.
It is also interesting to note that the progressively increased precipitation among 
the procyanidins studied in pure solutions [(+)-catechin, (-)-epicatechin, procyanidin 
B2 and procyanidin Cl)] does not parallel either the relative hydrophobicity as judged 
by the reversed phase HPLC capacity factors [procyanidin C 1=0.877; (-)- 
epicatechin=0.875; procyanidin B2=0.856] (Clifford, 1997 and references therein) or 
the increasing molecular mass suggesting that there are complexities which at present 
are not fully understood.
In agreement with previous results of this chapter, pH significantly influenced
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procyanidin precipitation as well as the saliva to phenol ratio. The 2/1 ratio was the 
most effective in precipitation of procyanidins followed by TCA-treated 2/1 saliva and 
1/1 ratio for untreated saliva. These results suggest that PRP are probably the most 
effective précipitants but other proteins present in saliva possibly enhance precipitation.
Protein precipitation after interaction with the same concentration (1500 mg/1) of 
the four procyanidins at controlled pH (3.2) is illustrated in Figure 7.5.
The reduction in the HPLC area of the main saliva peaks after contact with the 
four phenolic compounds, was dependent on the particular peak, the pH and the 
saliva/phenol ratio. At controlled pH, the losses of peak 4 were greatest when untreated 
saliva was mixed with procyanidin B2 at 1/1 ratio whereas at 2/1 ratio, (-)-epicatechin 
was the most effective (Figure 7.5). (-)-Epicatechin was the most effective precipitant 
of peak 5 at both ratios tested followed by procyanidin B2. Peak 6 was most affected 
by (-)-epicatechin when untreated saliva was mixed with model solution at 1/1 ratio.
For the 2/1 ratio, (-)-epicatechin, procyanidin Cl and (+)-catechin were the best 
précipitants of peak 6. The proteins of TCA-treated saliva were the most precipitated 
by procyanidins probably due to their low concentration relative to the untreated sahva.
Generally, procyanidin B2 and (-)-epicatechin were the best protein précipitants. 
However, since only three peaks in the saliva chromatograms were taken into 
consideration, no conclusions about the general protein precipitation efficacy of the four 
phenols should be based on these results. Another restriction to the generalisation of the 
results is the fact that the affinity of the phenols for the saliva proteins was dependent 
on the particular peak and on the experimental conditions. Hence, it is not possible to 
make a comparison of the astringency of the four phenols based on the protein 
precipitation results.
Furthermore, it is possible that the astringency of phenolic compounds is not 
only due to protein precipitation and that other factors not investigated in this 
experiment are also related to it. For example, epithelial and mucous proteins which are 
also present in the mouth might react with phenols and play an important role in 
astringency.
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Figure 7.5 Percentage of remaining HPLC areas of non-phenolic peaks in saliva 
after reaction with 1500 mg/1 of(+)catechin, (-)-epicatechin, procyanidin 
B2 and procyanidin Cl at controlled pH (3.2). 1 and 2 of x axis 
represent the 1/1 and 2/1 sahva to flavanol ratios respectively whereas 3 
represents the 2/1 TCA-treated saliva to flavanol ratio. Error bars are ±1 
standard error of the means.
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PART II
7 .2 .3  INTERACTION OF SOLUTIONS CONTAINING PHENOLIC 
MIXTURES WITH PROTEINS
In this part, mixtures of phenolic compounds were used and hence competitive 
reactions between the phenolic compounds are involved, in contrast with part I where 
only pure phenolic solutions were examined.
7 .2 .3 .1  Interaction of grape seed model solution with saliva
7 .2 .3 .1 .1  Changes in HPLC areas o f grape seed procyanidins
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the HPLC chromatograms of the grape seed model
solution before and after reaction with saliva respectively. It can be seen that most of 
the polymeric material that was present as a late-eluting hump in the chromatogram of 
Figure 7.6 disappeared in Figure 7.7. Moreover, from Table 7.13, it can be seen that 
the HPLC areas of all procyanidins present in the model solution were reduced after 
contact with saliva and hence it could be assumed that they were precipitated by saliva 
proteins. Hence, both the polymeric and oligomeric grape seed procyanidins were 
precipitated by saliva proteins.
The total phenolic content of the grape seed model solution was measured using 
the Porter’s method. The method used in previous chapters (4 and 5) to measure the 
total phenolic content of the grape seed model solution is based on the absorption of 
phenols at 280 nm. Since proteins were present in the model solution after reaction with 
saliva and absorb at 280 nm, this method could not be used.
Table 7.14 gives an indication of the total phenol concentration (both polymeric 
and oligomeric) that remained in the grape seed model solution after reaction with 
untreated and TCA-treated saliva. The value for total phenols, as determined at 280 nm 
(Somers and Evans, 1977) of the sample before mixing with saliva is also given. At 
both controlled and uncontrolled pH values (Table 7.13), the 2/1 untreated saliva to 
grape seed model solution ratio precipitated more procyanidins than the 1/1 ratio of the 
untreated saliva and the 2/1 ratio of the TCA-treated saliva. However, this reduction in 
the value of the total grape seed procyanidin concentration after incubation with saliva 
was partly due to polymeric phenol losses (Figures 7.6 and 7.7) and partly due to 
HPLC detectable procyanidin losses (Table 7.13).
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Figure 7.6 HPLC chromatogram recorded at 280 nm (phenol method) of the grape
seed model solution before the reaction with saliva (1/1 diluted with 
deionised water, uncontrolled pH).
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Figure 7.7 HPLC chromatogram recorded at 280 nm (phenol method) of the grape 
seed model solution after 90 min contact at 37 °C with saliva (1/1 saliva 
to phenol ratio, uncontrolled pH).
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Table 7.13 Percentagei of HPLC area (%AR) of procyanidins remaining in the
grape seed model solution (GSMS) and amount (mg) lost after 90 min 
contact with saliva at 37 °C (Initial pH values for 1/1, 2/1 and 2/13 ratios: 
5.20, 5.56 and 4.12 respectively).
Reactant^ Reacting conditions
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH (3.2)
mg/1
saliva: %AR
GSMS
ratio (v/v)
Loss (mg) %AR Loss (mg)
(+)-Catechin 34.9 1/1 76.8 8.1 60.6 13.7
(+)-Catechin 34.9 2/1 99.0 0.3 97.5 0.9
(+)-Catechin 34.9 2/13 115.0 94.2 2.0
Procyanidin B1 26.5 1/1 76.5 6.2 60.3 10.5
Procyanidin B1 26.5 2/1 97.4 0.7 72.4 7.3
Procyanidin B1 26.5 2/13 89.8 2.7 86.9 3.5
Procyanidin B2 40.4 1/1 84.2 6.4 66.7 13.4
Procyanidin B2 40.4 2/1 99.1 0.4 64.8 14.2
Procyanidin B2 40.4 2/13 102.1 99.9
(-)-Epicatechin 25.3 1/1 106.3 63.8 9.1
(-)-Epicatechin 25.3 2/1 102.8 95.5 1.1
(-)-Epicatechin 25.3 2/13 111.7 95.9 1.0
Procyanidin Cl 70.9 1/1 62.1 26.9 60.6 27.9
Procyanidin Cl 70.9 2/1 91.9 5.7 64.3 25.3
Procyanidin Cl 70.9 2/13 110.5 95.5 3.2
(-)-ECG 13.3 1/1 55.6 5.9 49.5 6.7
(-)-ECG 13.3 2/1 72.0 3.7 64.3 4.7
(-)-ECG 13.3 2/13 99.3 0.1 85.4 1.9
lvalues are means of two observations.
^Control values obtained for grape seed procyanidins mixed with water and incubated at 37 °C for 90 
min.
3Mixture 2/1 saliva/grape seed model solution prepared using TCA-treated saliva.
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Table 7.14 Percentage remainingi total phenol in grape seed model solution (after
reaction with saliva and TCA-treated saliva at 37 °C for 90 min) 
measured using Porter’s reaction2. For comparison, the value for total 
phenols, determined at 280 nm before mixing with saliva, is 15.0 
absorbance units).
saliva: GSMS 
ratio (v/v) without malic acid with malic acid (3.2)
1/1 47.8 46.0
2/1 39.6 29.1
2/13 52.1 47.9
lvalues are means of two observations.
^Calibrated using different dilutions of grape seed solution.
^Mixture 2/1 saliva/phenolic solution prepared using TCA-treated saliva.
In order to compare the possible differences among the precipitation of the 
grape seed procyanidins, the following two ANOVA Tables were constructed.
Table 7.15 F ratios, degrees of freedom (d.f.), significance levels (sig.) and least 
significance differences (LSD) p<0.05 for all sources of variation 
obtained by analysis of variance of the remaining HPLC areas of the grape 
seed procyanidins.
Sources of 
variation
d.f. F Sig. LSD
Replicate 1 7.01 0.012
Compound 5 121.25 <0.001 2.25
pH 1 449.43 <0.001 1.29
Saliva concentration 2 767.14 <0.001 0.60
Comp X pH 5 11.03 <0.001 1.45
CompX Sal Cone 10 ' 29.86 <0.001 3.89
pHx Sal Cone 2 6.07 0.005 2.25
CompxpHx Sal Cone 6 20.30 <0.001 5.50
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Table 7.16 Effects of replicate, compound, pH and saliva volume on the percentage 
remaining HPLC areas (%AR) of grape seed procyanidins.
Meani HPLC areas of remaining grape seed procyanidins^
Replicate first: 85.9 a second: 84.2 a
Compound (-)-ECG: 71.0 a procyanidin B1: 80.6 b
procyanidin Cl: 80.8 b procyanidin B2: 86.1 c 
(+)-catechin: 90.5 d (-)-epicatechin: 96.0 e
pH uncontrolled: 93.8 b controlled: 76.6 a
Saliva/procyanidin 1/1:68.6 a 2/1:85.1b 2/13:98.8 c
ratio (v/v)
iMeans with the same letter in each category are not significantly different at 5% significance level. 
2por degrees of freedom and least significant differences see Table 7.15.
3Mixture 2/1 saliva/GSMS prepared using TCA-treated saliva.
Lowering the pH of the medium significantly decreased the remaining HPLC 
areas of phenols (Tables 7.15 and 7.16) something that is in agreement with previous 
results of this chapter. Saliva to phenolic solution ratio also significantly affected the 
precipitation of procyanidins which was greater when the ratio was 1/1. However, the 
2/1 ratio removed more total phenohc material than the 1/1 (Table 7.14). Hence, since 
the ratio 2/1 resulted in less HPLC detectable procyanidin losses but more total phenol 
losses (Table 7.14), it removed more polymeric material compared with the 1/1 ratio. 
One possible explanation for this observation is that there is an optimal saliva to phenol 
ratio for maximum precipitation of procyanidins and that the 1/1 ratio was closer to this 
than the 2/1 ratio. Possibly, the optimal ratio for the precipitation of the polymeric 
material is different from that of procyanidins and 2/1 ratio was closer to this than 1/1. 
TCA-treated saliva had a small effect on the precipitation of HPLC detectable grape 
seed procyanidins possibly because it contained less protein than untreated saliva which 
was used to precipitate the polymeric material of the seeds.
From Table 7.16, it can be seen that the percentage remaining HPLC areas of 
(-)-epicatechin gallate (ECG) were significantly lower compared with the areas of the 
other flavanols in the grape seed model solution after reaction with saliva. Procyanidin 
Cl and procyanidin B1 were the second best precipitated phenolic compounds, 
followed by procyanidin B2, (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin. In general, galloylation
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seems to be the most important factor for protein binding.
ECG and procyanidins B1 and B2 contain two o-dihydroxyphenyl residues and 
procyanidin Cl contains three. Haslam (1974), considered these to be the ‘active sites’ 
for protein precipitation. Since in the present study involving different phenols 
competing for proteins, ECG is more extensively precipitated than procyanidins Bl, B2 
or even Cl, it is clear that some other factors also have a significant effect. Possibly the 
two ‘active sites’ in ECG are sterically more accessible. It is also interesting to note that 
ECG (and EGCG) are more extensively precipitated by caffeine than are dimeric and 
trimeric procyanidins (Clifford, personal communication).
Furthermore, in agreement with other authors (Haslam 1974; Lea and Arnold 
1978; Arnold et ah 1980), procyanidin-protein precipitation increased significantly 
with increasing molecular weight of procyanidins. For example, trimeric and dimeric 
procyanidins were significantly more precipitated (Table 7.16) than the monomeric 
flavanols. However, isomeric flavanols with identical molecular weights [(+)-catechin 
and (-)-epicatechin as well as procyanidins B2 and Bl], showed a different 
precipitation behaviour with saliva proteins [Bl was significantly more precipitated than 
B2 and (+)-catechin more than (-)-epicatechinJ indicating that at a given molecular 
weight, stereochemistry of flavanol molecules could possibly influence their 
precipitation with proteins.
Ricardo-da-Silva et ah (19911) studied the losses of grape seed procyanidins 
after interaction with various proteins (poly-proline, gelatin, casein, dried blood) in 
wine model solutions and found that the losses of ECG were higher than those of 
procyanidin Cl which in turn were higher than those of B2 and Bl. For the monomeric 
phenols (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin there are no available data. Although they did 
not use salivary proteins and the contact time of phenols with proteins was 8 h, their 
findings are generally in agreement with the results of this experiment.
7 .2 .3 .1 .2  Changes in HPLC areas o f saliva proteins
Table 7.17 shows the remaining HPLC areas in the saliva chromatograms after 
interaction with the grape seed model solution.
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Table 7.17 Percentage peak HPLC area (%AR) remaining! and losses (protein 
units)2 of the main non-phenolic peaks in saliva chromatograms after 90 
min contact with the grape seed model solution at 37 °C.
Peak
Number^
s.e.m.
Reacting conditions
saliva: 
GSMS 
ratio (v/v)
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH (3.2)
pH %AR Loss A230/ %AR 
A2805
Loss A230/
A2805
4 2.2 1/1 5.20 57.6 0.42 4.1 51.3 0.50 4.1
4 2.2 2/1 5.56 88.8 0.22 4.1 62.6 0.74 4.1
4 2.2 2/14 4.12 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
5 3.0 1/1 5.20 43.6 0.56 42.7 0.57
5 3.0 2/1 5.56 101.0 52.2 0.90
5 3.0 2/14 4.12 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
6 2.1 1/1 5.20 46.6 0.53 4.6 44.3 0.56 4.6
6 2.1 2/1 5.56 103.5 4.3 67.9 1.64 4.5
6 2.1 2/14 4.12 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
lvalues are means of two observations.
2The losses have been multiplied by 1 and 2 for the ratios 1/1 and 2/1 respectively. The assumption 
was that 1/1 and 2/1 ratios contained 1 and 2 units of protein respectively; for the TCA-treated saliva it 
was assumed that the ratio 2/1 contained 2x0.32 (0.64) units of protein (based on section 7.2.1 where 
it was found that TCA-treated saliva contained 31.8% of the total saliva protein).
^Control values obtained for saliva mixed with water and incubated at 37 °C for 90 min.
^Mixture 2/1 saliva/grape seed solution prepared using TCA-treated sahva.
^Missing A230/A280 ratios (absorbance at 230 nm/absorbance at 280 nm) are due either to the absence 
o f the peak or to areas that are detectable only at 230 nm.
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Figure 7.8 HPLC chromatogram recorded at 230 nm (protein method) of saliva
after 90 min contact at 37 '’C with the grape seed model solution (1/1 
saliva to phenol ratio, uncontrolled pH).
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Figure 7.8 shows the chromatogram of saliva after incubation with the grape 
seed model solution. The phenolic compounds of the model solution interfered with the 
detection of the early-eluting, but not of the late-eluting, saliva peaks (the HPLC 
chromatogram of the grape seed model solution was taken using the protein column and 
method and it was compared with the saliva chromatogram in Figure 7.1). Hence peaks 
4, 5 and 6 of saliva did not coelute with any of the phenolic compounds of the model 
solution.
The area of all the peaks was decreased as the pH decreased but this effect was 
more intense at the 2/1 saliva to model solution ratio (Table 7.17). The 1/1 ratio seemed 
to be closer to the optimal ratio for precipitation than the 2/1 since the remaining areas 
of the three peaks were significantly lower in the former case. The peaks of the TCA- 
treated saliva were completely removed after incubation with the phenolic solution 
possibly because in this case the limiting factor for phenol-protein complexation was 
the protein.
7 .2 .3 .2  Interaction of red wine with saliva
7 .2 .3 .1 .1  Changes in HPLC areas o f wine phenolic compounds 
Table 7.18 presents the remaining areas and the losses of the wine 
phenolic compounds after incubation with saliva and Table 7.19 shows the percentage 
remaining total phenols in the wine after reaction with saliva.
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Table 7.18 Percentage! of HPLC area (%AR) of wine phenols remaining in 
solution and amount (mg) lost after 90 min contact with saliva at 37 °C 
(Initial pH values for 1/1, 2/1 and 2/13 ratios: 4.92, 5.38 and 3.96 
respectively).
Reactant^ Reacting conditions
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH (3.2)
mg/l
saliva: %AR 
wine
ratio (v/v)
Loss
(mg)
%AR Loss
(mg)
Gallic acid 9.2 1/1 74.8 2.3 74.8 2.3
Gallic acid 9.2 2/1 79.4 1.9 77.2 2.1
Gallic acid 9.2 2/13 77.7 2.0 75.3 2.3
3,4-Dihydroxy benzoic acid 0.5 1/1 76.9 0.1 71.2 0.1
3,4-Dihydroxy benzoic acid 0.5 2/1 99.7 68.5 0.2
3,4-Dihydroxy benzoic acid 0.5 2/13 94.0 93.2
4-Hydroxyphenethyl alcohol 6.7 1/1 88.3 0.8 73.3 1.8
4-Hydroxyphenethyl alcohol 6.7 2/1 89.1 0.7 85.7 1.0
4-Hydroxyphenethyl alcohol 6.7 2/13 77.0 1.5 75.5 1.6
Tran^-caftaric acid 0.8 1/1 96.9 94.2
Tran^-caftaric acid 0.8 2/1 81.7 0.1 79.2 0.2
Tran^-caftaiic acid 0.8 2/13 90.4 0.1 80.3 0.2
(+)-Catechin 4.3 1/1 82.0 0.8 84.7 0.6
(+)-Catechin 4.3 2/1 98.1 0.1 95.3 0.2
(+)-Catechin 4.3 2/13 98.5 0.1 77.6 1.0
Vanillic acid 3.3 1/1 87.5 0.4 72.5 0.9
Vanillic acid 3.3 2/1 90.6 0.3 91.6 0.3
Vanillic acid 3.3 2/13 78.6 0.7 72.5 0.9
Caffeic acid 2.4 1/1 87.1 0.3 71.6 0.7
Caffeic acid 2.4 2/1 98.4 92.6 0.2
Caffeic acid 2.4 2/13 99.3 71.6 0.7
Syringic acid 3.0 1/1 86.3 0.4 64.0 1.0
Syiingic acid 3.0 2/1 89.7 0.3 87.3 0.4
Syringic acid 3.0 2/13 75.6 0.7 71.4 0.8
Continues at next page
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Reactant Reacting conditions
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH (3.2)
mg/l
saliva: %AR 
wine
ratio (v/v)
Loss
(mg)
%AR Loss
(mg)
/7-Coumaric acid 3.5 1/1 76.7 0.8 72.1 1.0
p-Coumaric acid 3.5 2/1 98.8 96.2 0.1
/7-Coumaric acid 3.5 2/13 67.8 1.1 57.3 1.5
(-)-Epicatechin 30.8 1/1 78.5 6.6 69.3 9.4
(-)-Epicatechin 30.8 2/1 104.5 93.7 1.9
(-)-Epicatechin 30.8 2/13 105.5 96.6 1.0
Myricetin 22.2 1/1 89.1 2.4 88.1 2.5
Myricetin 22.2 2/1 84.3 3.5 82.1 3.1
Myricetin 22.2 2/13 79.8 4.5 79.2 4.6
Quercetin 7.7 1/1 68.2 2.4 64.5 2.7
Quercetin 7.7 2/1 69.8 2.3 70.6 2.3
Quercetin 7.7 2/13 80.6 1.5 72.3 2.1
Kaempferol 12.4 1/1 80.6 2.4 64.5 4.4
Kaempferol 12.4 2/1 93.6 0.8 91.6 1.0
Kaempferol 12.4 2/13 71.5 3.5 68.7 3.9
lvalues are means of two observations.
^Control values for wine phenols obtained by mixing wine with water and incubated at 37 °C for 90 
min. Concentrations of phenolic acids are expressed as mg/l gallic acid; the rest are expressed as mg/l 
(+)-catechin.
^Mixture 2/1 sahva/wine prepared using TCA-treated saliva.
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Table 7.19 Percentage remaining! total phenol in wine (after reaction with saliva 
and TCA-treated saliva at 37 °C for 90 min) measured using Porter’s 
reaction^. For comparison, the value for total phenols, determined at 
280 nm before mixing with saliva, is 48.5 absorbance units).
saliva: wine 
ratio (v/v) without malic acid with malic acid (3.2)
1/1 32.8 25.7
2/1 24.1 18.2
2/13 28.1 20.0
lvalues are means of two observations.
^Calibrated using different dilutions of wine.
^Mixture 2/1 saliva/wine prepared using TCA-treated saliva.
The areas of all the phenolic peaks in the wine chromatograms were reduced 
after incubation with saliva (Table 7.18). This is the first report on precipitation of the 
individual wine phenolic compounds after contact with proteins. From Table 7.19, it 
can be seen that there is a substantial reduction in the value of the total phenol 
concentration of the wine due to interaction with saliva proteins. Table 7.18 gives an 
indication of the precipitation of the non-coloured phenolic compounds present in the 
wine but wine also contains anthocyanins and polymeric material that are able to react 
with proteins. Thus the reduction in the total phenol value (Table 7.19) is due to 
precipitation of all the phenolic compounds mentioned above.
In order to compare the possible differences among the precipitation of the wine 
phenols, the following two ANOVA Tables were constructed (7.20 and 7.21).
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Table 7.20 F  ratios, degrees of freedom (d.f.), significance levels (sig.) and least 
significance differences (LSD) p<0.05 for all sources of variation 
obtained by analysis of variance of the remaining HPLC areas of wine 
phenols.
Sources of 
variation
d.f. F Sig. LSD
Replicate 1 0.42 0.517
Compound 12 47.30 <0.001 2.31
pH 1 246.08 <0.001 0.90
Saliva concentration 2 169.57 <0.001 1.11
Comp X pH 12 6.50 <0.001 3.26
CompxSal Cone 24 30.63 <0.001 4.00
pHxSal Cone 2 4.97 0.009 1.57
CompxpHxSal Cone 24 8.89 <0.001 5.66
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Table 7.21 Effects of replicate, compound, pH and saliva volume on the percentage
remaining HPLC areas (%AR) of wine phenols.
Meant HPLC areas of remaining wine phenols^
Replicate first: 82.4 a second: 82.1 a
Compound quercitin: 71.1 a gallic acid: 76.6 b
p-coumaric acid: 78.2 be kaempferol: 78.4 be
syringic acid: 79.1 c 4-hydroxyphenethyl alcohol: 81.5 d
vanillic acid: 82.2 de myricetin: 83.8 e
3,4-dihydroxy benzoic acid: 83.9 e caffeic acid: 86.7 f
/ran^-caftaric acid: 87.1 f 
(-)-epicatechin: 91.3 h
(+)-catechin: 89.4 g
pH uncontrolled: 85.8 b controlled: 78.7 a
Saliva/phenol ratio (v/v) l/h  78.4 a 2/1: 88.1b 2/13: 98.8 c
^Means with the same letter in each category are not significantly different at 5% significance level. 
2por degrees of freedom and least significant differences see Table 7.20.
^Mixture 2/1 saliva/wine prepared using TCA-treated saliva.
Generally, the low pH increased significantly the amount of the phenols 
precipitated (Tables 7.20 and 7.21). The 2/1 saliva to wine ratio removed less phenols 
and resulted in higher remaining areas of phenols compared with the 1/1 ratio. TCA- 
treated saliva was the most effective precipitant of the wine phenols and especially of 
the phenolic acids (Table 7.21). The reason for this might be that phenolic acids have a 
higher affinity to PRP compared with the other phenolic compounds.
Although Vèrette et al. (1988) found that p-coumaric and caffeic acids were not 
astringent, in this experiment both phenolic acids were precipitated after prolonged 
contact with saliva suggesting that cinnamic acids might be better classified as 
astringent. In addition, according to Naish et al (1993), 5-0 -caffeoylquinic acid (5- 
CQA) was found to be astringent supporting the above hypothesis. Furthermore, Peleg 
and Noble (1995) found that benzoic acid derivatives are astringent which is supported 
by the observed reduction in the HPLC area of the 3,4-dihydroxy benzoic acid (Table 
7.18). Gallic acid (chapter 1, section 1.2.2), (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin (chapter 
3) are well established as astringent compounds but the contribution of the rest of the 
wine phenols to astringency still awaits to be investigated. All results reported in this 
chapter, indicate that the amount of phenol precipitated by saliva proteins may not be a
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good quide to the magnitude of that phenol’s astringency and hence no such 
conclusions could be based on these precipitation results.
7 .2 .3 .1 .2  Changes in HPLC areas o f saliva proteins
Table 7.22 shows the remaining HPLC areas in the saliva chromatograms after 
interaction with wine.
Table 7.22 Percentage peak HPLC area (%AR) remaining i and losses (protein 
units)2 of the main non-phenolic peaks in saliva chromatograms after 90 
min contact with the wine at 37 °C.
Peak
Number^
s.e.m.
Reacting conditions
saliva:
wine
ratio (v/v)
Uncontrolled pH Controlled pH (3.2)
pH %AR Loss A230/ %AR 
A2805
Loss A230/ 
A2805
4 * 6 1/1 4.92 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.00
4 *6 2/1 5.38 0.0 2.00 0.0 2.00
4 *6 2/14 3.96 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
5 *6 1/1 4.92 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.00
5 * 6 2/1 5.38 0.0 2.00 0.0 2.00
5 *6 2/14 3.96 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
6 0.4 1/1 4.92 20.7 0.79 4.6 0.0 1.00
6 0.4 2/1 5.38 44.8 1.10 4.6 30.6 1.39 4.6
6 0.4 2/14 3.96 0.0 0.64 0.0 0.64
Ï Values are means of two observations.
2The losses have been multiplied by 1 and 2 for the ratios 1/1 and 2/1 respectively. The assumption 
was that 1/1 and 2/1 ratios contained 1 and 2 units of protein respectively; for the TCA-treated saliva it 
was assumed that the ratio 2/1 contained 2x0.32 (0.64) units of protein (based on section 7.2.1 where 
it was found that TCA-treated saliva contained 31.8% of the total saliva protein).
Continues at next page
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^Control values obtained for saliva mixed with water and incubated at 37 °C for 90 min.
^Mixture 2/1 saliva/wine prepared using TCA-treated saliva.
^Missing A230/A280 ratios (absorbance at 230 nm/absorbance at 280 nm) are due either to the absence 
of the peak or to areas that are detectable only at 230 nm.
^Unavailable due to the large number of zero values for the remaining areas of the peaks.
Peaks 4 and 5 of saliva were completely removed after incubation with wine 
(Table 7.22). Peak 6 was completely removed only at the low pH and when the ratio of 
saliva to wine was 1/1. In general more protein corresponding to peak 6 was removed 
when more was present but the percentage remaining areas were higher in this case. 
Probably, in the mixture of wine and saliva, phenols were the component in excess and 
hence most of the protein was precipitated.
7 .2 .3 .3  General discussion
In agreement with the existing literature (Hagerman and Butler, 1980;
Hagerman and Ros. bins, 1987; Perez-Maldonado et al, 1995) among other factors 
which affect protein-phenol precipitation are the ratio of protein to phenol and the pH.
The maximum precipitation of the phenolic compounds occurred at protein to 
phenolic solutions ratios closer to the optimum for precipitation ratio (in this experiment 
1/1 for the pure solutions and 2/1 for the mixtures) and at pH 3.2. At protein to phenol 
ratios larger than this ratio possibly soluble complexes were formed alongside the 
insoluble ones. The formation of soluble complexes has been established in the 
literature (see section 7.2.2.1) and it is attributed to excess protein such that there are 
not enough phenol molecules available to form either a significant number of cross­
links between protein molecules or a hydrophobic monolayer on the surface of protein 
molecules. Thus, at concentrations corresponding to excess protein, soluble 
protein-phenol complexes are present.
Possibly the low pH of the medium enhanced the precipitation of the formed 
phenol-protein complexes, including the soluble complexes (see chapter 5, section 
5.2.6), and thus increased the overall precipitation. This hypothesis is supported by the 
observation that the absorbance ratios (A230/A280) of peak 6  in the saliva 
chromatograms were lower, in some cases, compared with the control whereas after the 
addition of the acid they were either identical or more close to the control value, 
consistent with there being left 280 nm-absorbing phenol associated with the peak.
It was initially surprising to note that the precipitation of procyanidins in pure 
solutions and in crude extracts (model wine) do not follow the same pattern. For 
example the trimeric (Cl) and dimeric procyanidins (B2 and Bl) in the grape seed
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extract (Table 7.16) were more precipitated by saliva proteins than the monomeric ones 
[(+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin]. In pure flavanol solutions the reverse was observed 
(Table 7.12). Possibly the presence of other phenols in the crude extract or even of 
other non-phenolic compounds influenced the precipitation. One possible explanation is 
that, in the presence of more than one phenolic compound, proteins might selectively 
bind and precipitate certain ones preferentially. However, the precipitation pattern of the 
two monomeric compounds studied [(+)-catechin was precipitated more than (-)- 
epicatechin] was common in both the grape seed extract and the model solutions 
containing single flavanols.
7.2.4 Overall discussion of chapter 7
It is recognised that these in vitro studies may not be truly representative of the 
in vivo situations. For example, the contact time of saliva and the phenolic solutions 
(90 min) which was higher than the average time that an astringent beverage is kept in 
the mouth and, the saliva to phenol ratios (1/1 and 2/1) were also higher than the 
average ratio of saliva to astringent solution in the mouth (in the sensory experiments of 
chapters 3,4 and 5 this ratio was estimated between approximately 1/10 and 3/10). 
However, the present experiment does permit some conclusions to be drawn on the 
important subject of phenol-protein precipitation in the mouth.
An interesting observation was that the magnitude of astringency depends 
mainly on the magnitude of protein precipitation rather than on the magnitude of phenol 
precipitation. This was not surprising since it is known that astringency is related to 
protein precipitation but it was interesting to note that a high amount of phenol in the 
precipitate is not necessarily accompanied by a high amount of protein. Thus individual 
phenols differ in their abihty to precipitate proteins possibly due to their structural 
differences which result in different protein binding capacities but the precipitation of 
phenols themselves might not follow the same pattern as the protein precipitation. In 
more complex phenolic mixtures such as the real food samples, competition between 
phenols may also influence the astringency perception. Hence, in vitro studies of 
astringency should include protein precipitation results and should not be based solely 
on phenol precipitation.
According to the experimental data the precipitation of saliva proteins depends 
not only on the composition, but also on saliva to phenol ratio, it could be concluded 
that for a given individual, the saliva^rotein precipitation in the mouth as a result of 
exposure to phenolic beverages depends on the volume of the sample that is introduced 
in the mouth. For example, different volumes of an astringent solution could result in 
different protein/phenol ratios. This observation is in agreement with the results of
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Thomas and Lawless (1995  ^who reported an increase in mean astringency ratings as 
the stimulus volume was increased. Thus different quantities of one solution may be 
perceived to have dissimilar intensities of astringency.
Among individuals, protein precipitation in the mouth possibly depends on:
1) The mouth pH
Clifford (Clifford, 1997) working with free-living volunteers has measured the pH 
values of their saliva and found a range of 4.12-8.61. Such variations might modulate 
the extent to which PRP are precipitated in the mouth and thus individuals with low 
saliva pH might perceive astringency of a given sample as more intense than individuals 
with higher saliva pH.
2) Volume of saliva (for a given volume of sample)
According to the findings of this study, 2/1 saliva to phenol ratios gave different 
precipitation results compared with 1/1. In both cases, the volume of the phenolic 
solution was kept constant whereas the saliva volume was doubled in the first case. 
Thus persons who even have the same concentration of protein in their saliva but differ 
in their saliva volumes (flow rates) might perceive differences in astringency of the 
sample due to the different dilution. Generally the 2/1 ratios resulted in more remaining 
HPLC areas of saliva proteins (less % precipitation) than the 1/1 ratios possibly 
because the former ratio resulted in mixtures with excess protein. Hence a possible 
expectation might be that astringency of the same sample could be perceived as more 
intense by persons with low saliva volumes (flow rates) compared with persons with 
higher saliva volumes. This is in agreement with Fischer et ah (1994) who reported that 
individuals with higher saliva volumes perceived astringency of a given sample as less 
intense compared with persons with lower saliva volumes. However, since they did not 
measure the total protein content of saliva, it should not be assumed that the increased 
salivary flow necessarily indicates an increased supply of PRP.
3) Protein concentration of saliva
It has been shown (Clifford, 1997) that saliva protein concentration among individuals 
ranges from 1.0 to 3.5 mg/ml. Thus individuals with similar saliva volumes but 
different protein concentration in saliva should perceive the astringency of one sample 
dissimilar due to the different protein/phenol ratio in their mouths. With the majority of 
the phenols examined, increase in the protein/phenol ratio eventually resulted in less 
percentage protein precipitation. One possible explanation for this observation is the 
accumulation of soluble protein-phenol complexes. Hence, it is possible that in the 
mouths of persons with high saliva volumes or/and high saliva protein content soluble 
complexes are formed. These soluble complexes might have a masking effect on the 
perceived astringency of the phenolic solutions by maintaining lubrication.
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Finally, it should be noted that all the above suggestions are based on the 
assumption that astringency is related to saliva protein precipitation. If this assumption 
is not correct, then the conclusions of this study should be restricted only to the 
precipitation of proteins contained in saliva and not to astringency itself.
In conclusion, the amount of phenol precipitated may not be a good indication of 
the magnitute of that phenol’s astringency. Possibly it is the amount of protein 
precipitated that is important for astringency. Proteins in saliva might differ in their 
affinities for particular phenols or, in the case of phenolic mixtures, they might distibute 
themselves among the various phenols according to their different affinities. 
Protein-phenol precipitation depends, among other factors, on protein to phenol ratio 
and pH. At excess protein, possibly soluble complexes are formed alongside with 
insoluble ones. However, the presence of acids may enhance precipitation of these 
soluble complexes thus increasing the astringency of the low pH samples. Precipitation 
of phenols by salivaiy proteins depends also on whether or not the phenolic 
compounds are in a simple solution containing just one phenol or in a mixture of 
phenols where they must compete. The progressively increased precipitation among the 
fiavan-3-ols studied in pure solutions does not parallel either their relative 
hydrophobicity or their increasing molecular mass. Galloylation of phenols, not 
studied in simple solution, seems the most important factor for protein binding in 
phenolic mixtures followed by the molecular weight.
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CHAPTER 8 
GENERAL DISCUSSION
8.1  EXTRACTION OF ASTRINGENT PHENOLS
For both chemical and sensory studies of astringency, grape seeds were used as 
the source of astringent procyanidins. Seeds are an inexpensive material which can be 
easily extracted in a short time (see chapter 2) and give extracts suitable for tasting (not 
toxic and not too bitter). However, the extraction yield of procyanidins from grape 
seeds depends, according to the findings of chapter 2, on the selection of the solvent. 
For both sensory and chemical experiments, 75% ethanol was selected because: 1) It is 
not toxic and hence diluted solutions can be given to pandlists, and 2) it has a high 
extraction yield which facilitated HPLC analysis and sensory studies.
8 .2  MECHANISM OF ASTRINGENCY
Although more data are required before the mechanism of the astringent 
sensation can be defined, this thesis contributes the following results to this interesting 
subject:
8.2 .1  Contribution of sensory studies
According to Haslam (1981), phenols containing only one 1,2-dihydroxy 
phenyl group are not considered to be astringent since they are not able to cross-link 
proteins and hence precipitate them efficiently. At least two such groups are required to 
form an astringent cross-link. In addition, McManus et a/. (1981) suggested that 
precipitation of the phenol-protein complex occurs when phenol adsorption is sufficient 
to produce a sufficiently hydrophobic complex. In principle, such a level of adsorption 
can be achieved by small phenols —even those with isolated hydroxy groups— but in 
practice the low water solubility of such phenols effectively prevents this.
However, the results obtained from chapter 3 produced evidence that molecules 
possessing only one 1,2-dihydroxyphenyl moiety e.g. (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin 
are also astringent. Thomgate and Noble (1995) later confirmed these findings in 
aqueous solutions. In addition, Naish et al. (1993) had reported that 5-0-caffeoylquinic 
acid (5-CQA), which also possesses only one dihydroxyphenyl residue, was 
astringent. They suggested that 5-CQA is unlikely to form crosslinks even in the 
presence of large amounts of PRP and considered the possibility of 5-CQA being
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oxidized in the mouth and of oxidation products having some role in the sensations 
generated. Moreover, astringency could be elicited by phenols containing two isolated 
hydroxyls such as gentisic acid or a single hydroxyl such as salicylic acid (Peleg and 
Noble, 1995) or even by non-phenolic compounds such as malic acid (chapter 5), and 
various organic and inorganic acids (Thomas and Lawless, 1995). Clearly, multiple 
1,2-dihydroxyphenyl residues are not required for sensory astringency.
The sensory findings of chapter 3 were confirmed in chapter 7, where (+)- 
catechin and (-)-epicatechin precipitated sahvary proteins suggesting that either cross- 
linking of proteins is not necessary for protein precipitation and astringency or protein 
cross-linking can be achieved by a mechanism other than hydrogen bonding between 
phenols and proteins. According to Murray et al. (1994), the interaction between 
proteins and phenols is possibly a hydrophobic association between the protein non­
polar groups and phenolic aromatic rings but secondary hydrogen-bonding effects help 
to stabilize the complex. Hence small phenols with one 1,2-dihydroxyplçnyl moiety in 
their molecules might be able to cross-hnk protein molecules by a combination of 
hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding although the two proteins would have 
to approach rather closely. However, there is also the possibility that precipitation is 
due to the formation only of hydrophobic phenol-coated proteins, rather than to the 
formation of cross-linked phenol-protein complexes.
One interesting observation from chapter 3 was that on an equal weight basis, 
the diastereomers (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin possess different sensory properties. 
The differences in astringency between these two compounds must be associated with 
the differences in their 3-D structure. Thus, the conclusion that could be drawn is that 
phenols with equal number of 1,2-dihydroxyphenyl groups in their molecules might 
differ in their astringency if they differ in stereochemistry.
Despite the difference in the intensities of the sensations elicited by (+)-catechin 
and (-)-epicatechin, a feature common to both compounds was their ability to elicit one 
basic taste (bitterness) and other notes (mouth drying, mouth roughening) in addition to 
the astringent sensation (chapter 3). It has been reported that small phenols with 
relatively few active 1,2-dihydroxyphenyl residues have more pronounced bitterness 
than larger phenols (Lea and Arnold 1978; Beart et al, 1985). According to Clifford
(1986), if one accepts the existence of a specific bitter receptor recognising a specific 
bitter molecule then one might expect such small phenols to have a greater affinity for 
the bitter receptor than for the PRP. Both (+)-catechin and (-)-epicatechin at high 
concentrations were significantly more bitter than astringent (chapter 3) supporting the 
above hypothesis. Hence, the precise balance of the bitter receptor/PRP affinity could 
explain the variations in intensity produced by the smaller phenols.
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Astringency has been recognised to encompass both mouth drying and 
roughening sensations (Bate-Smith, 1954; Joslyn and Goldstein, 1964). However only 
recently (Lyman and Green, 1990; Lee and Lawless, 1991) have experimental 
investigations of these astringency-related sensations been made. In chapter 3 the taste 
panelists detected mouth dryness and roughening in astringent samples supporting the 
suggestions made by Lee and Lawless (1991). The intensity of mouth dryness, 
roughening and astringency all increased with an increase in stimulus concentration, but 
the rates of increase were not identical. However, although mouth drying and 
roughening contribute to astringency, they are not subsumed within it since they were 
rated as discrete attributes by the panelists. These findings support the hypothesis 
(discussed in chapter 1) that astringency is primarily a tactile sensation arising from 
reduced lubrication of the oral surface since increased friction in the mouth induces 
mouth dryness and roughness.
8.2.2 Contribution of chemical studies
By extrapolation from studies of non-sensory astringency and the strong affinity 
of salivary PRP for astringent phenols, it is easy to accept that the precipitation of PRP 
generates the astringent sensation. However, such an effect in the mouth has not been 
demonstrated until this study.
The results of chapter 7 suggest that the amount of phenol precipitated may not 
be a good quide to the magnitude of that phenol’s astringency. Possibly, it is the 
amount of protein precipitated that is important — this is logical since it might imply 
loss of lubrication. However, if a phenol is precipitated, presumably some protein 
accompanies the phenol into precipitate, and therefore the phenol is astringent. It might 
follow that the magnitute of a phenol’s astringency will depend on whether or not it is 
present in apure solution or in a mixture where it must compete with other phenols for 
salivary proteins.
(-)-Epicatechin precipitated more salivary protein (chapter 7) and was rated by 
panelists as more astringent (chapter 3) than (+)-catechin. Similarly, since (-)- 
epicatechin precipitated more salivary protein than procyanidin Cl (chapter 7), one 
could expect the former compound to be more astringent than the latter although, based 
on the results of Lea and Arnold (1978), the reverse would be anticipated. Lea and 
Arnold (1978), found that the trimeric procyanidin fraction, which contained 
procyanidin Cl as the major component, was rated by the panel as more astringent than 
the fraction rich in monomers which contained mainly (-)-epicatechin. However, they 
based their results on the tasting of procyanidin fractions and not pure compounds. It is 
also possible that the findings of Lea and Arnold (1978) apply to both procyanidin
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mixtures and pure solutions and that the procyanidin Cl solutions would precipitate 
more saliva protein than the equal molarity solutions of (-)-epicatechin (in experiments 
of chapter 7 solutions of equal concentration —and not of equal molarity— were used).
The affinity of phenols for proteins possibly depends on the particular protein 
and phenol. In chapter 7 it was observed that the affinity of a given phenol, e.g. (+)- 
catechin, for salivary proteins, differs depending on which of the three saliva protein 
peaks is examined. These data imply, in agreement with Hagerman and Butler (1981), 
that an astringent phenol will probably distribute itself between the various oral proteins 
(epithelial, salivary, and mucous layer proteins) in proportion to the relative affinities 
for these proteins. However, it seems likely that most of the phenol will associate with 
the PRP since according to Luck et al. (1994) phenols have a stronger affinity for PRP 
compared with the globular proteins. This is supported by the observation that TCA- 
treated saliva, which contained mainly PRP, was an effective precipitant of phenols 
although it contained less protein compared with the untreated saliva (chapter 7, section 
7.2.1). Another point to consider is that beverages such as wine are often consumed 
together with foods which contain proteins. Thus, it is not unreasonable to assume that 
the phenols would be distributed not only between the various oral proteins, but also 
between the various exogenous proteins according to their relative affinities. Hence in 
that case, the astringency of phenols would be dependent both on the amount and type 
of proteins contained in each particular food consumed with the astringent beverages.
As a generalisation, it has been said that phenols of higher mass and/or having 
more di/trihydroxyphenyl groups per molecule, are better able to cross-link and thus are 
more efficient precipitators of protein (Lea and Arnold, 1978; Hagerman, 1989;
Clifford, 1997 and references therein). However, for pure phenolic solutions this was 
not observed for the three saliva peaks examined (chapter 7) but, as was mentioned 
earlier in this section, the results were based on a weight basis rather than molarity. 
Maybe on a molar basis, precipitation efficacy of procyanidins increases with increasing 
molecular weight. For crude extracts or wine, it was not possible to compare the effect 
that each particular phenol had on protein precipitation since only the overall effect of 
phenols on saliva proteins was available.
Thomgate and Noble (1995), suggested that although the monomeric flavan-3- ! 
ols might be able to elicit astringency in the mouth, they might do so without 
precipitating proteins. However, the results of chapter 7 suggest that possibly the 
monomeric phenols are capable of precipitating saliva proteins. Thus the mechanism by 
which astringency is elicited might be common between the larger phenols and the 
monomers.
The stoichiometry of the phenol-protein interaction was shown in chapter 7 to
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depend on the initial concentrations of phenol and protein, in agreement with Clifford
(1986) and references therein. McManus et al. (1981) proposed that low protein 
concentrations favour high phenolic content in the precipitate, and protein cross-linking. 
However, this was not observed for the pure solutions of the phenols examined where 
the 2/1 sahva to phenol ratios resulted in more phenols precipitated than the 1/1 ratios 
(see Table 7.12). Similar results were obtained for both the grape seed model solution 
and the wine where the 2/1 ratios precipitated more phenolic material (measured using 
Porter’s reaction) than the 1/1 ratios (see Tables 7.14 and 7.21).
The complexes that are formed between phenols and proteins can either be 
soluble or insoluble, according to Hagerman (1989). Both proteins and phenols, 
especially large mass phenols, are multivalent binding agents with more than one site 
for hydrogen bond formation or hydrophobic interaction. Hence, according to 
Hagerman and Ro bins (1987), at optimum ratios of protein to phenol and at optimum 
pH values, the cross-linked complexes that are formed are macromolecular and 
insoluble in aqueous solution. However, when protein is present in excess, the 
complexes remain soluble because each molecule of protein is bound by only a few 
phenolic ligands. In chapter 7, an increase in the HPLC area of both phenolic and 
protein peaks was observed that was attributed to the possible formation of soluble 
complexes. Furthermore, the observed increase in the HPLC area of both the protein 
and phenolic peaks was more intense when the protein to phenol ratios were 2/1, i.e. 
under conditions consistent with the hypothesis made by Hagerman and Robbins
(1987) that soluble complexes are formed when protein is in excess. In addition, the 
decrease in the absorbance ratio of the protein peaks (A230/A280) supported the 
hypothesis of soluble coeluting phenol-protein complexes. As was mentioned in 
chapter 7 (section 7.2.2.1) the existence of soluble complexes has been reported by 
Luck et al. (1994) who observed a bathochromic shift to of the absorption maximum of 
phenols (280 nm) when the protein/phenol concentration was increased. It is also well
known that rt-electron complexes produce bathochromic and hyperchromie effects
which are best known in the case of anthocyanin-rutin complexes (Davies and Mazza, 
1993) where the phenomenon is referred to as ‘copigmentation’. Although the data 
obtained from chapter 7 (increase in the HPLC areas) are consistent with such a 
hyperchromie effect it is not known whether this was accompanied with a bathochromic 
effect. This should be further investigated.
8.2 .3  Contribution of both sensory and chemical studies: Effect of pH
In chapters 4 and 5, it was shown that by decreasing the pH value of a number
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of solutions containing astringent compounds the astringency was increased. This 
sensory observation was further supported by the chemical results of chapter 7 where 
the precipitation of both phenols and salivary proteins was increased when the pH was 
decreased. Hence, acids by lowering the pH increase the precipitation of salivary 
proteins, and thus enhance astringency. Thus, in beverages where astringent phenols 
are simultaneously present with acids, such as in wine, the astringency of phenols 
would be probably enhanced. If so, a reduction in the total acid content of wine would 
probably result in wine with lower astringency although the phenolic content would 
remain the same.
Furthermore, acids may enhance the precipitation of the soluble phenol-protein 
complexes which might be present in the mouth and which might possibly mask 
astringency. In chapter 7, an increase in the HPLC area of peak 6 [which was 
accompanied by a decrease in the absorbance ratio (A230/A280) and attributed to the 
formation of soluble complexes] was observed only for the uncontrolled pH samples. 
Since a similar increase in the HPLC area and a decrease in the absorbance ratio of peak 
6 was not observed at pH 3.2, it is possible that the low pH enhanced the precipitation 
of these soluble complexes. The results of chapter 5, where astringency of phenolic 
solutions was enhanced only when the acid was either simultaneously present with or 
was given just after phenols, further support the hypothesis made above.
However, acids contribute to astringency without phenols present or without 
their anions containing suitable hydroxyl groups for hydrogen bonding with salivary 
proteins (Lee and Lawless, 1991; Rubico and McDaniel, 1992; Thomas and Lawless, 
1995 and chapter 5). Their astringency probably does not arise from salivary protein 
binding and precipitation as occurs with phenols. Thus, a second mechanism such as 
dénaturation of salivary proteins may be required to explain the astringency of acids. 
Another possibility could be that acids, and thus lowering of pH, might act on both the 
salivary proteins and the other mouth proteins (epithelial and mucous layer proteins).
8. 2 .4  Contribution of statistical correlation studies
Despite the general agreement on the capacity of astringent phenols to precipitate 
proteins, disagreement remains as to whether this process is responsible for the 
sensation of astringency. The reason for this disagreement is that until recently, a causal 
relationship between astringency and protein precipitation in the mouth had not been 
demonstrated.
Based on the results of chapter 6, it is suggested that astringency is not 
correlated with total precipitation of saliva protein. Possibly other oral proteins, as was 
mentioned in the previous section of this chapter, contribute also to astringency.
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Thus the suggestions of Guinard et al (1986a) and Breslin et al (1993) that oral 
astringency is related to the ability of the astringent compounds to precipitate or bind to 
salivary as well as epithelial-bound-proteins seem to be the most prominent theory.
However, some correlations, between astringency and the HPLC area of 
particular peaks in saliva chromatograms were obtained suggesting that astringency may 
depend on the amount of individual proteins in saliva and not on the total protein 
content of saliva as has been previously suggested. In particular, the first peak in the 
saliva chromatograms was positively correlated and the last one negatively correlated 
with some T-I parameters of astringency. Thus one might expect the reduction in the 
lubrication action of saliva (and thus astringency) to be a function of peak 1: peak 3 
ratio (see Table 6.1) for a given phenol level.
Furthermore, in chapter 7 was observed that the percentages of reduction in the 
HPLC area of peak 6 in the saliva chromatograms, after incubation with phenolic 
solutions at uncontrolled pH and 2/1 saliva to model solutions ratio, were greater than 
100 in most of the cases. This observation, in addition to the decrease in the absorbance 
ratios (A230/A280) of peak 6, led to the hypothesis of the soluble complexes formation. 
Since peak 3 (chapter 6) and peak 6 (chapter 7) had similar retention times (21.0 and 
21.5 respectively) and were both the last peaks in the saliva chromatograms, it could be 
assumed that the corresponding proteins were identical. Hence, possibly the negative 
correlation of peak 3 (chapter 6) with astringency was due to the formation of soluble 
complexes.
Thus astringency might be dependent on the ratio in saliva of proteins which 
form insoluble complexes/proteins which form soluble complexes with the astringent 
compounds.
8 .3  WHY INDIVIDUALS DIFFER IN ASTRINGENCY PERCEPTION
Generally, humans are not expected to perceive identically the sensory 
properties of a given stimulus. Genetic conditions of taste-blindness and specific 
anosmia have explained some of the variance in inter-individual reactions to flavorous 
substances (Lee and Lawless, 1991). In the case of astringency however, the most 
obvious variables causing individual differences are those connected with saliva.
For example, wide individual differences exist in both resting and stimulated 
salivary flow (Martin and Pangbom, 1971). Individuals who differ in their salivary 
flow, could possibly differ in the volume and protein content of their saliva although the 
latter has not been supported by experimental data. Thus, these differences may result
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in different perceptions of astringency since they could change the protein/phenol ratio 
in the mouth (see chapter 7, section 7.2.10). Fischer et al. (1994), who measured the 
perceived astringency in relation to the salivary flow, found that individuals with high 
flows showed lower levels of astringent responses to white wine samples. If the 
hypothesis of the formation of soluble complexes at high protein contents is true, one 
could presume that greater amounts of soluble complexes are formed in the mouth of 
persons with higher volumes of saliva (assuming that high salivary flows correspond to 
high protein content). These soluble complexes may result in lower astringency 
perception.
Furthermore, in chapter 6 it was found that the saliva protein chromatograms 
showed a big variation among individuals. This variation was observed in both the 
quantitative (areas of particular peaks) and the qualitative results (number of peaks) 
obtained by the HPLC analysis of saliva. Since earlier in this chapter (section 8.2) 
it was shown that a correlation between individual salivary peaks and astringency may 
exist, these individual differences in the pattern of the saliva chromatograms may affect 
also astringency perception. Furthermore, even the day to day variation in the protein 
content and composition of saliva that has been observed for given individuals 
(Clifford, 1997) could possibly affect the perception of astringency. In addition, if the 
observations on parotid hypertrophy and PRP stimulation in rat (Mehansho et ah, 1983; 
Jansman et al., 1994) are relevant to man, then developing the hypothesis one could 
expect the magnitude of the astringent sensation to be a function of chronic exposure to 
astringent phenols. It is possible therefore that increased secretion of PRP in man could 
reduce sensitivity to astringency at least where the astringents are of a type to which 
exposure has occurred previously in agreement with Clifford (1997).
Moreover, other factors that could possibly have an effect on astringency 
perceptions and which are not related to salivary proteins, are the pH of the sample as 
well as the volume of the sample which is introduced into the mouth aswas discussed in 
chapter 7, section 7.2.4.
8 .4  CONCLUSIONS
0  Astringency is a complex sensation consisting of multiple subqualities and its 
magnitude is probably related to salivary protein precipitation. However, it might be 
correlated with the relative concentration of individual proteins present in saliva rather 
than with the total protein concentration.
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Q) Astringency is not related to the extent to which an astringent phenol is
precipitated by salivary proteins.
(3) The complexes formed between proteins and phenols could either be insoluble
or soluble with the formation of the latter being more favoured at high protein 
concentrations and higher pH values.
0  Astringency of phenols containing only one 1,2-dihydroxyphenyl group in their 
molecules may be evoked by a mechanism involving protein precipitation similar to 
astringency of the larger phenols.
(D The magnitude of a phenol'’Sastringency probably depends on whether or not it
is present in a pure solution or in a mixture where it must compete.
®  Acids are capable of producing astringent sensations in the mouth and they 
should not be considered as purely ‘sour’ stimuli.
®  Acids increase astringency of phenols if the latter compounds are simultaneously
present in the mouth. However, the mechanism of astringency elicited by acids might 
differ depending on whether phenols are present or not in the mouth.
8 .5  SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Although there are number of questions about astringency and astringent 
compounds which require investigation in future, only few were selected to be 
mentioned in this part:
In futures studies of astringency where humans are involved, it would be 
interesting to measure not only the T-I parameters of astringency but also volume, 
protein content and pH of saliva, and to explore if any correlations exist between the 
physiological and the T-I data. In addition, since astringency is related to oral 
lubrication, viscometiy measurements of saliva before and after the tasting of astringent 
solutions would further the understanding of the astringency mechanism.
In most in vitro studies of phenol-protein interactions, only the insoluble 
complexes have been emphasized because these complexes are analytically easy to 
handle. However, more work is needed to develop methods for examining soluble 
complexes and to characterize their chemistry. Viscometry measurements where the 
changes in saliva viscosity would be monitored and HPLC analysis with fraction 
collector followed by NMR studies of the fractions could extend the knowledge on this 
interesting subject.
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APPENDICES
I DISSOCIATION CONSTANT OF THE ACIDS
The Ka of the dissociation of the acids is given by the formula:
Ka=[A-]x [H+]/[AH] (1)
where: [A-], [H+] and [AH] are the concentrations of the dissociated anions, protons 
and undissociated acid respectively.
From (1) derives that: [A-] /[AH] = Ka / [H+] (2)
[A-3 /[AH] -  [A-] = Ka / [H+] -  Ka (3)
It is given that: Ka= lO-P^a and (4)
[H+] = 10-PH (5)
From (3), (4) and (5) derives that:
a/100 = [A“] /[AH] ~ [A“] = 10-pka/ 10-pH —IQ-pka (6)
where: a is the percentage of concentration of the ionised to unionised acid.
Example given:
at pH 3.5 and pKa= 8.5, a would be: (10- 8.5 / 10- 3.5 10- 8.5) x 100
= [(10-3.5 X 10-5/10-3.5 (1..*-10-5)] X 100 
= (10-5/1.-10-5) X 100 
= 10-5 X 100= 10-3 
on the assumption that the denominator 1—10-5 could be replaced by 1.
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II SECOND PART OF SALIVA HPLC CHROMATOGRAMS
Second part (from 5 to 15 min) of the HPLC chromatograms [axis x is time (min) and 
axis y absorbance at 230 nm] of the 12 panelists obtained:
1) before (left) and after (right) tasting the grape seed model solution control sample 
(first 24 chromatograms) and
2) before (middle) and after tasting the control wine (left) and the wine+acid (right) 
samples.
Due to lack of sample, chromatogram of saliva after tasting the wine could not be obtained for 
panelist 3.
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I l l  HPLC DATA OF THE SALIVA OF THE 12 PANELLISTS j
Table 1 Comparison of the chromatograms (230 nm) of the salivary proteins of the 
12 panellists before and after the tasting of the grape seed model solution.
Number total area of area of area of peak area of area of
of panelist area peak No 1 peak Nq 2 at 3.5 min. peak No 3 new peak
1 before 7666.5 2785.3 1698.5 1052.3
1 after 3045.7 614.8 485.7 504.6 25390.5
% difference 60.3 77.9 - 71.4 52.0
2 before 19387.7 4763.8 3551.4 4168.4
2 after 14220.8 1518.1 1927.4 2662.6 10388.4
% difference 26.7 68.1 45.7 - 36.1
3 before 16239.8 7705.9 3912.6 1429.4
3 after 11491.8 3038.0 1817.1 926.3 4612.3
% difference 29.2 60.6 53.5 - 35.2
4 before 9856.8 1980.9 659.3 857.5
4 after 15357.2 1004.1 2037.4 1624.7 1593.4
% difference -55.8 49.3 -209.0 - -89.5
5 before 16471.9 7133.0 2591.5 1833.3
5 after 9094.2 2313.9 959.0 1081.4 18730.2
% difference 44.8 67.6 63.0 - 41.0
6 before 11226.7 2838.6 1870.1 968.0
6 after 9089.4 606.5 624.2 450.9 15668.5
% difference 19.0 78.6 - 66.6 53.4
7 before 21378.4 11791.0 1971.8 652.9
7 after 1427.0 3862.5 1389.9 571.2 16307.1
% difference 93.3 67.2 - 29.5 12.5
8 before 32432.3 5616.9 4754.2 1926.3
8 after 16223.5 1055.7 1646.1 705.2 17566.2
% difference 49.9 81.2 65.4 - 63.4
9 before 15689.2 2857.0 3704.6 1354.1
9 after 8474.0 1903.3 2464.4 1090.3 16801.1
% difference 46.0 33.4 33.5 - 19.5
10 before 123638.1 13852.0 11433.0 11360.0
10 after 30435.2 1716.5 1391.8 1510.6 3691.3
% difference 75.4 87.6 87.8 - 86.7
11 before 23260.0 8221.6 3726.1 2104.9
11 after 12737.2 2517.0 697.3 0.0 18790.0
% difference 45.2 69.4 81.3 - 100.0
Continues at the next page
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Number total area of area of area of peak area of area of
of panelist area peak No 1 peak No 2 at 3.5 min peak No 3 new peak
12 before 28352:4 3193.5 4731.3 3820.1
12 after 20091.8 1763.6 3487.6 1569.4 11923.1
% difference 29.1 44.8 26.3 - 59.0
Table 2 Comparison of the chromatograms (230 nm) of the 12 pandlists before and
after the tasting of the wine control (C) and the wine+acid samples C+A).
Number total area of area of area of peak area of area of
of panehst area peak No 1 peak No 2 at 3.5 min peak No 3 new peak
1 before 10802.0 1835.7 1832.5 1207.7
1 after C 11588.5 1374.3 1902.0 1224.1 5867.0
% difference -7.3 25.1 - 3 ^ -1.3
1 after C+A 6763.8 452.7 779.8 1576.8 2927.0
% difference 37.4 75.4 57.4 -30.6
2 before 14373.8 4262.8 3047.9 2745.9
2 after C 13541.3 2008.8 1494.9 1150.5 7854.1
% difference 5.8 52.9 50.9 58.1
2 after C+A 11519.8 1302.1 1776.9 2041.3 2382.0
%difference 19.8 69.4 41.7 - 25.6
3 before 11354.8 5419.2 2399.9 1655.2
3 after Ci
% difference
3 after C+A 8677.4 2320.1 1334.7 1507.2 871.0
% difference 23.8 57.2 44.4 - 8.9
4 before 26684.7 4018.7 2384.8 13261.4
4 after C 22591.0 2393.6 2418.8 10100.8 874.3
% difference 15.3 40.4 -1.4 21.2
4 after C+A 9728.2 1888.4 1066.0 1252.8 3770.0
% difference 63.5 53.0 55.3 - 79.9
5 before 20326.3 7051.4 2624.8 2867.7
5 after C 18287.9 2570.1 2040.5 3842.6 2733.4
% difference 10.0 63.5 22.3 -33.9
5 after C+A 18826.9 1633.1 1652.6 3259.3 2919.0
% difference 7.4 76.8 37.0 - -13.6
6 before 9170.1 1836.2 1815.2 1511.7
6 after C 10675.0 1361.4 1916.9 1230.3 5501.0
% difference -16.4 25.8 -5.6 18.6
6 after C+A 12009.3 1528.0 1463.6 2056.2 1044.0
6 difference -30.9 16.7 - 19.4 -36.0
Continues at the next page
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Number total area of area of area of peak area of area of
of panelist area peak No 1 peak No 2 at 3.5 min peak No 3 new peak
7 before 16749.1 11040.0 1501.9 568.2
7 after C 14974.0 3016.4 1305.6 1058.3 1670.2
% difference 10.6 72.7 13.0 -86.2
7 after C+A 14207.5 3284.9 1357.3 1214.5 1793.0
% difference 15.2 70.2 - 10.0 -86.2
8 before 32359.8 4748.9 2462.5 3234.5
8 after C 18478.2 1541.9 1392.9 1893.6 2090.0
% difference 42.8 67.5 43.4 41.4
8 after C+A 25138.7 2027.9 1990.5 2472.2 4786.0
% difference 22.3 57.3 19.2 - 23.6
9 before 13481.9 3367.0 2734.5 1544.0
9 after C 1211.3 1040.3 1968.6 1144.0 1211.0
% difference 91.0 69.1 28.0 25.9
9 after C+A 8048.7 740.3 1824.9 1238.1 251.0
% difference 40.3 78.0 33.3 - 19.8
10 before 14063.8 1277.5 2881.7 2489.5
10 after C 11946.9 694.1 1482.7 1490.9
% difference 15.0 45.7 48.6 40.1
10 after C+A 10638.9 819.8 1458.0 971.0
% difference 15.1 35.8 49.4 - 34.8
11 before 17341.0 5545.0 2353.1 2013.2
11 after C 1331.2 1319.6 1066.1 2185.0
% difference 92.3 76.2 54.7 -8.5
11 after C+A 4156.2 193.4 536.8 1465.2 2679.0
% difference 76.0 95.6 77.2 - 27.2
12 before 15046.1 10797.0 1753.1 543.8
12 after C 15437.1 3254.9 1192.7 1096.8 1640.1
% difference -2.6 69.8 32.0 -101.7
12 after C+A 7612.9 1209.0 1813.2 1925.0 2136.0
% difference 49.4 88.8 -3.4 — -254.0
iNo data available for subject 3 after the tasting due to the very low quantity of the saliva sample
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IV REGRESSION LINES FOR SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS 
(p<0.05)
Set 1) Regression lines of the HPLC data (y axis) against mean T-I data obtained 
from 12 panelists before and after tasting the grape seed model solution (O).
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Set 2) Regression lines of HPLC data (y axis) against mean T-I data obtained
from 12 panelists before and after tasting the wine (O) and the wine+acid ( )
sam p les (con tin u ou s lin e  for the w in e  (O) data, dotted  line for the w in e+ acid
( ) data and con tin iou s b o ld  lin e  for com m on  regression  lin es b etw een  the  
tw o  sets o f  data).
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S et 3) R egression  lin es o f  H PLC  data (y  ax is) against m ean T - I  data obtained
from  12 pan elists before and after tasting the w in e  and the w in e+ a cid  sam ples  
(O ) (p o o led  data).
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V . A230/A280 RATIOS OF THE MAIN PEAKSi IN SALIVA 
CHROMATOGRAMS
Panelist
Before tasting the grape seed model solution 
Peak No 2 Peak at 3.5 min Peak No 3
1 2 0.71 5.04
2 0.79 5.34
3 1.72 5.58
4 1.09 5.56
5 0.67 4.64
6 Ô.70 4.76
7 0.71 5.67
8 Ô.81 4.97
9 0.76 5.92
10 0.88 5.15
11 0.71 4.97
12 0.75 4.59
Before tasting the wine
Panelist Peak Nq 2 Peak at 3.5 min Peak Nq 3
1 0.72 5.16
2 Ô.73 4.97
3 0.77 5.61
4 0.64 5.01
5 0.70 5.02
6 Ô.88 5.83
7 0.80 5.39
8 Î.04 4.87
9 0.90 5.13
10 0.94 4.64
11 0.93 5.33
12 0.99 - 4.81
Mean: 0.82 0.75 5.16
SDEV3 0.13 0.07 0.38
1: Since A280 o f  peak N q 1=0, no ratios are available 
2; Peaks were not present in the chromatograms 
3; Standard deviation
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